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ASSTRACT

THE PROBLEM OF I'IIGRATORY WATERFOWL CROP DEPREDATION
I4IITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO MANITOBA

By: Lois K. Harrison
Advisor: Dr. Clay Gílson
Ifigratory waterfov¡l exhibit the characteristics of what are normally
referred to as

common

property resources. In Ëhe absence of regulations

the characteristics of free access and non-exclusion can lead to overexploiËaËion of the resource, and in the case of a wildlife

species, to

evenËual extinction of the resource. Because society values the exis-

tence of migratory wat.erfowl, efforts have been undertaken by both pri-

vate and government groups to preserve these species. The preservation
actions undertaken r¿iËhin agricultural areas have added to the problem
already exisLing, of migratory waterfowl causing

damage

to agricultural

crops. Migratory vraterfowl, during the fal1 staging period at preservation sites, will forage for food within nearby producers swathed grain
fields.

The financial

loss to Ëhe agricultural

producer, under certain

ecological and climatic conditions, can be quíte extensive" In order to
alleviate the financial loss Èo the agricultural

producer, two programs

were Ímplemented, a compensation program and a crop damage prevenËion
program"

The general objectives of this study were to examine the extent of

the crop depredation problem within Manítoba, and t.o analyze the present

-l_l-

Compensation Program's ability

to deal \,¡ith the problem. Inclusive

Ëo

thís is an economic evaluation of the efficiency irnplications of the
leve1 of compensaEion upon Èhe agronomic practices of agricultural producers and, an evaluation of the jurisdictional

and 1egal implications

of crop depredation upon the financial structuring of the program. I^lith
Èhe aid of the above informaÈion, alternative policy proposals to the

present Compensation Program vrere examined and evaluated in terms of
their effects upon the various interest groups involved.
The results of this study are briefly as follows.

The first

conclu-

síon reached was that compensation can create disincentive effects for
agricultural

producers to undertake efficient

agronomic practices.

A

trade-off between efficiency and equity is frequently required, wiËh the
degree of trade-off based upon the objectives of the policy naker. The
second conclusion reached was that there exists no legal responsibility

on behalf of either the federal or provincial government to compensate

agricultural

producers for crop damage caused by migratory waterfowl.

In addition, iË is difficult

to deterrnine the correct cost-sharing ar-

rangement thaÈ should exist between the two governmenÈs because there is

no clear delineation of responsibility

for migratory \,raterfowl and its

preservation in the legislation reviewed.
The analysis of alternative policy options to the compensatíon

scheme

presently in existence indicated that a 100 percent compensation

scheme

would mean a 70 percenÈ increase in the magnitude of government contrib-

uÈions. A 100 percent compensaËion level was considered to promoÈe disincentive effects upon the agrieultural producer with regard Èo damage
prevention activities.

A percent based coverage level was considered to

-

l-t-l_ -

be more equitable than a per acre

rnaximum

coverage because it does not

discriminate against producers of higher valued or higher yielding
crops. Increased prevention activities

in conjunction

wi-Ëh

a

compensa-

tion scheme could t.heoreEically reduce the total expenditure to\,rard crop
depreda

tion

"

An increment to hunting license fees of ç2"25 would cover the cost of
compensation for the fulL value of grain danaged by rnigraÈory r4iaterfowl
However, the cost distribution

among migraÈory

.

waterfowl users would not

be evenly dístributed under this system of fund raising.
The concepË of a spot-loss insurance option for migratory !üaterfowl

crop damage was considered infeasible because of the lack of a
probabiliÈy of

damage

occurring for t.he province.

Damage

random

is Èoo concen-

Erated within small areas to be able to spread Èhe risk through an insurance program.

-av-
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ChapÈer
WATERFOI{L CROP DEPPüDATION

1"1

IN

THE

I
PRAIRIE PROVINCES OF

CANADA

INTRODUCTION AND STI]DY OBJECTIVES

Crop depredation by roígratory vraterfowl is presenËly a problem in the

prairie region of Canada. During Ëhe spring and fa1l of the year, large
numbers of waterfowl pass through this region enroute to and from their
stunmer

nesting grounds. The waterfowl sËop along the

r^ray

to rest and to

feed; the primary source of food being fields of swathed grain lying unharvested in the vÍcinity
Èhe agricultural

of the resting areas. The financial losses to

producer resulting frou waterfowl feeding upon this

grain can be quite severe under cerËain ecological and climatic conditions which are specified in a later secEion. In certain areas
crop depredation is a recurring problem, friction

where

has developed between

producers and groups which are involved in the promotion and implementa-

tion of preservation acËiviLies for migrating r^raterfowl populations

and

their habitat.
The siEuation of migratory waterfowl creating financial losses for

agricultural producers through crop depredation is not a recent problen.
It was noÈ unËil recently, however, that temporary measures r¡rere introduced to alleviate

the financial and social tensions. These

tneasures

have taken the form of compensation and prevention programs. The re-

sults of the prograrls have not been satisfactory.

Dissatisfaction ex-

ists with reference Èo the leve1 of crop damage for which compensation
ís received and the effectiveness of the prevenÈive measures underÈaken.

-1-
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Both programs have received considerable criticism

from agricultural

producers who Íncur crop damage and government officials

who are in-

volved in the fornulation and adninisEration of the progr"r".l
Throughout the course of this study the underlying assumption is

made

that agricultural producers are entitled to the receipt of compensation
for waterfowl damage. The general premise upon which this conclusion is
justified

is in terms of the

coramencement

of risk and the role of gov-

ernment preservation policies in increasing the risk.

Preservation ac-

tions by goverriment and private organizations have had the effect of
concentrating fall migraEing waterfowl into specific areas of the province.

As a result,

the waterfowl requirements for food within these

areas have increased and producers have received higher crop damage lev-

els than previously.

The agricultural

producer receiving crop

damage

bears a substantial proporÈion of the costs associated with r^/aterfor¡rl
preservaÈion while society receives the major portion of the benefits.
The extent that governnent implernented preservation policies have in-

creased the level- of crop damage is debatable, as is the quesÈion of
government responsibility

for crop

damage and Èhe subsequent payment of

compensation. However, the federal and provincial governments have in-

directly

conceded both responsibility

through the initíal

for the payment of cornpensation

impleroentation of a compensation and a prevenÈion

program. Through the irnplementation of the two programs, the governpent
has admitted thaÈ there is justification

for the producers claim that

compensation should be paid for vJaterfowl inflÍcted

crop dauage.

^I Source: Personal communication wiÈh individuals at both government
and farm level.

3

The present st.udy was undertaken with the following three objectives

in mind.
0bjectives:
I"

To investigate and evaluate the problem of migratory waterfowl

inflicted

crop

damage

within the Province of ManiËoba. Included in this

evaluation is a sunmary of the background infornation available, an examination of the extent of t,he problen as it exists at the present time

(financial and attitudinal),

and an evaluaËion of the compensaÈory pro-

gram presently in effect to remedy the problem. The Prevention Program

ís considered t.o operate in conjunction with the Compensation Program
and not as a separate solution.

The potentially

positive effects of the

Prevention Program upon the leve1 of waterfowl crop depredation will reduce the amount of expenditure required through the Conpensation Pro-

gram. This sÈudy evaluat.es iÈ on Ëhis basis and, therefore, centers its
attention more specifically around Ëhe more controversial principles

and

att,iÈudes associated with the Compensation Program.

2" The second objective includes two facets.
of the economic Eheory underlying wildlife

The first

is a review

resources and their preserva-

tion, and the carryover effects associated with this preservation.
basic economic criteria

of the conpensation principle and the ability

The

of

the existing program to meet this criÈeria will be examined.
The second facet is a review of the jurisdictional

and 1egal Ímplica-

tions of the nigraÈory waterfowl preservation and protection programs.
Much of the controversy surrounding Ëhe payment of compensaÈion cenËers

around the question of 1iabi1ty.

appropriate financial

Therefore, in order Eo determine the

structuring of Ëhe Compensation Program, it

is

4

necessary to make an aÈtempt t.o ansr,rer the question of who should bear

the cost"
3" The third najor objective is to anaLyze proposed policy alternatives to the Compensation Program. These alternatives range from a restructuring of the present Compensation Program to the d.erivation of

a

spot-loss insurance program. The effects of these alternatives upon Ëhe
various interest groups (specified in a later section), constitute a
jor portion of Èhe analysis.

L"2

BACKGROUND

Damage
became

mid

TO THE CROP DEPREDATION PROBLEM

inflicted

on agriculÈural crops by rnigratory waterfowl first

a problem to producers within the prairie region of Canada in the

1940'

first

ma-

s with the introduction of two technological innovations.

The

innovation was Ehe change in the method of harvest from threshing

nachines to combines. This resulted in the replaeement of st.ooks
swaths r,¡hich are rnore readily accessible Èo migratory waËerfowl .

by

The

second innovation Ì{as the development of new strains of higher yielding

barley and durum wheat which were better acclimatized to prairie growing
conditions.

A larger percentage of prairie farm acreage was

so1ün to

these crops, thereby, making available greater quantities of grai_n for
waËerfowl consuupÈion. A third facLor contributing to increased crop
damage

leve1s was the encroachrnent of agriculüural production into areas

producing the natural food supply of waterfowl.

These areas are natu-

rally of a poorer drainage than would previously be sown to agricultural
crops" Technological innovatÍons in the design of machinery and in

Ëhe

characteristics of the grain gror¡ln have made it possible to expand agricultural production into these areas. As a result of the above factors

5

waterfowl qrere forced to turn to cultivaËed sources of food rvith the
preferred crops being wheat and barley"
The najor component of grain loss is not in the form of grain consumed

but, in the amount of grain that is trampled by the migratory wat-

erfowl.

Trampling causes the grain Èo shatter from the straw and, in

wet weather conditions, to become imbedded in the ground. In addition,
weÈ weather causes excess sprouËing

to occur. The consequence of both

occurrences is that the grain becomes inaccessible to pickup by the har-

vesti-ng equipment. It has been estimated that waterfowl will

trample

8 to 10 Ëimes more grain than they

rn the process,
"ot"'rm".2
foreign aatter is íntroduced into the swaths (soil and manure) which re-

beÈween

duces the quality of the grain harvested.

There are three

ma

jor groups of waterf o\,rl_ which cause damage to

grain; ducks, geese, and sandhill cranes. The mal-Iard duck is the worst
offender, being the forerunner of field

feeding waterfowl and being

present in the largest number. The estimated population of mallard
ducks passing through Manitoba within a given season is in Ëhe vicinity

of one nillion.3

Geese, mainly Canada and Snow, are the other major

field feeders. The amount of damage caused by geese is less than for
ducks because of lower population 1eve1s and lower tranpling to consump-

tion ratios.

The net outcome is potentially the same in that both spec-

ies are capable of causing 100 percent destruction of a grain field.
Sandhill cranes are not a frequent cause of crop damage and in general
do noË cause severe danage.

Ron Kabaluk. t'WaËerfowl Damage ConÈro1 Program Reviewr" Report prepared for the Department of Natural Resources, triinnipeg, I976, p. 14.

Ibid., p.

16"

6

One

of the najor factors affecting the control of crop damage is the

status of waterfowl- as a protected resource" The Government of

Canada,

under the provisions of the Migratory Birds Convention Act of 19I6
(MBCA), has assumed

responsibility for t.he preservation of waterfowl

the maintenance of population levels.

and

The methods employed to meet this

objective center around the establishroent of areas where waterfowl are
ProËected throughout the year, and the regulation of hunting activÍties.
Maintenance of waterfowl populations at current leve1s implies continued

crop depredation, while the prohibition

by the federal govern¡ûent

against the shooting of waËerfowl prevents the producer from employing
thís procedure as a scare technique to prevent. damage. It is believed
by many producers that firing

at waterfowl with live shot ís the

mosË

effective scare device that can be employed. The position taken by

Èhe

federal governmenË, to protect and preserve migraÈory waterfowl, has enhanced the problem for agricultural

producers.

The prairie provinces of Canada contain three-fifths

(I66,000 square

roiles) of the area commonly referred to as the Prairie Pothole Region of
North America. The area conÈains between I to 10 nillion

sloughs

and

marshes. It is estimated that close to 100 percent of al1 farms located
therein cont,ain sone wet1and.4 fni" weÈland constitutes prirne nesting
habitat for several species of ducks, including the mall-ard and pintail.
Although this area comprises only 10 percent of North America's vrater-

fowl breeding areas, it produces over 63 percent of the Eotal waterfovrl
population.

One noticeable outcome is that 5 out of every 8 birds

4 r¡i¿. , pp. 2-7.

7

killed by North American hunters are produced in the prairie provin..".5
These wetlands, many of which are situated upon private 1ands, are esti-

mated to produce 80 percent of a1l ducks produced in western Canada with

the related costs of production being born by private landowners.
example of such a cost is

An

the value of erop lost through waterfowl

.6

oepredaEl_on.

The prairie region is crossed at some point by each of the four North
Arnerican migration flyways; the pacific,

lantic.
travels.

central, Mississippi, and At-

Each species has a specific route within the flyway which it
The species of interesÈ which have routes crossing the prairie

region are the mallard and pintail duck, and the Canada and Snow geese.
These species are the major offenders in the crop daroage probren.
Each migration route cont.ains at least one gathering spot or staging

site where waterfowl will

congregate Ëo await the time v¡hen cliuatic

changes induce their continued flight

southward. Birds numbering in ex-

cess of 5001000 can congregate at the peak of staging activities.

rn

order to meet food requirements, these birds have been known to travel
wiÈhin a radius of 50 niles from the stagÍng area. The prine feeding

targets of waterfowl- are the unharvested fields of wheat, barley,
oats in the nearby areas. Producers situated in the vicinity
stagíng areas are subject to severe financial

and

of these

losses through the de-

Naturalist., "The Prairie Pothole Regionril (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
I.IinËer, L974. pp" 2-7.
Province of Saskatchewan, "liildlife
Insurance programr" Report prepared for Saskatchewan Crop Insurance Commission, Regina, Appendix D.

struction of their crops.T
Cliroatic condiËions during the spring and faIl play an important role
in the amount of

damage

that occurs throughout the season. Low rainfall

levels during the spring cause much of the wetland to remain dry and unattractive to T^raterfowl in search of a nesting ground and, as a result,
Inany species will

not raise a brood of young under these conditions.

The net effect is a reduction in waËerfowl population leve1s.

Spring weather conditions also play an important role in the

of crop

damage

occurring during the fall.

amount

Low rainfal-l and warm temper-

atures will lead to an early planting season which will,

in turn, lead

to an early harvesÈ. Under these conditions, harvesting will be
pleted prior to the fal1 nigration season and

damage

Additional factors which effect the extent of

com-

will be limiÈed.

da¡qage

occurring within

any given year are; fal1 migrating population levels, length of the

dam-

age season, amount of trampling relative Èo the anounË of grain consumed, timing and length of the fall nigration period, anount of natural

food supplies available, and extent. of preventive actions being

em-

ployed. These factors a1one, or in conjucEion with one another, affect
Ëhe degree

of depredation in the following manner.

Waterfowl will reroain aË a staging site for as long as weather condi-

tions are favourable and food is readily available.

The major crop

depredations occur when fal1 harvesÈing coincides wiËh fal1 nigration.

This is most common when, due to wann, wet weather, southward flights
are retarded and harvesting is delayed. The length of the

damage season

7 Sor'rr"": Inf orrnation supplied by the l"lanitoba Department. of Natural
Resources. Personal communication.

9

varied fron 30 days, as in 1976, to 60 days in 1975.8 th" síËuation is
worsened rvhen

fall waterfowl population levels are high in conjunction

r.¡ith the above"
The amount of naËural food available in Ëhe vicinity

site will affect the leve1 of darnage.
gregate in the fall

When

of the staging

large numbers of birds con-

at a partieular spot., the natural food supply is

soon exhausted. Birds rnust find their food requirements elsewhere,

the first

and

place they look is in nearby fields of unharvested grain.

In an effort to alleviaËe the problem of crop damage, agricultural
producers and government officials

have underEaken preventive measures.

In severe depredation areas, these neasures take the forn of lure crops
o

and hazing.' Government departments have made available to producers
bangers and cracker shells which are maintained in producers fields un-

til

t.he threat of danger is pasÈ. Producers erect scarecror¡rs, drive

trucks through fields, leave machinery in fields, and shoot at the birds
with blank shells.

The relative meriËs of each meÈhod is dependent upon

the number of waËerfowl present and the experience of the individual applying the procedure"

Source: Information supplied by the Manitoba Department of Natural
Program Files.

Resources, I,Iildlife

Definition: Hazing refers Eo Ëhe attempts to scare or herd waterfowl
away fron producers fields with the aid of aeroplanes or helicopters.

10

1"3

DIRECTION OF S]]I]DY

The firsE chapler deals broadly with the historical
commencement

background to the

of the waterfowl crop depredation problem, and a review of

the ecological and climatic characteristics affecting the extent of the
problem. The second chapter brings lhe problem into a Manitoba context
with the use of information available from bot.h primary and derived
sources. Priuary sources refer to the infornation available from agencies involved with Èhe Compensation and Prevention Programs, while the
derived source refers to the inforrnation obtained from the const.ruction
and application of a survey questionnaire to a representative sample of

agricultural

producers. The Compensation and Prevention Programs are

both reviewed, hor,¡ever, this study concentrates more upon the

Compensa-

tion Program.
The third chapter covers the economic theory surrounding the crop
depredation situation, and the implications of preservation and conpen-

sation upon the economic criteria

of efficiency and equiÈy. The fourth

chapter centers around the jurisdictional

responsibilities

attributable

to federal and provincial government bodies in an attexopt to settle the
dispute over the cost-sharing arrangement.
The fifth

chapter outlines the analysis carried out of the alterna-

tive policy proposals and Ehe effect of each upon Ëhe various interest
groups involved.

These groups include provincial and federal govern-

ments, the agricultural

general public.

producers, the hunters, the naturalists,

and the

The method of analysis, the actual analysis, and the

results of the analysis are all included within this chapter"

1t

The last chapter

summarizes

the results of the previous chapt.ers,

outlines the lirnitations of the study, and offers suggestions for further research.

Chapter
TIIE

2.I

II

PROBLEM-I.TATERFOWL CROP DEPREDATION AND COMPENSATION

WITHIN MANITOBA

INTRODUCTION

The situation that exists within Manitoba wit,h respect to crop

damage

caused by migratory waterfowl is closely related to that descrÍbed for
t.he prairie region as a whole. To bring to the forefront the dÍscussion

as it applies more specifically

to Manitoba, inforroation and data froro

several existing sources were compiled and summarized. These sources
included Èhe Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporat.ion, the Manitoba Departraenl of NaEural Resources, the l'lanitoba Department of Agriculture, the
Canadian Wild1ife Service, and Ducks Unlimited.

To obtain stil1 further information of a qualitative and quantit.ative

nature, a questionnaire was consËructed and a field survey undertaken of
a small sample of agricultural producers who, over the years, had incurred I.raterfowL inflicted

crop damage. The questionnaire was designed to;

obtain the producers perceptions of Ehe problem as it exisÈed at the
farm 1eve1, t.he solutions that have been irnplemenÈed to deal with the
problem, and the alternative soLutions that have been proposed.

The information gaÈhered from the above sources is used throughout

the following sections Eo describe the crop

damage

situation within I'lan-

itoba, the functioning of the PrevenÈion and Compensation Programs'
wiËhin Mantioba, and the issues surrounding the administration of the
ConpensaÈion Prograrn wiËhin Manitoba.

-12-
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2"2

T^JITEIN

A

MANITOBA CONTEXT

The extent. of crop daroage occurring wiËhin Manitoba fot a given year,

ranged from a low of 2.0 million dollars to a high of 8"7 rnillion dol--

lars.I0 ff," actuaL dollar value of damage diverged to this extent because of the different

methods employed (including versus excluding

trampled grain, the estimamtion of crop yield, and the adjustment tech-

nique) by different sources to estimate

damage

1eve1s. Plots of

damage

claims, as shown on }fap 1 , indicated that the producers receiving the
major proportion of dauage are situated in the vicinity
mock l^Iildlife

Management

of the Oak Harn-

Area, in the Interlake areas of Bifrost

Fisher Branch, in Ehe Northwest region just

and

souËh of the Riding l"Ioun-

tains, and in the Carrot River-The Pas area" All four areas lie within
one of Èhe two major migration routes which pass Ëhrough the province.
The first

route follows down the west side of the province from The Pas,

with staging occurring at the Oak Lake Goose Refuge. The second route
passes between Lakes Winnipeg, Dauphin, ManiÈoba, and l,linnipegosís, with

staging occurring at the Oak Hammock l,farsh.
I,iaËerfowl populations concentrate to a greater extent in the Inter-

lake Regíon than in the Northwest, with staging peaks at oak

Hammock

Marsh ranging from a low of 130,000 in 1975 Èo a high of 400,000 in

L979. The length of the migration and damage seasons between 1975 and
1979 ranged from a row of 36 days in 1976 to a high of 54 days in 1979,

and averaged at 48 days per year for the entire p.riod.ll

1o K"b.r,rk, op.

cit., p. I3.

l1 Sorr."": InformaÈion supplied by the
Resources, I,Iildlife Program Files.

ManiÈoba DeparËment

of

Natural-

T4
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InformaËion obtained from the survey (Appendix A) confirmed that, for

the majority of the province,
fowl"

daroage

is caused by fal1 migrating vrater-

The Northwest Region, the tradiËional Pothole Country, is the

only excepÈion to the above" In this area, it is estimated that 80 percent of all crop

damage

is caused by 1ocal nesting waterfowl, in partic-

ular the mallard duck. It was also confirmed through survey information
that cereal grains are Ëhe prime feeding Ëargets of migratory r,/aterfowl,
with barley ranking as the most frequently

damaged

in 65 perc,ent of sit-

uations, wheat in 31 percent of situations, and oats in 4 percent of
situations.

2.3

CURRENT SOLUTIONS TO

TIIE

PROBLEM

Two prograrus are presently in operation to deal \,rith the problem of

waterfowl inflicted

crop damage. The two programs fal1 under the gener-

a1 heading of the l^iaterfowl Crop Depredation Control Program and are ad-

ministered in conjunction with one anoEher. The first

of these, here-

after referred to as Ëhe Prevention Program, \¡ras established under
federal-provincial agreement with the objective of instituting

a

a program

designed to alleviate the extent of crop depredation caused by migratory

wat,erfowl. The second, hereafter referred to as the Compensation Program, was also established under a federal-provincial agreement and has

as iËs major objective the alleviation of the financial burdens to agricultural producers crealed by nigratory
The two programs were initiated

r^7aËerfowl

crop depredation.

in 1972, with financing shared on

a

50-50 basis by the governments of Canada and Manitoba. The following
secËion outlines the structure and extent of Èhe Prevention Program

T6

wiËhÍn Manitoba, the methods of prevention employed under the program,
and the effectiveness of these activities

as perceived by the agricul-

tural producer. The subsequent section follows a similar format for the
Compensation Program.

2"3.7

The Prevention Program

The Prevention Progr.*I2 is represented by the federal- government
Èhrough the Department of the Environment, and by Èhe province through

the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Natural Resources.
The program is administered by the Department of Natural Resources but

all policy decisions are jointly approved by both levels of governnent.
The Departnent of Natural Resources enploys game officers

who are re-

sponsible for the co-ordination of the prevention activities

of lure

cropping and the distribution of scare devices. It is the responsibili-

ty of these individuals to aid the producer in setting up and maintaining scare equipment at the
deemed

useful.

damage

site for the period of time that it is

The Department retains control over Èhe handling of the

equipment as a means of preventing inefficient

use"

The Prevention Program undertaken in Manitoba consists of lure crops,

acetylene exploders, and scarecrows. Cracker shells were used for

a

time but their use T¡ras discontinued when they proved to be hazardous to
the operator" The characteristics of a parÈicular area determine

Èhe

method of prevention that is used. Intensively damaged areas, such
Oak Hammock Marsh, enploy

as

lure crops in conjunction with scare devices.

12 Sorrt"": The information for this section, and the section regarding
Ëhe CompensaÈion Program, was obtained from a questionnaire administered to 45 agricultural producers within ManiÈoba. The quesLions
and answers are ouÈlined in Appendix A.
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In less intensively

damaged

areas, such as the Northwest, prevention ac-

tiviËies are restricted soley to the use of scare devices. The merits
of each acËivity within an area are determined by the game officer in
charge of the area.
The allocation of funds between the two Ëypes of prevention programs

is arbitrarily

determined, given the rnagnitude of the funds avaÍlable

and the judgenent of the official

in charge. For example, the distribu-

tion of funds between feeding and scaring activities
the expected and actual waterfowl population leve1s.

is determined

by

If the expected

population 1evels are low, smaller quantities of scare equipment \,ri11

be

purchased and disseminated among the different regions. If expectaÈions

prove false and large migrating populations occur, the quantity of scare
equipment available will

be insufficienL"

In the event of this occur-

ring, it becomes necessary to purchase private grain crops to acÈ
lures in order to keep

\^IaEerfo\^r1 away

from producers fields.

as

The anount

expended for private lure crop purchase is not necessari1y constrained.

by the Prevention Progran budget. The province has the authority Eo increase its own level of contribution above the amount established in the

federal-provincial

agreeuent. This has the effect of increasing the

amount of funds expended for lure crop purchase relative

to Ëhe funds

expended for the purchase of scare devices.

Table 2.1 indicaÈes the distribution
Program and

of funds between the lure crop

the scare device program. The variability

in the anount of

funds expended between years for the two programs can be accounted for
by the explanation given above. The leve1 of prevention funds allocated

to the lure crop program ranges

beË.ween

66 and 87 percent, with a life-

1B

Table 2.1

Distribution of Prevention Prograu Funds BeËween the
Ilajor Methods Enployed (Lure Crop Purchase and
Developroent: Scare Devices) Lrithin Manitoba
(do1Iars

)

Year

Total
Prevention Cost

r972

7I ,328 .63

52,07 8.82

66

27

,249.81

34

r973

73

,7 58.87

53,837.19

73

19

,92r.68

27

t97 4

332,4 15 .36

28r ,504.36

85

50,91 1 .00

15

r97 5

17

8,825 "66

Lzr,944.46

6B

56 ,881

.20

32

t97 6

107,680.90

80,993.98

79

22,L86.92

2T

r97

166,369.10

r44,453 .16

87

2r,9r5.94

13

7

Lure Crops

Percentage Scaring

Percentage

197 8

27 6

,584 .98

204,7 43 .27

75

69

,B4r.7 r

25

r979

225,277 .68

t64,928.45

73

59

,989.22

27

========

This table indicat.es that the lure crop costs plus the scaring
costs do not equal Lhe total prevention costs. In these years, the toËal- is greater by the administration cost (I976 = $4,500.00 : 1978 =
$2r000.00). Information did not specify where these costs were expended,
The total prevention cost column is the aggregation of all costs
involved in undertaking prevenÈion measures. At the end of each fiscal
year, the total cost is divided equally beÈween the federal and provincial governments.
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time average of 75 percenE. The remainder (25%) is allocated toward
purchase

t.he

of scare devices"

In Ëhe initial

year of implementaÈion, Èhe maximum contribuËion each

leve1 of governmenÈ (federal and provincial) made to the Prevention Program \¡ras established at 50,000 dollars.

it now stands at 1201000 dollars.
ín the initial

This leve1 has increased until

The expendÍ-ture through the prograu

year of operation \¡ras approximately 80r000 dollars, but

as of 1979, this value has increased to 225,000 dollars.

The expendi-

tures over time are displayed in Table 2.1.
Although the magnitude of funds expended through the Prevention Program has increased over time, the extent of its

activiËies has not.

This is reflected in the magnitude of the major component of the Prevention Prograro; the lure crop program. Table 2.2 indicates that the total
number of acres planted to lure crops exhíbits a slight

that, in one out of every three years, it will

fluctuate.

however, the total number of acres remains relatively

Ërend insofar

0n average,

constant at

1

1500.

The increase in prevention expenditure nay merely be a reflection of the

increase in:

grain price levels v¡hich must be paid for private crops

being purchased as lures; land rental values for land rented from private individuals for the purpose of producing lures; and, input costs
involved in the production of lures.

2"3"1,1

Results of Survey

The survey indicated that individual producers undertake preventive

actions completely separate fron the actions undertaken by

goverr¡ment

agents" These actions take Ëhe fonn of scarecror.rs (67%), bangers (56%),

20

Table

2

"2

of Lure Crops Grov¿n in Manitoba
Through the Prevention program

Number and Acreage

Year

Total Acreage

1972

1

,320 .55

r973

1

,518 .00

r97 4

3,02L.40

r97 5

1

r97

6

r97

7

r97 8

,709 .00
988 .50

1

,413 .40
957 "s0

I97

9

1,500.00

Ave

rage

I ,553.54

Source: InformaËion supplied by Manitoba Department of NaËuralResources (I^iildlife Program Files).
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and scare per:rtrits (3I%).13 Of this groupr 62 percent felt

that the

meas-

ures they undertook were T¡/orthwhile for a short period of time. The effectiveness of the various prevention devices is short 1ived, if,
some reason, harvesÈing cannot proceed

short period of time,

for

Ímmediately. The birds, after

become accustomed

to the noíse of the bangers

the presence of the scarecrovrs. As this occurs, they will

a

and

once again

venture into producers' fields to feed upon the unharvested grain.

The belief

exists among produeers Ehat government activities,

which B0 percent of producers I¡/ere avrare, v/ere effective.

of

They also be-

lieved (87"/.) that the government should extend the scope of its prevention act,ivities,

because crop danage is a consequence of governmenÈ in-

volvement in the preservaËion of t'government. birdsrr. Given this belief,

only 33 percent of producers felt that their own role in

damage preven-

Ëion should be increased. hrhile they were naking the above declaration,
62 percent of these same producers indicated that they had altered their

fanoing practices to help alleviate crop damage. These alterations included: growing the less susceptible crops of flax and rapeseed; altering harvesting procedures (straight combining or combining swaths while
still

danp); growing more forage crops; and draining wetlands.

The general response by producers surveyed to the questions regarding

prevention activities
ception was Ëhe Oak

was sinilar
Hammock

throughout the province. The only ex-

l{i1dlífe

Management

Èive atËitude (60% felt prevention activities

Area where a more nega-

vrere not worthwhile) to-

wards Èhe effectiveness of prevention activities

carried out by both

13 l"finition:
Scare permits besËow upon the producer the right to
shooË aË waterfowl r¡iÈh blank ammuniÈion, for the purpose of scaring
waterfowf away from infested fields.
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producers and governnent \,ias evident"

This attitude is hypothesized to

be a result of the large number of waterfowl that congregate in this
area during the staging phase of the flight

southward in the fal1.

crops cannot supply the food requirements of these populations,

Lure
and

scare devices cannot control Èhe large numbers present within a field at
any one time" The net result is a substantial level of crop

damage.

Despit.e the efforts of the Prevention Program, crop damage has con-

tinued t.o occur. Individuals, both in and out of government, feel that
producers should not be required to bear Ëhe fu1l cost associated with

the problem of waterfowl crop depredation. A second program offering
compensation after

the fact

Ì^7as

therefore implernented in conjunction

with the Prevention Prograu t.o correct this inequity.

2.3.2

The Conpensation Program

The Compensation Program was designed to ease the financial losses to

agricultural producers created by migratory \,raterfowl crop depredation.
The strucËure of the Compensation Program, however, has certain factors

built into it which affect its performance as an equiÈable soluËion. In
order to understand the relationship between structure and performance,
Èhe first

section outlines specifically

the cornposition of the program.

Based upon this background inforroation, the second section deals with

certain controversial

componenÈs

of the prograu, particularly its appli-

cation and acceptability to agricult.ural producers" The third section
moves to a different

formaÈ and discusses some of the broader political

and economic issues surrounding the Compensation Prograu, as seen fron
Ëhe perspective

of the various groups involved"
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2"3"2"L Structure of the Compensation Program
The Compensat.ion Program originated in 1972 as the l^Iaterfowl

Danage

Fund. The Fund offered coverage Èo the producer for one-half the
mercial value of danaged grain, up to a

maximum

com-

of 15 dollars per acre.

The federal and provincial govrnments shared equally in the financing of
Èhe program,

The first

to an aggregated

maximum

contribution of 100,000 dollars"

Migratory l,Iaterfowl Crop

Damage Compensation Program was

signed ín 1974, wíth a structure and terms of reference similar to those

of the agreement it replaced. The
the producer v/as originally
of L978, the

maximum

federal-provincial

maximum

level of coverage offered to

established at 25 dollars per acre, but

level was increased to 50 dollars per acre.

as
The

contributions to the program have increased from

100,000 dollars to the present level of 300,000 dollars (600,000 aggre-

gated).

Manit,oba's portion of Ëhe total

federal contribution has in-

creased from 10 percenÈ in 1974 to 15 percent in 1981.
The program receives representaÈion from Canada Èhrough the Federal
Department of Agriculture, and from Manitoba through the Department of

Agriculture and the Department of NaËural Resources. The actual- field
trork related Èo receiving and adjusting claims is the responsibility

of

Èhe Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation. The results of the Corpora-

tion's work are submíËËed to the DeparÈment of Natural Resources whieh,
in turn, is responsible for the issusing of cheques to producers

based

upon claims received" The cheques issued must visibly accredit boÈh the

federal and provincial governments with payment. At the end of

each

fiscal year the Department issues a report to the Federal Department of
Agriculture outlining all the revenues and expenditures associated with
Èhe

administration of the program and the

paymenË

of compensation.
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The struct.ure of the Compensation Program is clearly

defined in

Schedule A of the triaterfowl Crop Danage Agreerent.14 The major ter¡ns of

reference outlining the strucËure which nay be referred to throughout
this study are as follows:
Terms of Reference

1. The ConpensaËion Prograu will be administered and adjusted by the
Ilanitoba Crop Insurance CorporaËion.

2.

Coupensation coverage is offered to producers for danage caused

by rnigratory waterfowl (ducks, geese, and sandhill cranes) to specified
agricultural crops.
3.

Compensation is linited

to standing, swathed, or stooked fields

of unharvested grain.
4.

The amount of compensation a producer can receive is determined

by rnultiprying the percentage loss on each acre by the lesser of; the
commercial value of the crop or 50 dollars.

The commercial value refers

to the appraised value of Ëhe crop before damage, which is determined

by

nultiplying the appraised yield by the established price set r^iithin the
agreement for each crop.

The 50 dollar maximum per acre is established

on Ëhe premise that it is represenËat.ive of the costs per acre assocj.ated with product.ion of the crop.

5. The maximum conpensation availabl-e to a sÍngle producer is set at
10'000 dollars.

The minimum compensation available is set at 100 do1-

1ars. A crop receiving less than five percent damage is not eligable
for compensation.

14

so.r."": canada-Manitoba Agreement, waterfowr crop Damage
tion Program Terms and CondiÈions, July 1979.

corupensa-
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6" compensation will not be paid on crops which are planted late, or
planted on land unsuitable for crop production.
7

" An inspection fee of 25 dollars per quarter section must be paid

vlhen a claim for damage is made" This fee is refundable if

the claim

proves valid.

2"3"2"2

Performance of the Compensation Program

The total

amounE

of eompensation paid Ëhrough the program varies

yearly in accordance with the severity of damage for Ëhat year. Table
2.3 indicates thaË in years when losses are severe (1977 and t97B),
pensation payments are in the vicinity

of 500,000 dollars.

com-

In years

when losses are less severe (I974 and I976), compensation payments are

reduced Lo approxirnately 100r000 do11ars. The table also indicates that

the level of average and total payments per claiin has risen over the
life of the prograro. The increase in total and average payments
a reflection

of an increase in:

rnay be

the avrareness by producers that the

progran exists and who are consequently roaking claims; the Ievel of cov-

erage (from 25 Èo 50 dollars per acre maximum as of 1978); the produc-

tion of barley and wheat which are more susceptible t.o waterfowl

damage;

and, the advancenent of agricultural production into increasingly marginal agriculÈural land which prior to this advancement was prine r^iaterfowl habitat

"

The figures in Table 2.4 indicaÈe that the percentage of compensation

costs relative to total depredation costs has increased over the life of
the program, from approximately 30 to 50 percent. This may be an indication of the expanded scope of the compensalion scheme relative

to the
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Table 2"3
Change

in Nunber and Average Size of Valid Claims
Over The Duration of the Maniroba
Compensation Program
(

dollars

)

r========================================

Year

Number

of Clairos'

t972

20

1973

Total Paynent

Average Paynent

,694.4r

283.47

72

36,r7 5.33

502.43

197 4

rB0

1I9,575.00

664.3r

r97 5

366

334,tI7 .99

BB5 . s6

r97 6

54

5

7

5,287 .20

r97

7

49r

411,160.63

I97

I

4I1

469

197 9

287

281,404.30

,946.43

L

,394.2r
837

1,

.39

143.43
980 .50

Source: Information supplied by Manitoba Department of Natural
Program files).

Resources (l.iildlife

'The number of claims does not refer to the number of producers
rnakíng claims. One farm may suffer crop damage on more than one field,
in which case a separate claim must be uade for each. The average payment column reflects the average payment per claim as opposed to the average payment per producer.
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TabLe

2 "4

Relationships Between Costs of Prevention and Costs of Compensation
Compared to Total Depredation Control Costs for Manitoba
(Ratios of Individual Program Costs ro Total Costs)
=

============================== ======= === === =

Prevention Program CosEs Compensation Program Costs
'OËher
Relative To
Relative To
Relative To
Total Costs
Total Costs
Total CosEs

r972

75

7

1B

1973

61

32

7

r97 4

63

34

3

197 5

32

64

4

r97 6

57

40

3

L977

2B

69

3

197 B

35

60

5

r97 9

43

s4

J

===== ============== === === ============ ============= ======== =======:======

'Other refers to costs associated with lure crop evaluaÈion costs

and Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation administrati.on costs.
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prevenËion scheme, or it may sinply be an indication that producers are
becoming more aware of the progran and are naking claims accordingly.

The increased demand for compensation has l-ed to more funds being allo-

cated to the Compensation Program. In addition, the increase from 25 to
50 dollars in the per acre maximuu compensat,ion level will

in the total compensation costs.

be reflected

This increase wíl1 distort the rele-

vance of the raËios in Table 2"4 as measures of the expanded scope of

the Conpensation Program relative to the Prevention Program.
The ratios supplied in Table 2.5 are a Eeasure of the ext.ent to which
compensation covers the actual value of danaged grain.

The average ra-

tio of compensated to acEual damage for the Province of Manitoba is
0.44" Sub-regions of Ëhe province exhíbit ratios at variance wíth the
average (a ratio of 0.36 for the Interlake, and 0.3i for the Northwest).15 ,ti"

variability

would indicaÈe that compensation does not cov-

er the actual value of crop damage to the level that the provincial raÈio iruplies. The variability
compensat.ed t.o

actual

between provincial and regional ratios of

damage may be

a consequence of the availability

of

100 percent co¡opensation in those areas of the province prone to the

severest crop damage from migratory waterfowl, i.e.,

Oak Hammock Marsh

and Marshy eoint.l6

15

Source: These ratios r¡rere calculated usíng Manitoba Crop Insurance
Corporati-on data for the esÈimates of actual damage which were determined in order to calculate the compensaÈion a producer should receive. These figures were aggregated for the different regions and
compared to the conpensation dispersed for thaË region.

r6 Aside: The legal description of the area receiving I00 percent compensation around Oak Ilarnmock Marsh is outlined in Regulati-on IB2/79
of the Wildlife Act for }fanitoba. The simiLar area around }farshy

Point is outlined in Regulation I4/73 of the

same

Act.
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Table 2.5
A Conparison

of Actual

and Compensated Damage Figures

for

Manitoba

======= ======== == ===== ========= =================== === == =

Year

Actual Daroage'
(dollars )

r972

14,959 "59

r973

87

Conpensated Damage

(dollars

,164.26

)

(

RarÍo
/Act

Comp.

5,694.4r

.38

36.r7 5.4r

"42

r97 4

i76,551.03

1

l9,575.00

.68

r97 s

9r9,776.08

334,Ir7 .99

.36

5,287 .20

.96

411,160.63

.40

469

,946.43

.59

28r,404.30

.52

33,36L .20

.47

7,691,491"50

.48

r97 6
1977

7B

,Lr4 .44

I ,032,669.83

r978

7

r979

542,327 .08

Totaf

3

99 ,164 .8L

,650 ,340 .7 6

Total (1ess 1972
and 1973) 3,546,602.40

Average

Average (less
and 1973)

456

,340.7

6

7

L ,7

,670.15

.47

28r ,915 "25

.48

216

.)

1972

S9t,100.40

Source: Information supplied by Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources (l^Iitdlife Program Files).
'Actual damage estimates are determined by the Manitoba Crop
Insurance Corporation adjustors" The procedure used to deternine the
level of damage has been outl-ined in the text of this study"
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The 50 dollar per acre maximum is established as an upper linit
Ëhe amount of compensation available,

on

and is theoretically designed to

cover the costs to the producer of growing a field of grain.

The cost

of Production Study, carried out at the University of Manitoba, indicates that the compensation the producer receives at the above leve1
will not cover the costs of productior,.lT u"ing data frorn the study, the
ratios of the level of coupensation to the costs of production were derived for the three primary grains affected by waterfowl depred.ation

and.

are displayed in Table 2.6. These ratios indicate thaË the producer receives a 39 percent return on the costs of producing wheat, a 36 percent

return on barley, and a 42 percenÈ return on oats.

(rt is worth noting

that the figure of 50 dollars may have been mearit to represent only
variable costs per acre.

The above analysis assumes product.ion costs

refer to both input and investment cosËs per acre.)
The per acre value of a crop receiving waterfowl damage is calculated

using a price esÈablished withín the Compensation Agreement.
prices were initially

established ín 1974, and have subsequently

These
been

kept in line with the prices used for the valuation of crop losses incurred under all-risk

crop insurance coverage. These prices are set be-

low the market pri-ce to al1ow for the fact that harvesting, storage,

transport.ation costs have not been incurred.

and

The established leve1 of

Èhese prices has proven to be a contentious issue.

The producers claim

that the price has been kept well below Èhe standing value of grain

17 C. t. Franingham, L. B. B.
Baker, and l,/. J. Craddock. ,,Farm Income,
Enploynent and Manitoba Agriculture: A Linear Progranming Approach
to Consideration of Policy Alternativesr"
Research Bulletin No.
79-I. Department of Agricultural Economics and Farrn Management, University of Manitoba, I979.
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Table 2"6

Determination of Relationship Between Compensation Received and
Costs of ProductÍon and Between Cornpensation Received and
Value of Production for the Province of Manitoba
=====================================================:=:

Area

InterLake Northwest

l'lanitoba

==============::===============================================
Compens

ation/Produc Eion

Cos

ts

i"

Wheat

.31

.4r

.39

2.

Barley

.32

.39

.36

.37

.42

3

"

Oats

============================== ===================================:======

Source: Production cost. fÍgures were obtained from the study
carried out at the University of Manitoba by Frarningham and Associates.
Compensation figures r,rere obtained fron the Manitoba Crop Insurance
Corporation.
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wiÈhin the field,

and has not been allowed to fluctuate in accordance

with the raarkeE price"
Establishing a

maximum

lirnit on coverage, 50 dollars per acre, inad-

vertently penalizes producers of higher valued grain types. If

tr^ro

pro-

ducers, one growing an average yielding crop of wheat and the other
growing an average yielding crop of oats, both receive a I00 percent
Level of damage, then both will receive the maximum coverage of 50 dol-

lars per acre" However, the value of the wheat that could have

been

harvested in the absence of damage, relative to the value of oats that

could have been harvested in the absence of damage, would have
greater.

been

The net loss to Èhe wheat producer relative to the net loss to

the oat producer is also greater. The per acre

maximum system

nalizes producers situated upon land of lower fertility

also pe-

as these produc-

ers will have higher input costs into producÈion than a producer situated upon higher fertility

land.

The producer on less fertile

land

receives a lower return relative to the costs of producing the crop un-

der a per acre

maximum coverage

level than the producer on high fertili-

ty land.

2.3.2.3

Results of Survey

Forty-five producers, chosen from three areas of the province

rvhere

waËerfowl depredation is a problem, r¡/ere asked to give their opinions

regarding the perfornance of the Compensation Prograu. Sixty-five percent of Ëhose questioned were dissatisfied with the program because

Ëhe

level of coverage was too low. Too low a coverage referred Èo the facÈ
that cornpensation did not cover the fu1l value of grain destroyed, or
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did not cover Èhe costs of production. A second reason cited for dissatisfaction concerned the adjustment. procedure

ËhaË was used Ëo

deter-

mine Ehe actual value of the crop destroyed. The claim roade was that

both the yield estimates and the assessed

damage

levels were incorrect.

Ninety-three percent of producers interviewed strongly believed that
the

CompensaÈion Program should

account for the additional costs, above

t.he actual grain damage cosLs, incurred by the producer because of wat-

erfowl crop dauage. These additional costs take the form of exËra harvesting costs, reduced quality of grain harvested from damaged fields,
exËra Èi11age costs due to the sprouting of tranpled grain, and extra

labour costs i-nvolved in additional tillage and prevenÈion activities.
The presenÈ program makes no allowance for these costs.

Overall, producers are of the general opinion (82"/") that the level of
compensation should be raised to between 80 and 100 percent of the value

of crop losses. The arguments used to support this contention range
fron; t'they're government birdstt to tta farnner should receive more than
just production costs, as he is in business Ëo make a profit in order to
reinvesE to expand the enterprise, as well as to meet his everyday expenses.

tt

The perfonnance of the Compensation Program, because of the low cov-

erage levels and the methods employed to determine the value of

acÈua1

grain damage, is not perceived by producers as providing an adequate solution to Èhe crop depredation problem. Producer antagonisra sti1l exists because of what is perceived to be the financial losses incurred

as

a result of government involvement in waterfowl preservat.ion. If equity
is the prime consideration in the implenentaËion of Èhe Compensation
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Program for waterfowl crop depredation, iË nay be possible to achieve

Ëhis by revising the structure of the program or by replacing it"

2"3"2"4

Issues Surrounding the Compensation Program

The previous two sections have dealt primarily wiËh the structure and

performance of the Conpensation Program. This secÈion goes further and

introduces some of the controversial political
volved in:

and economic issues in-

the esEablishment of compensation levels; the division of

costs between governments; and, in the potential for alternate programs
to be irnplernented to deal with waterfowl crop depredation.
There are groups, withín both Ëhe provincial and federal governments,
who

wish to replace the present compensation scheme with some alternate

procedure for dealing with the waterfowl crop depredation problem.
Their position is based upon the premise that the government should not
be solely responsible for these costs. I,/aterfowl crop danage is perceived as a t'natural hazardttsimilar to hail damage and, therefore, the
produeer should be required to bear a portion of the costs associated

with proÈection against the hazard.
Agricultural

producers Eake Ëhe opposite view and cont.end that the

government should be 100 percent financially

responsible for waterfowl

crop damage. Their claim is that under Ëhe Migratory Birds Convention
AcÈ of 1916, Èhe Government of Canada assumed responsibility

for the

preservati.on and protection of migratory gane and non-game birds.

To

accomplish the objectives set out in this act, regulations were estab-

lished restricting

the number of waterfowl Ëhat could be killed within

year, and bird sanctuaries and wildlife

a

managenent areas hTere estab-
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lished to offer the birds protection and a place to breed. These actions are hypothesized Ëo have resulted in an increase in the extent of
crop

damage

received by producers. The producer, therefore, feels that

the cosÈs associated with crop depredation are not his responsÍ-bility
and he should not be forced to bear Ëhem. This group uses the above argument for the justification

of an increased compensation level of up to

100 percent of crop losses.
The najor concern of government groups regarding an across the prov-

ince, 100 percent compensation scheme centers around the possibility

of

producer abuse of Ëhe system. The 100 percent compensation option in-

troduces the concept of moral hazard because the producer, knowing that

full value will be received for damaged grain, will not have the incentive to minimize crop

damage through

prevention activities

or through

an

altering of harvesËing patterns and procedures. The producer may not
wish to bother with harvesti.ng because of low yields or the desire not
to carry grain over until the following spring, and nay willingly
crops to be destroyed. The possibílity

a11ow

al-so exists that Èhe producer

will starË to produce cereal grains in areas susceptible to crop

damage

which would not normally have been considered for this purpose because

of the waterfowl depredation problem. The net effect of a 100 percent
compensation scheme designed to prornote equity, may also promote ineffi-

ciency in the production decisions of agricultural producers.
The question of eligibility

criteria

necessary Eo receive compensa-

tion was raised by government groups and producers alike"
determine eligibility

could include:

Factors to

the extent of government instigaÈ-

ed preservation efforts within Èhe immediate vicinity

of the

damage
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areai whether the individual purchasing proÞerty within a damage area
did so prior to, or subsequent to. the
tivities;

commenceuent

of Dreservation ac-

whether individuals residing within pothole country where wat-

erfowl are considered a natural hazard should be compensated to the

same

exËent as an individual in an area where damage is externaLly imposed
Èhrough government preservation Þrograms. The above were all proposed

as yardsticks against which eligibility

could be measured.

The producer takes the opposite position by discfairning the necessity

for such criteria.

The argument for this stance ís based upon the prem-

ise that the government is responsible for the actions of a resource
(migratory waterfowl) for which ownership has previously been

assumed.

The main objective of government intervention in the rnanagement of the

resource

r^7as

to roaintain waterfowl population levels.

These levels are

of such a magnitude that damage to crops has become a relevant issue,
particularly

around government established management areas.

tion, Èhe claim is made that the restriction
waterfowl restricts

the producer's ability

In addi-

on hunËing or shooting of

Ëo control depredation upon

his property" The conclusion of Èhis group r^ras, regardless of the area
of the provÍnce Ëhat damage occurs, producers should be eligible
compensation to the full

for

exEent that it is available and thaÈ it should

be available for the ful1 val-ue of the grain

damaged.

The province uses the above argument, regarding the responsibility
assurned

by the federal government for the rnigrat,ory waterfowl resource

through the Migrarory Birds Convention Act, as a reason why the federal
governnent should increase its share of contribuËions above the 50 per-

cent it presently assumes. The province disclaims responsibility

for
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the migratory waÈerfowl resource, and in so doing, also disclaims
responsibility for the

damage

any

the resource creates.

Provincial government departments are dissatisfied with their roles
in the administraÈion of the program. They feel that duties are dispersed among too many departments to be able Ëo achieve efficient

isÈration.
cause it

admÍn-

The Department of Natural Resources is also dissaËisfied be-

is given the responsibility

of dealing with the nuuerous

producer complaints, but have no authority in the negotiation of the
Compensatíon Program regarding

the basis of those complaint,s. The lrlani-

toba Crop Insurance Corporation is dissatisfied for basically the

same

reason. Negotiations are presently handled by the ì,lanitoba Department
of Agricultural and the Federal Department of Agriculture.
The agricultural

producer is dissatisfied wiËh t.he present

tion Program on several accounts. Firstly,

dissatisfaction

Compensa-

exists be-

cause clairns for waterfowl danage submilted to the }fanitoba Crop Insurance Corporation are processed subsequent to all other types of claims.
Payments are not made on these claims until the spring of the year fo1-

lowing Èhe occurrence of damage. Secondly, the producer is concerned
with what is felt to be inequiÈies in the slructure of t.he progran, particularly

the adjustnent procedure and the level of compensation.

The

present level of coverage offered under the program, according to cal-cu-

lations outlined prevÍously, does not cover the costs associated with
producing Èhe crop.

There Ís sti11 the perspective of one other group to be considered,

the recreationalist. who enjoys the amenity value of the wildlife
source. This group is represented by naturalists,

re-

hunters, wildlife
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photographers, individuals who may wish to use the resource at some fu-

ture tirne (option dernanders), and índivÍduals who value the mere exisÈence

of the resource" The financial contribution

made

by eaeh of

Ëhese

groups towards the cost of maintaining the resource is insignificant.

The total contribution is the amount contributed through general tax
revenues for each individual tax payer.

The hunter contributes

more

than any of the above groups through hunting license fees, which in

Man-

itoba would Ëotal $9"75 (a WildlÍfe Certif icate is $2.25, a l.fanitoba
Game

Bird License is $4.00, and the federally imposed Migratory

Gane

Bird PerniE is $3"50). Hunter expenditures create benefits to sport
orienËed businesses, while Èrave1 and recreational- expenses create ben-

efits to the holiday oriented busínesses.

Some

of the revenues obtaÍned

by these groups may be appropriaÈed by governmenÈ through the taxation
process which may then be partially

used for the payment of compensation

to agrÍcultural producers.

2.4

CONCLUSION

There exists a desire on behalf of society to preserve nigratory \¡rat-

erfowl.

The federal government, in accordance with this desire, has

legislated in such a manner as to achieve this objective.
have increased the problem of waterfowl inflicted

These actions

crop damage. The fi-

nancial losses the producer receives because of these crop losses are
considered, by the producer, to be inequiÈable. In order to alleviate

the inequity,

crop damage prevention and compensat.ion prograûs

sËructured and adninistered.

equity criteria

were

The Conpensation Prograu does not meet the

established by producers" As a result, Èhey would like

to see a new syst.em of compensation implemented. Many questions

have
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been raised with regard to the program which require a closer
examination before changes can be instituted.

associated with crops inflicted

Who

should bear Èhe cosLs

by waterfowl damage?

Who

is ultirnately

responsible for the siËuation of crop depredation? If a compensation
scheme

is judged to be the correct procedure to employ to transfer funds

to agricultural

producers, how should the scheme be operated, and vrhat

level of coverage should be offered?

WhaE

alternate programs to the

Compensation Program could be enployed and with what ouËcome?

Chapter III
ECONOMIC THEORY

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The problem outlined in the preceding chapter will

be approached the-

oretícalIy within the context of welfare economics. There are nany concepts within this branch of economic Èheory that are applicable to wil-d-

life

resources"

These range from the theory of common property

resources to the equity and efficiency implications of a compensation
prograu desÍgned Èo correct the externalíties

volving wildlife

creaÈed by policies in-

preservaËion. The following sections outline Èhe eco-

nomic principles that have evolved from previous studies and which can
be applied to the present siËuation.

The characteristics of wildlife

as a

common

property resource,

and

the effect of these upon the supply and demand conditions of the resource, will

be examined. From Ëhere, the discussion will

around the inplications

revolve

upon economic efficiency and equity which are

created by the externa1ities involved in wildlife

preservation.

Once

these ímplications have been discussed, the concept of a compensation
scheme Èo

correct for the equity problems will be analyzed, based

upon

rùork carried out by economic Èheorists. As various conpensaÈion policy

options not only affect equity but also the efficiency level at which
producers operaËe, the effects of implementing particular policy options

will be analyzed in terms of a trade-off between efficiency and equity.
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3"2

ECONOMIC THEORY

I,Jaterfovrl fal1 into the category of resources referred to as

property resources"

Common

common

property resources are those for which

no

individual or group has appropriated properÈy rights and are, therefore,
accessible aË liniÈed or no cost Ëo all who wish to use Ëhem. The char-

acteristi.cs of free accessibility

and non-exclusion, combined with

t.he

resource supply conditions, can lead to over-exploitation and eventual
resource exhaustion.

Over-exploitation of

coromon

property resources can continue to occur,

in the absence of user regulation, up to the poínË where Ëhe population
can no longer perpetuate its numbers. This endangered species

phenom-

enon is characterized by a rate of harvest (proportion of population be-

ing killed)

which exceeds the rate of growËh (birth rate).

the population level to fall below the critical

This

threshold level at

causes
r,rhich

the species can no longer survive. The position where raËe of harvest
equals rate of growEh marks the population leve1 where maximum sustaÍnab1e yield occurs (the maximum quantity of the wildlife

species which can

be used for consumptive purposes without decreasing the population level).

The preferred population leve1, from society's perspective, is

where maximum net econonic yield occurs" Net econornic yield is defined

as the neË benefits derived from utilizaÈion of the resource" From
economic view, net economic yield

an

is lower than maximum sustainable

yield because beyond a particular level of use, marginal benefits do not
outweigh the marginal costs associated with acquiring the resour"".I8

1B

tt. scott
The

Gordon, "The Economic Theory

Fisheryr"

The

Journal of Political

of a

Comraon

Property Resource:
pp. 88-99.

Economy 62(1954)r
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Over-exploitation

in

prevalent in the use of

consumption constitutes
common

ure due to externalities

the basic problem

property resources; that of market fail-

in consumptive use. As the leve1 of

tive use is increased, the ability

consump-

of waterfowl to maintain populaËion

levels is decreased, and fewer birds are produced during each breeding
cycle (supply fal1s).

The consunption of waterfowl by one individual

decreases the availability

of the good for use by another, thereby ad-

versely affecting the second individual's
tion"

consumption or utility

func-

Individuals are forced to compete Ëo an even greater extent for

the remaining waterfo\,rl , evenÈua11y driving the population leve1
the critical

threshold.

The irreversible

befo'.¡

outcone is the extinction of

the waterfowl speeies. These exËernalities not only exist beÈween consumptive users, but also between consumptive and non-consumptive users.

Waterfowl which are physically appropriated by one individual are

no

longer avaÍlable for the purpose of viewing by another. The greater the
number of waterfowl which are physically appropriated, the greater wi-ll

be the disutility

created for non-consumptive users.

The existence of a species of waËerfowl is a stock resource which is
non-renevrable in nature.

The individuals within the species are a flow

resource which are reneuTable, if the population 1evel remains above the
exisÈence threshold.19 Regulations ar.e required to restrict

the use of

the resource in order that the population level does not fa1l below this
level.

These take the form of bag linits,

lirnits on the number of li-

censes issued, and lirnits on the length of Ëhe hunting season. Their
main purpose is to lÍnit

the supply available for consumptive use to

a

19 Ft"rrk T. Bachmura,
"The Economics of Vanishing Species,
pp. 674-692.
1I(1971),
source Journal

t.'1, :-¡i'- - -**
¡È
'\'

¡rr

i \'::\'":'-''/n"6!'

'':.1;¡_-;.-",,,.:;,
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subset of the total supply, leaving the remaínder of the resource avail-

able for the perpetuation of the species.
l,Iithin a given season, there exists an inelastic

supply curve for

waterfowl" The short term inelasticity

can be explained in the conËext

of the breeding habits of waterfowl.

During a given breeding season,

the cost of producing waterfowl wi.ll increase as greater quantities of
agriculÈural crops are destroyed, and as prevention activities
creased to control the extent of crop destruction.

are in-

However, the quanÈi-

ty of rvaterfowl supplied during Ehe season cannot vary, as it has already been established by other factors (ecological and economic) which

existed in the Ëhe spring.

It is not until the fa11 of the year

thaE

the total costs of production are realized, at which time it is too late
to alter Ehe quantity supplied. The long term inelasticity
plained by lhe stock characteristic of a wildlife

can be ex-

species. Sínce the

supply is considered unique, the resource consisËs of a stock of one

and

an inelastic supply condition e*ists.20
The supply of waterfowl is analogous to the concept of joínt produc-

tion v¡here tr.ro uses of one good are produced siuultaneously with interdependent supply funcLions. The production of waterfowl is designed to

satisfy two demands, consumptive and non-consumpÈive. The consumptive
user is charged a price for the right to consune the good, while the
non-consumptive user is allowed to use the resource free of charge. The

production of the resource to neet one demand is synononous with the
20 _.. p. O/)"
IDrct.,
and

ttConserva

tíon Reconsidered,
view 57 (I967), pp.777-786.

John Krutilla,

tt

The Arnerican Economic Re-
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production of Ëhe resource to meet the second demand" The inseparabili-

ty in production does not a1low varying cost functions to exist for the
two goods and, Ëherefore, the supply curve for each use must be derived

fron the marginal cost curve (total supply curve) for the entire r.raterfowl population. The supply for consumptive use is regulated by government whose decision is dependent upon the total quantity of waterfowl in

existence. The remainder constitutes Èhe supply available for non-consumptive use.

There are several alternate demands for the waterfowl resource.
These include a consumptive (hunting) demand where the resource is phys-

ica11y appropriared by the individual consumer, and a non-consumptive
demand where

the resource in not appropriated. The non-consumptive

use

of waterfowl includes several components: collective good demand (naEuralist and photographer use); option

demand

(the desire that the good is

available for use at some fuËure time); existence demand (pleasure obtained from the knowledge that the resource exists); scientific
(the possibility
entific

that the resource may in

some manner

demand

contribute to sci-

knowledge); and inÈer-generational demand (the desire that the

resource will

be naintained for future generations)" Each one of the

above components has a value attached to it

separate from a1l others.

Subsequent reference to the above demand conponents will

as the non-appropriable

demand

be in aggregate

for waterfowl.

It is necessary Èo estimate the total value of waterfowl to society
in order to compare Èhe value of Èhe resource Ëo the tot.al costs involved in waterfowl preservaÈion" It is difficult

to deterroine the va1-

ue of waterfowl to society because they fall into t.he category of goods
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referred to as mixed" The concept of a mixed good, as applied here, rêfers to a good which satisfies two demands, one consumptive and the other non-consu ptive.

Governments have recognized boËh the non-consump-

t,ive non-appropriable good aspect:
nonhunting uses, such as watching a flock of geese in flight,
which do noË preclude others from using the same creatureçrsimultaneously and/or for different purposes in the futurer'^
and the consumptive appropriable good aspect:

the use of wildlife as an input into consumpËive processes
mây: as in the case of a person shooting and kílling an ani-malr.rgreclude others from deriving benefits fro¡o the same animal..

A problen occurs in valuation of the resource because there are two dif-

fering forns of valuation which must be aggregated, one for each of the
above components of demand.
The demand schedule for an appropriable good is the horizontal summa-

tion of the

demands

of all individuals.

price level are

summed Ëo

individual will

consuure

The quantities demanded at each

obtain an aggregate. It is assumed thaÈ each

alternate quantiËies of the goods, dependent

upon Ëhe relationship between the individual's

the price level-.

marginal valuation

and

Given price 1evel C of Figure I, individual A will

equate his rnarginal valuation of Ëhe resource equal to C and consume

Individual B will intuitively

go through Èhe same procedure and

Qb. At this price level society consumes Qa +

Qa.

consume

Qb.

2T

D. J" Cocheba and W. A. Langford, "I^lildlife Valuation: The Collective Good Aspect of Huntingr" Lan! Economics 54(4), p. 491 "

22

Ibid., p. 491"
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The theory of

the appropriable good assumes that exclusion from use

of the resource is

feasible and that a charge could be adrninistered

Èhrough a markeË system"

tential exists

rn the consumptive use of waËerfow1, the po-

to establish such a market if the following conditions

are met:
1.

quantities consumed can be controlled;

2.

supply can be roonitored; and,

3.

a marginal value can be attached to the Índividual bird.

In the constunptive
be

demand

for waterfowl, the first

two conditions would

met, however, the Ëhird condition does not exist at this time.
The demand schedule for a non-appropriable good, because it is con-

sumed

in equal quantities by all individuals,

of the

demands

of al1 individuals.

is the vertical

summation

If a specified quantity of the

is produced, individuals A and B will consuue that quantity.

good

The utili-

ty derived and the valuation of the good, however, will vary per individual for the anount, consumed. Given t.he situation illustrated

on Fig-

ure 2, 1et it be assumed that quanÈity Qc is provided for utilization by
consumers. Individual A wí1l value the good at price pa, far below the
degree that individual B values the good at price pb.

In this situa-

tion, the quantity

rn the case of

consurned

is fixed and price is zero.

an approPriable good, quantities

consuued

rvould vary in relation to

price.
The hunting of

waÈerfowl has within its nakeup the elements of both

an appropriable and a non-appropriable good" The actual bagging of the
animal (appropriation)

plays a significant role in the valuation the

hunËer places upon the aetivity.

The hunter may, however, value the

<J>

o
o

.rl
pr

Quantity

Figure

2

Vertical grrmm¿fien of Individuals
Denand Curves for a Public Good
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experience of sighting the animal (non-appropriation), regardless of
whether iE is ki11ed or not.

If the animal is sighted, shot ar but

missed, the good remains available for use by others and the hunter
should not be charged for its use. rf the animal is killed,

the proper-

Èy rights Ëo the resource have been appropriated and the hunter should
be charged accordingly"
The non-appropriable good dimension of Ëhe hunting experience cannot

be excused as insígnificanË even ín the situation where each individual's marginal valuaËion is hypothesized to be 1ow. Low marginal valuations aggregated over roany individuals, when added ro the valuation of
non-hunters, could be quite significant.

It is necessary when attempË-

ing to deËermine the marginal valuation or demand schedule for a wildlife

species to separaËe these appropriable and non-appropriable

component,s. Failure to

do

SO

good

results in an inaccurate formulation of

the demand schedule because of Èhe different procedures involved in deterrnining appropriable and non-appropriable good aggregaÈed valuations.
Cocheba and Langford atËempted t.o

derive a demand curve for

T^7aËer-

fowl, considering both lhe appropriable and non-appropriable valuaËions
of t.he hunting experience, by modifying the

Hanmack and Brown roodel to

incorporate variables for success and non-success in hunt.ing. The purpose of the original Hammack and Brown model qras to determine the margi-

nal valuation of the vlat,erfowl resource by an individual consumer, then
to aggregate these val-uations to determine t.he social value of the resource" The method ernployed to accomplish this was to inpute Èhe value
from a recreational experience involving the resource, namely, hunËing.
Lfhat the model actually did, however, r¡ras to determine only the approp-
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riable value of

Ehe

waterfowl .""or.rr"".23

The Cocheba and Langford nodel, by including a success and non-suc-

cess in hunting variable, introduces the collective good dimension (ttre

value of the hunting experience regardless of whether the waterfowl is
bagged or not) into the valuation to obtain a closer approximation of

the true value of waterf o*L.24 l{hat the model also does is introduce the
concePt of indivisibility

in consumption" Both of the above models,

however, do not evaluate the non-consumptive valuation which exists

com-

pletely separate of the hunting experience. Consequently, the value derived will

underestimate the true value socieLy places upon the re-

source. Cocheba and Langford's effort is noteworÈhy because it is

one

of the few attempts to simultaneously approach the problem of joinËness
of supply and rnultiple use in demand.25 It. also draws atËention to the
difficulties

involved, and the actual failure, of accuraÈely aütaching

a

value to a resource of this nature.
The accurale derivation of demand for the collective good conponent

of waterfowl is, in practice, difficult

because of the problems involved

in obtaining from consumers their true valuations or preferences.

An

atÈenpÈ to deter¡nine this valuation would be a costly and time consuming

endeavor, as would the duty of collecting a user charge and regulating

the use of the resource. For these reasons, the government hasttassumed
stewardshipn of the resource, and restricts

23

Hammack and G. Þ1. Brown Jr.,
Bioeconomic Analysis (¡altimore:

J"

fqÐ, ppJ743.
24

Cocheba and Langford,

25

Ibid. r pp. 490-504.

use only with regard to the

Waterfowl and Wetlands: Towards a
The John Hopkins University Press,

op. cit., pp. 490-509.
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hunting coruponent of demand.26

Externalities

in the consr:mption of waterfowl have been discussed

previously with regard to the effects of one individual's

consuuption

interfering wit.h the consumpÈion of another individual (consunptive

use

of waterfowl). Externalities may also exist in production when the marginal private costs (input costs) of producing a good do not equal the
marginal social costs (input plus external costs).

External costs are

involved which are defined as the costs of producing a good above the
actual input costs.

These costs, because they are noË realized by the

producer, will not. be reflected in the pricing mechanism. The consumer

will pay a price up to the marginal cosE of production, while the exÈernal costs fa11 upon members of society (third parties) who may or

may

not desire to consume the final product. The production process, by noË
internalizing all its cost.s, creaËes a divergence between the marginal
cost to Ëhe firrn and the rnarginal cost to society.

This is illustrated

graphically on Figure 3 be1ow.27 tt" private firro will produce quanrity
Q1 and charge

price Pl, while the economically efficient

production lev-

e1 would be at quantity Q2 with price P2. The quantity the firm produc-

es is greater Ehan the social optimum by QI

Q2, while Ëhe price

charged is lower than the social optiuum by P2 - Pl.

Input resources

are being ulilized when efficiency would dictate that they be used in
Èhe production

of

some

other good.

26

J. Krutilla and A. C. Fisher, The Economics of Natural Environments:
Studies in the Valuation of Co@ty. and Amenity Resources (¡altitnore: ftre .i-onn ttoptins U"i""rsity press, tS75), n. ZL

27

Aside: The rnarginal valuation or demand curve is Ehe aggregation of
the demand for the appropriable use of waterfowl and the non-apProPriable use of waterfowl.

(Demand)

Q2
Figure

QI
3

Divergence Between the private and Social Cost
Producing l^/aterfowl with Negative Externalities

of

Quantity
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I,Iaterfowl preservation policies carried out by government groups have
Èhese types

of externalities associated with them" Production of waÈer-

fowl has cerLain direct input costs associated with it.

These would in-

clude the cost of habitat developement and maÍntenance, and the cost of
establishing and enforcing regulations regarding waÈerfowl use. There
are also external costs involved for third parties in the production of
waterfowl which take the forro of financial losses to agrícultural producers due Èo grain damage. The loss in the value of grain produced is

an opportunity cost to society as we1l, because the resources used

as

inputs into production will be wasted if the benefits derived from the
waterfowl produced do not outweigh these additional costs" These costs
should be incorporated into the marginal cost. functÍon as a component

part of the costs associaEed with preservation policies.
The scope of the externality

problem exËends into the international

scene. As waterfowl transcend naLional- and international boundaries

so

to do the econornies (values to hunters and naturalists) and diseconomies
(the financial losses to agricultural

producers) associaËed with Ëheir

production. This constitutes a situation where the governüent policy of
preserving waterfowl has distributional
own

effects beyond the scope of its

national boundaries.

The distributional

effects (the effect upon the utility

of the indi-

viduals involved) of the preservation policy will be to adversely affect
the utility

level of the agricultural

increase the utility

producer and, at the same Ëime,

leve1 of the naturalist

and hunter populations.

The policy nay move society closer to an optirnum solution for waËerfowl

production, given that Ehe gains accruing to the naturalists are greater
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than the losses to the producers, but, at the same time, it moves socie-

ty into an area v¡here one group's increased utility

is at the expense of

anothers" LiLLle declared that 'tan optimum solution vrhich corresponds
to a bad distribution

of income¡ may well be v¡orse than a "sub-opt.imum"

posÍ.tion corresponding to a good distribution

of irr.o*u."28

If society wished to determine the optimal allocation of resources
inÈo the production of waterfowl, iË would be necessary to equate the
rnarginal cost of waterfov¡l production with the aggregated marginal valu-

ations of all- individuals involved in the consumption of the resource.
The rnarginal cost (MC) curve could be derived by summing all the costs

associaEed with the preservatíon and regulation of the waterfowl re-

source. The marginal valuations of each individual consumer can theoretically

be derived from the utility

ry individual will

have a different

function of that individual.

Eve-

valuation for each use of the

resource, consumptive and non-consumptive. Each non-consurnptive
will also have a different valuation attached to it.
Èive valuations rnusL be aggregated vertically
for all individuals.

use

The non-consump-

for each individual

and

The consumptive valuations must be aggregated hor-

izonÈally for all individuals.
source which society will

The socially optirnal output of the re-

produce, given that the above valuat.ions

costs can be determined and aggregated, is

shov¡n on

and

Figure 4 at quantiÈy

.)0

I'f." Society could then charge a price for the resource which would reflect the costs and values associated with it.

28

This does not occur,

l. t.r, D. Litrle, A Critique of [ielfare Economics (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1950), p. 84"

29 John

the

and A. F" Freidlaender, Government Finance: Economics of
Public Sector (Homewood: Richard D. Irwin f""., fgSÐ, p. 34.

A.

Due
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however, because of the market failure conponents involved with the rnig-

ratory waterfowl resource" These market failure components have

been

referred to t.hroughout this section and consist of:
i.

a lack of property rights for the resource which makes a prieing

mechanism

difficult

Èo strucÈure

2. an indivisibility

in consumption between consumptive and non-con-

sumptive use which makes an appropriate user fee difficult

to determÍne

and adminsLer anong users;

3. an inability

Èo regulate the non-csns;mptive use of the resource

which uakes iÈ difficult

to adminisËer a price; and,

4. a faÍl-ure to internalize the external costs involved in waterfowl
preservaLion which distorts

the true social cost of waterfowl produc-

tion.
These uarket failures

to efficiently

result in a breakdov¡n of the market's ability

allocate resources into the production of waterfowl,

and

to produce at a social optimum. In order for a social optiraum level of
output to occur, an aPpropríate choice of government policy rnust occur.
The only other possible means by which an optimum could occur is by

a

chance occurrence.

In order to maintain Ehe optimum 1evel of waterfowl production
stil1 maintain an equitable distribution of costs, the present

and

compensa-

tion scheme l.7as developed. Compensation can have broader effects than
merely prouoting equity"

The struct.ure of compensation has the ability

to alter the practices of agricultural
pronote inefficiency"

producers in such a r¡ray as to

In effect, what can occur is the situation

where

an efficíenÈ production of r+aËerfor.¡l i^¡i1l- result in inequit.ies in the
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distríbution

of costs" Compensation is implernented to correct the ine-

quities but it has the effect of pronoting inefficiencies in Êhe behavioural patterns of those individuals receiving Èhe compensaËion"

The

following section explains the relationship bet¡¿een efficiency and equiLy, then goes on to explain the effect of compensation for equity

upon

the efficiency motivation of agricultural producers"

3.3

TIIE THEORY OF

COI'ÍPENSATION

Compensation tests are defined as objective tests of economic alloca-

tive efficiency,

whereby a policy is determined to be potentially

perior if "Èhe gainers" can hypothetically
still

compensaÈe

"the losers"

suand

be j.n a better posiËion than prior to the change. Conversely, it

could also be said that society is better off when "the losers" are not
capable of bribing "the gainers" Lo return to the initial

or to the policy change, and still
implement"d.30 Froro an efficiency

situation pri-

be better off than if the policy were

perspective, it

is sufficient

conopensation could be paid, however, from a distributional

the compensation becomes a neccessity"

that

perspective,

Compensat.ion, when dispersed

correctly, can provide Èhe bridge between equity and efficiency.
The compensation tests of Hicks-Kaldor and Scitovsky deal soley with

the rrpotential superiorityt' of a policy change. Little

develops the

concept further and attenpts to establish the "actual superioriÈyrt

introducing an eEhical prescription involving the distributional
fects"

by

ef-

The 'ractual superiorityil of a policy change is decided, based

upon the answer to the question proposed by LiËËle, as to whether the

3o

¡. J.

Mishan, Welfare Economics:

Random House,

ß64r, p:-TL -

Ten

Introductory Essays

(New york:
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distributional

effects are desirable"

dependent, upon

the objectives of the policy, which in t.urn are dependent

The ansrrer Èo Èhis question is

upon the value judgenents or ethical norms established by Ëhose in posi-

tions of auEhority who represent the interests of society.

Society nay

decide that a policy that redistributes income from the wealthy to the
poor is desirable, or that a policy which increases the benefits propor-

tionally to each group is desirable.
policy

\^Ias

If the original objective of the

not to effect the distribution

objectives (efficiency),

of incoue but to meet other

society will sanction the payment of

compensa-

tion to re-alter the income effects Ëo achieve a nore equitable distribution. Efficiency (increased net benefits to society) and equity (fair
distribution of costs and benefits) are not synonomous and society
make

must.

welfare judgements regarding the desired Ërade-off between the two.

If it I.Iishes to achieve efficiency in production wíthout adversely affecting equity,

compensation is

frequently the meËhod enployed to

achieve an acceptable trade-off beÈween t,he two concepts.
The Government of Canada has irnplernented a policy to preserve, pro-

tect, and regulate Èhe use of rnigraËory waterfowl for the benefit of
present and future generations. If the benefits derived by society from

the migratory waterfowl resource outweigh the costs associated with
preservation, then the welfare of society (according to the Hicks-Kaldor
crit.eria) has been increased.
There are adverse distributional

effects associated wiEh the preser-

vation poliey because of the external costs created for Lhird parties.
These costs take the forn of financial losses to agricultural

from grain

damaged

producers

by waÈerfowl in areas where preservatíon activities
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are carried ouÈ. The decision Èo implement a compensation scheme
based upon the value judgenent (i,itt1e's

the distribution

r/as

bad distribution concept) that

of costs required to achieve the increased benefít.s of

waterfowl preservation to society \¡/as not equitable.

The payment of

compensation re-alters the income effects so thaË those ¡+ho receive the

benefits (society) fron the poricy also pay the total cost (including
crop losses) associated \.rith obtaining those benefits.
The following secLion discusses the effects of applied compensation
schemes upon Ëhe efficiency

moËivaËions of agricultural

producers in

their production processes. Depending upon the degree and form that
compensation takes, the efficiency of resource aIlocaÈi-on into Lhe pro-

duetion process can be affected"

It becomes equally important to view

the effect of a policy wíth an equity objective upon efficiency as to
view the effect of efficiency upon equity; "Ëo clarify

the question of

whether the payrnent of compensation t.o the victins of an external diseconomy

3"4

effects t.he achievement of allocative effi.ierrcy.,,31

APPLIED COMPENSATION

0f the coupensation schemes relevant to the

problern

of migratory

waËerfowl inflicted crop damage, two have been evaluated closely

31

by

Sal1y Holternan, "Alternative Tax Systems to Correct for Externalities And the Efficiency of Paying Compensationrtt Economica
43(February, 1977), p. I.
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Stíer32 and

Brov¿ning33

wíth regard to their effects upon the allocation

of resources into productÍon. The tr+o compensation schemes are gross
and net value compensation. Gross val-ue compensation refers to

compen-

sation based upon the tot.al value of the grain produced in the

absence

of waÈerfowl

damage

less the value of the grain produced in the presence

of r¿aÈerfowl damage" This value is a measure of the grain that is actually destroyed by rnigratory waterfowl (standing value).

Net value

com-

pensation refers to collpensation based upon the net vaLue of the crop
produced (value of production mínus cosÈs of production) in the absence

of waterfowl

damage

less the net value of Èhe crop produced in the pres-

ence of waterfowl damage. This value is a measure of Ëhe value of the

grain Èhat is actually destroyed, as in the previous case, plus
costs of production which are associated with waterfowl crop
vention.

t,he

damage pre-

The remainder of the production costs (planting and harvest-

ing) are assu¡oed to cancel between situations because they will remain
constant regardless of whether the waterfowl are present or not.
has made the assumptÍ.on that damage will

Stier

not equal the total value of

the grain within the field and that harvesting will proceed in the
manner as if

damage had

same

not occurred. The major difference between a

neÈ and gross value compensation scheme is Lhat a net value compensation
scheme reimburses

a producer for a portion of prevention costs

gross value conpensat,ion does not"

whereas

The narginal cost of producËion

t.o

.¿..,

-' Jeffrey Stier, "The Economics of a Dual Externality: AgriculÈure and
Canada Geese in l^Iisconsint' (PhD. dissertation, Uníversity of hlisconsin, 1978), pp. 81-115.
33 u. K. Browning, ttExËernal Diseconomies, Compensation, and the Measure
of Damage,tt Southern Economic Journal 43(January, 1977) r PP.
L27

9-1287
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Lhe producer per unit of gross output is independent of Èhe amount of
damage,

while the rnarginal cost per unit of net output increases as

dam-

age increases because of the inclusion of prevention costs.

Stier Eakes the above theory and applies it to an actual situation
occurring in the Horicon Marsh area of I^Iisconsin, where

Canada geese are

posing a problen in the form of darnage to agricultural crops. The state

has undertaken tvro programs, a prevention and a compensation program,
designed to reduce t,he financial

impact on agricultural

producers of

waterfowl crop damage. In a theoretical analysis, Stier aËtenpts to
evaluate the effects of gross and neÈ value compensation upon the production practices of producers. In an overall attempt to evaluate the
efficiency of the Lwo alternate schemes, he attexopts to evaluate the effecËs of Èhe prevention progran upon the level of compensation that
would be required under both compensation schemes. His study is of in-

Ëerest because it is directly

analogous to the sítuation prevailing

within Manitoba and has inplications regarding the efficiency of the existing and proposed compensation and prevention schemes for that area.
SEier concluded fron his study that a gross value compensation

scheme

will have an adverse effect upon the extent of preventive Eeasures undertaken, in that it will reduce Èhe producer's rnarginal valuation of
these measures relative to the compensation received for crop

damage.

The producer's marginal valuation of prevention oeasures declines because the compensat.ion received for damaged grain replaees the losses

that could have been prevenÈed by undertaking such a,ctíon. If the producer had the choice of undertaking prevention, and thereby reducing
damage

by a cerËain amounl, or noÈ taking acÈíon and receivíng compensa-
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tion for the same anount, the producer is more likely not to undertake
the prevenEive action.

The net effecË is a decline in the use of pre-

vention measures and a higher level of crop damage" Gross value conpensaEion also does not affect the 1evel of input resources utilized

in

producing a crop because the returns per unit of input will not be af-

fected and, therefore, Ehe total ouËput fron producËion will rernain unchanged. This forn of conpensation scheme will result in producers reducing prevention Deasures while maintaining the saue leve1 of
production. The end result is that the total anount of

damage caused by

migratory waterfowl will increase.
The effect of a net value compensation scheme upon the ext.ent of pre-

ventive measures will have the reverse effect of a gross val-ue

compensa-

tion scheme. The cost of prevention will be returned to the producer in
direct. proportion to the rate of compensation, thereby increasing the
producer's incentive to carry out these activities.
damage

under net value compensation will

The level of crop

be less than under gross value

compensation.

Brotming reviews, from a theoretical perspective, the effects of pay-

ing neË and gross value compensati.on upon the efficient

allocation of

resources into the production process.34 Bro*ning concerns himself pri-

marily with the effect an incorrect measure of damage, for which conpensation is paid, will

have upon efficient

resource allocation.

He ex-

plains this ln the following manner. In Èhe case of a producer's grain
being

daroaged

by an external force (cattle),

the costs associated with

producing the output are unaffected even Èhough gross output is reduced"

34 ruia.

r pp. L27g-I287.
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The cost of net output., i.e.,

the amount available for sa1e, is

increased because the cost of production is spread over a smaller re-

turn"

If

compensation is paid for

(gross compensation), the total

the total value of grain

damage depends upon the quantity of

grain produced. The producer will continue to produce the
of grain,

r¿hen

damaged

same

quantity

in fact production should be reduced Èo account for the

higher real costs involved. The additional real costs are the loss in
grain produced due to roigratory waterfowl damage. Brovrning declares
that because net value compensation spreads the production costs over
actual production (gross production less the loss due Èo nigratory waterfowl), producers are more apt t,o reduce output to reflect the increase
in real cost.
A compensation rate of one (I00 percent the standing value of grain
danaged) has been proposed for the Province of Manitoba which would, in

effect be a gross value compensaÈion scheme. This would imply a situaÈj.on where funds are being allocated Èo producers as simple lump

sum

Eransfers, as their 1eve1 would be dependent upon total outpuË.

The

ful1 value of actual crop
equity criteria,

damage

would be covered thereby meeting the

however, sone degree of efficiency would be sacrificed

because of a subsequent reduction in prevention action.

This sacrifice

would occur because the marginal cost of undertaking prevention measures
would be greater than their marginal value and it would be non-profita-

ble for a producer to initiaËe them" The level of

damage

no longer re-

mains a decision factor in the allocation of resources to prevention be-

cause the producer is aerare that between the conpensation program
Ëhe market system, the fu1l va1ue of Ëotal output will

be received.

and
A
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producer's harvesting incenËive would be reduced because the marginal
value per unit of grain harvested is no greater than the marginal value
of grain compensated" The producer may leave the grain wiËhin the field
for waterfowl to damage if there is a high probability (equal to one)
thaË danage Eay occur. A cornpensation rate of one is a disincentive to
producers to undertake preventive action to reduce the level of
These actions would tradítionally

damage"

have included such practices as plant-

ing less susceptíb1e crops, alËering harvesting procedures, and implenenting scare tactics.
A compensation rate of greaEer than one (a compensation leve1 of
greater than I00 percent Ëhe value of grain

damaged

would reflecË the

additional costs and inconvenience that producers incur as a result of
waterfowl darnage) has been proposed by agricultural
that the ful1 value of all losses are accounted for.

producers to ensure

This again would

constitute a simple transfer scheme as compensation would be based
the value of total

upon

" This level of. compensaËion would have the
beneficial component of giving the producer an incentive to tolerate
outpuÈ

higher levels of waterfowl in the Ëhe area and the presence of hunting
upon his property"

In t.he above siÈuation the marginal cost of undertaking preventive
actÍons is greater than the marginal value of those measures, which in
turn is less than zero. The narginal value is less than zero

because

the producer can receive a higher return through the compensatíon

scheme

on grain damaged than on grain sold in the market, if compensation is
disËribut.ed at a rate greater than Ehe full

value of the grain.

The

cost of undertaking prevention action would decrease Èhe revenue the
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producer receives from crop damage" Attraction of waterfowl as opposed

to dispersÍon becomes desirable, because a producer will receive a higher return through the compensation prograu than through the market system. There would exist a disincentive for the producer to harvesË his
grain.
A compensation rate of less than one roay be less equitable to the
producer but it would promote more efficient

resource uÈilization.

The

marginal value of prevenËion would be great.er Ëhan the rnarginal costs
because the producer, by not receiving the full
may have

a higher return if

value of

damage was decreased and more

damaged

grain,

grain was sold

Èhrough the market. The increased returns are a result of increased

prevention to reduce damage and, therefore, the marginal value of increased prevention could exceed Èhe marginal cost if

the increased re-

turns were sufficienÈ1y high. The producer would have an additional incenÈi.ve to gear his agronomic practices to reduce the potential

damage

because the value of the grain harvested ¡¿il1 be greater than the value

of the grain compensated. A producer would wish to harvest more and receive less compensation.
Theoretically, the most equitable l-eve1 of compensation would equate
compensation with the gross value of the loss which would, in Èurn,

equal the gross value of the daroaged grain assessed at Ëhe standing val-

ue" This would be deterroined by Èaking the market value and subtracting
transportation, storage, and harvesting costs.

However, the scheme is

equitable only in the sit.uation where the crop is to be sold in the

open

markeE" If the producer intended to use the grain within his own farro-

ing operaÈion, Èhe value of l-oss should equal- the replacemenÈ value of
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the grain and compensation should be based accordingly. The opportunity
cost is greater for the producer utilizing

grain produced within the

farming operaEion for his own purposes than it is for the producer sell-

ing in the market systen"
The above discussion regarding Èhe effects of the compensaËion rare
upon the efficiency of producers' agronomic practices illustrates

that

there is a necessity for a trade-off to occur between equiÈy and efficiency. An equitable level of compensation may induce inefficient
haviour and, t,herefore, will

be-

not be sancËioned by policy innovators.

The above theory consolidated by Stier and Browning surrounding the ef-

ficiency effects of gross and net value compensation, in combination
with the efficiency effects promoted by alternate compensation rates,
can be applied Ëo the situation existing in Manitoba.

The compensation scheme presently existing within Manitoba operates
upon the principle of gross value compensation. The producer receÍves
conpensation for the value of the crop desÈroyed (total value of crop

prior to waterfowl damage less total value of crop after waterfowl

dam-

age). There i-s one modification in the compensation scheme in I'fanitoba
which introduces the elemenÈ of a compensation raËe of less Ëhan one, in

that there is a per acre

maximum

of 50 dollars which t.he producer can

receive. A producer would not have the same incenÈive to reduce prevention activities

as would exist v¡ith a gross value compensation

scheme,

because there is no guarantee that damage would remain below Ehe maximum

compensation available"

Any damage in excess of 50 dollars per acre

would be litera11y unconpensated and, if the producer wishes to maximize
ouËput and profit,

there would be an inclination on his behalf to main-

tain prevention activities

and allocate resources accordingly"

In ef-
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fect,

the concept of a maximum per acre coverage would reduce

inefficiencies prevalent in a gross value compensation

Ëhe

scheme.

The maximum per acre coverage has equity inplications as well.

These

r¡rere discussed previously in Chapter II and basically concern the fact

that producers of higher yielding or higher valued grain would receive

a

lower return on their cost of production through the CompensaÈion Prograro than a marginal producer would receive.
maximum

The 50 dollars per acre

would induce the above average producer to undertake a higher

level of preventive action than ít would the marginal producer.
In the Oak

Haumock and Marshy

Point areas of Manitoba, there is in

effect a compensation scheme which reimburses producers for the total
value of

damaged

grain.

This scheme is gross value compensatÍon with

compensation rate equal to one. The compensation scheme will

promote

inefficiency in the behaviour of the producer because it creates both
disincentive to undertake prevention and to harvest the grain.

a

a

The rea-

soning for this was discussed above under the concept of a compensation
raEe equal to one.
CompensaËion

in Manitoba is offered in conjunction r^¡ith a government

impleroented progran to prevent waterfowl damage" The combination of of-

fering compensation and prevention free of charge can have reinforcing
effects upon the disincent,ive motivations of agricultural

producers.

Compensation and prevention offered in this fashion would induce the

producer to maximize output of grain produced because the producer would

not perceive prevenEion costs and
tion.

damage

losses as real costs of produc-

There v¡ould be an incentive for the producer to alter farming

practices to maximíze ouÈput levels and, thereby, maximize damage lev-
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els.

Brorrming cont.ends that the producer should restrict

flect costs associated with

damage and

output to re-

prevention.35 Gro"s value

compen-

sation should not be offered because it creates a failure for real costs
to be reflected in the ouËput. decisions of producers. Net value coupensation is, therefore, Brownings preferred option"
Compensation, if not properly designed and implemented, will move the
economy ar¡Iay from

efficiency in the allocation of resources. This oc-

curs because compensation paynents can affect the marginal cost and marginal value conditions associated with allocating resources into the
production of agricultural

crops.

In so doing, it affect.s the profit

maximizing behaviour of agricult,ural producers. The producer would op-

erate in a manner which dictates ËhaË marginal revenues obtained from
undertaking a certain action would outweigh, or at least equa1, the mar-

ginal costs. This particularly

refers to the decision of t.he producer

as to whether or not crop damage prevention measures should be undertak-

en. If t.he marginal value of prevention is reduced, or alternately, the
marginal cost is increased because Lhe compensation scheme would yield

a

higher return on damage, then prevention measures would not be inplemented. In addition, if the marginal value of compensaËion is greater
than t,he marginal value of harvesËing the grain, the producer rnay feel

a

greater inclination Ëo leave the grain for the waterfowl Lo feed upon.
The objective of a compensation program is not to promote economic

efficiency but t,o redisEribute resources from one group to another

based

upon the value judgements of society as to what is considered just or

fair.

35

It is accepted practice that in cerÈain siEuations

rui¿., pp.

r27g-r287.

some degree of
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economic efficiency musÈ be sacrificed t.o achieve equiÈy, while other

situations may dictate the reverse" It is not until these objectives
are clearly defined and enumerated thaÈ policy can be clearly formulated. It is partly because of unclear objectives regarding the trade-off
betv¡een efficiency and equity that the Compensation Program controversy

within Manit,oba has been unable to be resolved.
One cannot assess the appropriateness of a particular policy,
nor choose arlong alternative policies, unless one pays attention both to the probable consçguences of those policies and
the objectives that are soughÈ.'

3.5

CONCLUSIONS

The theory portion of this dissertation has attempted to outline the
more relevant components of welfare theory that apply to the problem of

migratory waterfowl inflicted

crop damage" The najor componenËs of this

theory cenËer around: wildlife

species as a comnon propert.y resource

which is non-renewable in nature; the effects of government intervenÈion

into r{ildlife

management and

the subsequent external effects created for

third parËies above the benefits derived by Èhose individuals; Lhe method of compensaËion which has been ut.ilized to deal with these inequities; and, the effects of compensation upon the allocative efficiency of
resources into the production process,

In determining a system of compensation that satisfies equity criteria and, at the sarne time, a system which minimizes the adverse effecEs upon the efficiency of producers, two systems were reviewed.

first

36

The

was gross value conpensation whereby compensation vlas based upon

t. M" I{ineh, AnalyÈica1 Welfare Economics (Middlesex:
LÈd., 1971), p. 15.

Penguin

Books
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the actual value of

grain damaged. The second was net value

conpensation whereby compensation was based upon the actual value of

grain damaged plus the difference in production costs with and without
rvaËerfowl darnage occurring.

It was concluded thaÈ net value

compensa-

tion was the best option in terms of efficÍency because the incl-usion of
the cost component meant that producers vrould be compensated for the
cost of undertaking preventive action.

The producer would be more apt

Ëo undertake such acËion in this case.

The following alternaÈe compensation rates rìrere analyzedl a rate
greater than one whereby greater than the actual standing value is received for damaged grain, a rate equal to one whereby the acËual stand-

íng value is received, and a raËe less than one whereby less Ëhan the
actual sËanding value is received. A rate greater than or equal to

one

has the most adverse effect upon allocative efficiency with regard
preventive action.

Èo

The marginal value of underLaking such action is

less Èhan the rnarginal cost, whereas, the marginal cost associated with
the receipt of compensation is less than the marginal value" A compensaËion rate of less than one would induce producers to undertake preven-

tive action because the grain loss prevented which could be sold at markeË value would outweigh the return Èhe producer would receive through
Èhe Conpensation Program. The narginal value of undertaking the action
ouËweighs the marginal cost.

Equity is dependent upon the criteria

es-

tablished ¡¿ith respect Eo whaË is considered equitable, and Èhis criteria may dictate that the compensation rate be equated to one. Efficiecy, howeverr mây dictate that the compensation rate be equated Èo a
value less Ëhan one.

7T

The question of objective has been raised at various points through-

out Ëhe previous sections; whether it should be confined to equity, efficiency,

or some combination of the Ëero. Objectives are set by the

government with reference to the "consEitution" it upholds regarding the

beliefs and desíres of the individuals it represents.
It is impossible for economics to yield any policy recommendations without eíther knowledge of, or assumptions about, the
welfare function,"rand that function consists essentially of
value judgements.''
IË is exceedingly difficult
from the political

Ëo separate applied welfare

economics

process" Many decisions regarding policies designed

Èo improve social welfare are not so much motivated by efficiency or

equity considerations, but rather with t.he objective of re-election.

In

order to fully understand the policy options that are available for consideration to improve a welfare ttproblem situaËion" such as mígratory
waterfowl depredation, one must ful1y comprehend the poliÈÍcal arena
which is in operation. IÈ is with Lhis in urind that the following chap-

ter was designed, to present Ëhe situation within a political,
Èional, and legal framework.

37 rui¿

., p.

29.

jurisdic-

Chapter IV
JURISDICTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF I-ÍIGRATORY I^IATERFOWL LEGISLATION

4"I

INTRODUCTION

Interest developed ín the constitutional

and 1ega1 implications of

migratory waterfowl inflicÈed externalities because of the following two

elements. First, the results of the survey quest.ionnaire indicated
antagonism on behalf of agricultural

an

producers concerning Èhe level of

compensation being offered for waÈerfowl inflicted

crop damage.

producers contended that because migratory waterfowl inflicted

crop

The

dam-

age constiËutes a protected hazard, compensation should be received for

the fu1l value of crop damag".38 Tt. producer uras not concerned as to
which leve1 of governmenË should bear t,he costs associated with

compen-

sation, so long as whaÈ was felt to be an equitable l-evel was administered.

The second element consisted of the controversies exisËing

between

the federal and provincial governments surrounding the cost-sharing arrangement of the Compensation Progran. A review of economic theory in-

dicated that the compensation principle is based partly upon efficiency
criteria

and partly upon equity criteria"

The equity criteria

not only

applies to Ëhe level of compensation the producer should receive, but
38 l"firrition:

ProEected hazard is a term repeaÈed1y used to describe
the event of a governmenË protected resource, such as migratory r{aterforvl, causing damage to grain crops, and thereby becorning a hazard
to agricultural producers. The producer is unable to protect hinself
agaÍnst this damage in any fashion harmful Èo the waterfowl.
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also t.o the level of compensation each governnent level should contribute.

These levels should be established based upon the distribution

of

responsibility which is determined by legislation passed by the governments involved.

The conflicting

opinions regarding the Compensation Program's cost-

sharing arrangements and the clairo that an inequítabl-e 1evel of

compen-

sation was being administered, led Èo an anlaysis of the constitution
with regard to the jurisdictional

implications over a nat.ural resource

such as migratory waterfowl. The constitution, however, yielded no firm

conclusion as to r.rhich level of goverrulent was jurisdictionally

sible for migratory r^raterfowl .
distribution

respon-

In a further attempt to deterrnine the

of responsibility for the crop dauage problem between gov-

ernments, relevant legislation

from both levels of government

\,üas

re-

searched and the legal implications of each ouÈlined. A search of case

studies was also undertaken in an attempt to establish whether a precedent had been set in the past with regard to a similar situaËion,

and

to deÈernine the consËitutionality of cerÈain controversial pieces of
legislation.
The previous steps \,Iere taken to determine what provÍ-ncial-federal

cost-sharing arrangemenËs would constitute an equiÈable settlernent.

The

final step taken, given the findings of the analysis of legislation,

was

Èo determine the 1ega1 responsibility
compensat,e

waterfowl.

of the goverruoents involved

Ëo

the agrieulÈura1 producer for crop losses due to nigraÈory
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4.2

ANALYSIS OF LEGISLATION

The following two sections are designed to outline the legíslation
which has been developed regarding preservation activities

ratory waterfowl.

The first

towards mig-

section outlines the federal legislation

(nNA ect, Natural Resource Transfer Act., Èhe l"ligratory Birds Convention

Acl, and the

Canada

l^Iitdlife Act) and develops the jurisdictional

inpli-

cations for both the federal and provincial governments in terms of
shared responsibility.

islation

The second section outlines the provincial 1eg-

(Manitoba Wildlife Act) and develops the concept of provincial

assumption of responsibility for migraËory waterfowl.

4.2"I

Federal Legislation

The first

piece of legislaÈion reviewed was the Constitution of Cana-

da (the British North America Act), which

r^ras

lianent of Canada and is, by definition,

rfthat body of rules establish-

passed in 1867 by the Par-

ing governnents, and outlining whaÈ Èhey can and cannot do."39
British North America Act

(BNA

The

Act) lays the ground work for Ëhe juris-

dictional responsibilities accruing to the federal and provincial l-evels
of government, and is used as the yardstick by which both federal

and

provincial legislation

The

BNA

is determined to be ultra or inËra vires.

Act determines whether the leve1 of government passing a partícu1ar

piece of legislation has the consÈitutional authority to do so¡ or if
they are infringing upon the jurisdiction

of their legislative

counter-

parts at the alternate governing level.

39

P"r.r J. Meekinson (ed.), Canadian Federation: Myth or Reality
ronÈo: Methuen, 1977), p" 4r"

(To-
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Specific reference to wildlife,

and in particular

to migratory

waterfowl, could not be found under either Section 9I which lists
cifically

that category of responsibiliEies falling

under the jurisdic-

tion of the federal- government, or under Section 92 which lists
category of responsibilities

spe-

falling under the jurisdíction

that

of the pro-

vincial government. However, under Section 92(5), reference is made to
the fact thaË the province has Èhe right Èo make laws exclusively for
the manageuent of its

or¡rn

public lands "

The def inition

constitutional terms, refers not only to the land itself
air above it"

of 1ands, in
buË also to the

Anything which occupies that land or air space belongs to

Èhe owner of the land for the duration of time it

is there.

This is

frequently termed usufructuary ownership. An analogy can be dra¡.rn beEriieen

nigratory waterfowl and the fisheries as boËh are defined as tran-

sitory resources for which usufructuary ovmership exists.
government officially

has jurisdictional

The federal

pov/er over inland fisheries,

however, under Section 92(L3) of the BNA Act, the province is given the

authority to prescribe any terBS upon which provincially omed fisheries
may

be granËed, based, or otherwise disposed of"

In the case of Regina

versus Robertson the conclusion was reached that

Provincial legislative power over its property carries with it
the power of adninistration and control by the provincial executive" This means that the provincial government nay without
legislation, exer.cise ín Ol:spect of its property , Ëhe same
rights as a private owner.'
Brought into Ëhe context of the migratory waterfowl situation, iË can
concluded that the federal government has the power to legislate

be

over

the use of the migratory waterfowl resource. However, the province, un40

c. LaForest, Natural Resources and Public Property Under the Canadian
Constitution (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, I969). p. 167.
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der Section 92(5) of the

BNA

Act, also has the power to regulate the

use

of the resource while it is within the provincial boundaries. This is
true as long as the regulations it formulates are not inconsisÈent wiËh
those established by the federal governnent. The federal government

the power to make rules regarding limitations

has

on t.he use of migraÈory

waterfowl, but the province has the power to legislate to further restrict use. They cannot, however, legislate to increase use without the
co-operation of the federal government. Because the province can legis-

late in co-operation with the federal governnent, this poses a strong
argument for the conclusion thaË migratory waÈerfowl is not the sole re-

sponsibility of the federal government., but is rather, a shared responsibility

with Ëhe provinces.

A further argument to support Ehis contention can be found under the
law of property where Ëhe principle is established Èhat:
Any person who tames or confines a r¿ild animal so as to
possess it is o\¡rner so long as he retains possession. He is
said Ëo acquire a qualified o¡.rnership per industriam. As soon
as it escapes and resumes its wild character he ceases to o\^m
it, though he is allowed to retake iË so long as he keeps ít
in sight and has the power and right to pursue íË.
Mere Èemporary absences will not deprí,ve a person of title
to animafi1 which are in the habit of leaving his land and re-

Eurn].ng.

Migratory waterfowl is considered to be the property of Èhe province
while wiËhin its boundaries or situated upon lands owned by the provínce

"

4r_-t. N. Lawson, The
po

57"

Law

of Property

(Oxford:

Cl-arendon

Press,

1958) ,
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The onus of responsibility

for rnigratory waËerfowl, as inferred

by

Ëhe BNA Act, is shared between Ëhe federal and provincial governments.
The provincial input into the management and control of the resource en-

ters indirectly

Ehrough Sections 92 and 109 of the BNA Act.

These sec-

tions involve the provincial government in waterfowl management in
vlays. First,

two

the province is given the right to charge hunters a Ii-

cense fee for the privilege to hunt while within t,he boundaries of the

province. The revenues raised through these fees adhere strictly

to the

province. SecÈion 92 and 109 also sucede to the province control over
Èhe crown lands situated therein, to manage for whatever purposes they

feel yíeIds the maximun social benefit.
establish and manage wildlife

The province has the right

Ëo

preservation sites upon this property, but

it is not obligated under any law or agreement to do so.
Section 109 of the original

BNA

Act refers only to the original prov-

inces of Confederation; Canada, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick.
same rights r,rere not extended to the \.restern provinces until

1929 with

Èhe negotíation and passage of the Natural Resource Transfer
(nnfe).

Bird sanctuaries r,rere explicitly

The

AcEs

outlined under Section l9 of

the above Act:
to continue and preserve as such the bird sanctuaries and
public shooting grounds which have already been established
and will set aside such additional bird sanctuariçg and public
shooÈing grounds as rnay hereafter be established.'Bird sancEuary establishraent and maintenance became Èhe sole responsibility
the

of the province within which they were Eo be situated.

NRTA does

However,

not nake it rnandatory for the province to establish addi-

42 C^n^d4 Parliament, "The Manitoba Natural Resource Act.tt R.S.M., c,
180, s. 19, 1929.
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Ëiona1 sanctuaries and there is no obligation upon its behalf to do so.
The federal government retains responsibility

for migratory waterfowl

with Èhe passage of the Migratory Birds Convention Act

(MBCA)

of

1916,

which was passed for t.he purpose of proÈecting migratory birds wiÈhin
Canada and the United States "

The

MBCA riras

waterfowl, unlike other forns of wildlife,

passed because roigratory

are not local in nature

and

their control and preservation cannot be restricted Ëo a loca1 region.
Preservation efforts, wiÈhin a province or country, would be conpletely
futile

if the species being preserved were shot and killed after cross-

ing the provincial or national boundary. Migratory waterfowl, as a result, have been allocated a unique posiÈion within the classification of
wildlife

in Canada. The federal government, with the passage of this

Act, has confirmed thaÈ the regulation of migratory waterfowl fa11s
within its own jurisdictional

pol^7ers,

to ensure that the conservation

efforts of any private, provincial, or federal agency are not in vain.
The

MBCA

designat.es the po\,Ier to the Govenor-in-General of

under Section 4(f),

Canada,

to:

make such regulations as are deerned expedient to protect the
migratory roigratory game, rnigratory insectivorous, and nigratory non-gane birds å5.. inhabit Canada during the whole or

any part of the year.'-

The categories of regulaËion this involves include: closed seasons,

lirnits;

hunting seasons; hunting pernits; export prohibitions; area re-

strictions;

appointment of game offieers;

game officers
(MBSR)

bag

authority.

and, the definition

of the

The Migratory Bird Sanctuary Regulations

outline the regulations governing the

management

of wildlife are-

43 C"n.d., ParliamenÈ,
"The l"figratory Birds Convention Act.'r R.S.M., c.
1035, s" 4(1), f916.
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as,

It should be reiterated that subsequent to the passage of the

MBCA-MBSR

in 1916, the

NRTA of. 1929 placed

wildlife

areas under the con-

trol of t.he provinice within which they were situated.

The decision to

establish and maintain such areas rests so1e1y vrith the provincial government. Since the Province of Manitoba has neither federally established bird sanctuaries or wildlife

areas situated within its bounda-

ries, it has no responsibility towards maint.aining habitat for migratory
waterfowl.
The Canada I.Iildlife

Act

(CWA)

of 1973 helps to emphasize the provinc-

es' porrer with regard to land management by ouËlining the limitat,ions
placed upon the federal government's po\¡rer pertaining to wildlife

con-

servation and habitat managenent. This Act cedes authority to the

Gov-

ernor-in-Council of Canada to act on behalf of the federal goverûnent
in:

establishing committees and advisory bodies; organizing neetings to

dea1 with conservation policies and programs; and, stimulating and or-

ganizing research efforts.
7

(I) of. the

These por^7ers are limited, subject to Section

same Act:

Notwithstanding, the Minister may not conclude any agreement
referred to, excepÈ with Èhe approval of the province in which
the program or Eeasure to which Èhe agreennent relates is to be
implement.Ed, or the property Ëo which the agreement relates is
situated"''
The federal government may iuplement policies dealing with wildlife

but

only if the government of the provinee Ëo which the policy pertains is
in complete accord. Once approval has been obtained, the Govenor-inCouncil has Ëhe power to make regulaEions, under Section 4(2c), in order

to:
44 C^o^d^, Parliament, "The Canada l^Iildlife Act".

7(r),

1973"

R"S.M., c. 1609, s.
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Carry out measures for the conservation of wildlife on such
lands not inconsistenË with any law respecting wildlife in the
province in which the lands are situated and subject to such
regul¿qions as Èhe Govenor-in-Council may make in that behalf"'The federal government nËy not so much as establish refuges for mi-grato-

ry waterfowl without provincial approval, even though it is technieally
responsible for preservation of those species of birds defined as migra-

tory game, migratory insecËivorous, and migratory non-gane. The provincial authority appears to be parauount in this situation.

It is

worÈh

noËing, however, that restrictions

such as this are self-inposed and

not. have a constitutional basis.

These restrictions

could be

do

removed

through an act of Parliament, thereby giving Ëhe federaÌ government

com-

plete freedom of action to do as iÈ wished.
The preceding legislation indicates the existence of a non-definitive

delineation of provincial and federal jurisdiction
preservation policy.

over the waterfowl

The province has ínpuÈ in co-operation and consul-

tation with the federal government and vice-versa. The province has the
polrer t.o restrict. Èhe preservation policies of Ëhe federal government
which require use of provincial lands, whereas the province must confine

provincial use of the resource wiËhin Èhe guidelines established by the
federal governmenÈ. The lack of a clear cuE definition of responsibility under Ëhe preceding legislation
waterfowl as a shared responsibility.

45

ruia.¡ s. 4(zc).

supports Èhe argument of rnigratory

B1

4.2"2 Provincial Legislation
The Province of Manitoba has a complementary act to the

CI.IA

which

originally passed in 1963 and entitled the Manitoba I,líldlife Act

was

(MWA).

The original version was repealed in 1980 under sections 95 and 98 of

Bill
I'lI^lA

103, with an alternaÈe fornula being proposed and accepted.
outlines in detail the various por¡rers or areas of authority

by the province with regard to wildlife.
ed explicitly,

assumed

Migratory gane birds are stat-

under Schedule A, as falling

ühis Act. Sections 7(2) and 4(2c) of the

The

under the jurisdiction

Canada

borated by Section 2 of the Manitoba l,iildlife

of

hiildlife Act are corro-

Act which establishes the

power of the provincial government Lo designate crown lands as wildlife
management areas

for the preservation of wildlife

sÈates further that the province may

"p."i"".46
make whatever restrictions,

Section

3

regard-

ing the use of these designated areas, it deems necessary t,o preserve
the areas for the purpose they were intended.4T
No activity,

including wildlife

preservation, can be carried out

provincial crown lands without the province's express permissÍon,

on
and

the province is under no obligation Ëo use the crown land for either
46 l"laniÈoba l^Iildlife Act of 1980, Section 2:
rrFor the better management., conservation, and enhancement of
the wildlife resource of the province, the Lieutenant Govenorin-Council may by regulation designate areas of the province
and prescribe a use or uses to which each area so designated
sha1l be devoted.'l
lL7

Manitoba tr{ildlife Act of 1980, Section 3:

ttA regulation made under section 2 may, for the purpose of
managing and enforcing ttre uses prescribed for each designated
area, prescribe activities and Èhings Ehat are permitted or
prohibited, as the case nay be, within the area, and uay prescribe restrictions, terms and conditions and oÈher requireDenÈs Èhat shall be observed by any person wiËhin the area."
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wildlife

management

areas such as Oak

areas, bird sanctuaries, or refuges. The fact that

Hamnock

Marsh, Delta Marsh, Oak Lake Goose Refuge

and

Marshy Point Goose Refuge exist as refuges for migratory waterfowl rests

enLirely upon provincial discretion.

The province in establishing Ehese

sites for the purpose cited in Sectíon 2, has assumed responsibí1ity for
Ëhe

administration and management of programs affecËing wi1dlife, wheth-

er they be waterfowl, bear, or deer.
The

MI^IA

states, with proper except.ions noted, that all

rights, t.itle,

and interest in and to wildlife

property

are vested in the

Crown.

It further states Èhat Ëhe Crown is not liabl-e for Èhe actions of the
property for vrhich it has assumed such rights.
life Act states this explicitly

The 1980 Manitoba hlild-

under Section 85(2)"

no right of action lies and no right of compensation exists against the crown for de9Çþ, personal injury or properÈy
damage caused by any wildlife.-"
Insertj-on of this clause into the Act insures that no private individual
or organization can take legal actíon t.o force Èhe province into contributing a greater amount than iÈ willingly
vention and compensation of

damage caused

designates towards the pre-

by wi1d1ife.

The Act also deals wit.h the province's rights regarding licensing of

individuals to hunt wildlife,

including waterfowl, within the provincial

boundaries. The province has the right Èo issue any pennit, license, or
certificate
made

which is referenced in the Act or for which provisions are

in the regulaËions to the Act" Consequently, the provÍnce charges

two fees; a l,Iildtife

Certificate fee of ç2.25, and a Manitoba Gane Bird

License fee of $4"00. Wildlife Certificate
48 Manitoba, Legislature,
"The tlildlife
1980.

Act.r'

fees are placed into the

S.M., c. 94, s. 85(2),
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"lrrildlife control Fund" and, at the present time, are used under Regulation 324/74 for rrPayment of Compensation for Loss or

Damage

to Certain

AgrÍcultural crops by Deer, Elk, l"Ioose or Black Bearr" and under RegulaËion 69/79 "Concerning Payrnent of Compensation for Loss or
Certaín Crops by Migratory

Game

Birds."

The revised

MI,IA

Damage Ëo

does not commit

the province to use the fund for this purpose, despite the fact that the
Fund was originally

established with this objecrive in mind.

The province receives a substantial source of revenue frorn the sale

of licenses and from the expenditures of hunters while in the province.
Viewed from a financial perspective, the province is not entirely devoid

of interest when it comes to the preservation of migratory waterfowl.
The Goverr¡ment of Canada likewise receives financial benefiËs from

the ownership of Ehe nat.ural resource. Because of its constitutional
jurisdiction

over migratory waterfowl-, the federal goverûtrent has the

right to set fees for the use of the resource. This fee takes form
through the canada Migratory Game Bird permit for which $3.50 is
charged.
The last area of interesË with regard to the

tory powers of the province over the wildlife

MI^IA

concerns the regula-

resources and the use

made

by individuals of the said resources. The categories of subjects \,rithin
which the province has regulatory povrers include:

setting restricEions,

prohibitions and qualifications for licensing and hunting; and, enforceEent of the above regulations.

The Act outlines areas where offences

can occur, defines the extenË of enforcement activities

undertaken

by

the province, and bestows upon the province the authority Èo appoint
game

officers t.o insure that enforcemenË is carried out.
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The jurisdiction

over migratory waterfowl is concluded to be divided

between federal and provincial governments, however, this is not rele-

vant in a legal sense because it

places no obligation upon either the

province or Canada to implement any protection or preservation activiÈies, or to bear any responsibility

for Ëhe actions of migratory wa¡er-

fowl.

4"3

LEGAI

PRECEDENTS

A further area of contention relates Ëo Èhe constitutionality

of

Ëwo

of the major pieces of legislaEion being scrutinized; the Migratory
Birds Convention Act and the Natural Resource Transfer Act.
event of a conflict

In

Ëhe

of interest between the federal and provincial gov-

ernments' which Act should take precedence if they are boÈh declared in-

tra vires?
In the Supreme Court of Canada case of Daniels versus Her Majest.y the
Queen, the contention was made that because of a clause in Section 13 of

the NRTA, the

MBCA

was considered to be repealed by inplication

of the

subsequent legislation.49 The decision handed down by the Suprene Court

of Canada took the position that repeal by implication is not favoured,
and one act will supplant another only if they are incapable of standing

together" The purpose of the

NRTA

was not Ëo repeal the MBCA, but to

place all provinces on equal footing with regard to their natural resources. There was considered to be no grounds for repeal and the provinces would stil1 be required to adhere to the regulations set forth in
Ëhe MBCA. The

49 Darriels vs.

federal government ret.ained a share of responsibility for

Her

Majesty rhe Queen, (I968), S.C"R. 517 (SCC)" p. 38i.
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the preservation and financial

liability

associated

with migratory

waterfowl,
The Northwest Territories

Court of Appeal case of Regina versus EgÉ-

yana involved Ehe claim Èhat the

MBCA

did not have the power to regulate

with regard to t.he hunting of rnigratory birds because such regulations
were seen as being beyond the constitutional authority of the federal
goverrìment.50 fni" would inply that the federal governmenÈ had no juris-

diction over an individual's actions involving migratory waterfowl.
court ruled t,hat the federal goverruoent, under the terms of the

The

MBCA,

had the por^rer to make and enforce such regulations.
The result of the tsro courl decisions was to place the federal government in a post,ion whereby it could not excuse itself

sibility

from the respon-

it assumed for Ëhe migraËory hraterfowl resource. Each Act,

by

being upheld by the courts, has the effect of upholding the federal government's jurisdictional

4

"4

responsibility toward migratory waterfowL.

TI{E LAW OF PRIVATE NUISANCE

The finaL topic for discussion is the 1ega1 aspects of the situation,

particularly

private nuisance and its relationship to nÍgratory r^rater-

fowl crop depredation. Interest 1ies, more specifically,
tion where waterfowl damage to agricultural

in the situa-

crops has been increased

within an area due Èo the creation of preservat,ion sites and wildlife
management areas.

50.-Keglna

vs

"

Kupr_yana

(1973)

,

36 D.L.R" (3d)

38i

(l¡.w"r"C"A..

) p. 381 .
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Private nuisance exists when the activities
ganization impose actual or potential

of an individual or or-

darnage upon

the property of sur-

rounding individuals"
The defendant actively participates in producÍng a situation that is supposedly causing or likely Ëo cause continuing
detriment to Èhe plaintiff
an intuitive balancing by the
judge of a number of circumstantial factors in the light of
his viev/ of prevailing social morality. No one element is
necessarily decisive and, ostensibly at 1east, there ip,no absolute requirement of intentíon to harm or negligence."

The establishrnent of wildlife

management

sites within an area, by gov-

ernmenÈal or private agencies, causes waterfowl to fly into an area such

as Oak
Èhese

Hammock

Marsh in increased numbers. I,Iat,erfowl tend to linger

aË

sites where a ready food supply is available, and where protection

is offered against predaËors of both a human and animal variety"

These

birds stray into producers' fields in search of food, and in the feeding
process, can cause extensive damage to Èhe grain lying unharvested in
swaths. The claim could be nade that the establishmenË of wildlife

pre-

serves and management areas create adverse and harmful effecÈs upon

Ëhe

enterprises of Èhe surrounding landowners. The group responsible for
these harmful affects should bear t.he Èortious liability

their actions.

associated with

In this situation the parÈy aE fault would be the pro-

vincial governuent.
The provincial government, through the lrlaËerfowl Crop

Damage Preven-

tion Program, has undertaken Deasures to safeguard the properÈy of surrounding individuals from hazards created by preservation measures un-

dertaken upon crown 1ands. These actions to prevent damage are
consistent with the Privy Council's decision handed down in the case of
5l e.lt. Linden, Studies in Canadian Tort Law (Toronto:
School of York University, 1968), p. 334,

Osgoode

Hall

Law
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Goldman versus Hargrave which sËates Ëhat those

in occupation of

land

are responsible to:
safeguard their neighbours from hazards present on their
land, not only where they arise by human agency, Srrt al-so
where they result from acts of God or natural causes.--

This would inply Ëhat the owner of the property upon which a natural
staging site occurs is responsible for damage caused by waterfowl to
surrounding landowners' property during the period of time that the wat-

erfowl is in residence upon Èhe property. The laws or decisions

handed

doun wiÈh regard to nuisance are quite variable as Èo what can and can-

not be claimed, dependent upon Ëhe feelings of the judiciary presiding
over the parÈicular situation that is being viewed. A judiciary, i.n the
situation stated previously, could take either of the following positions.

Firstly,

to it,

and this waterfowl in search of food caused physical damage re-

because the management area enËiced migratory vraterfowl

sulting in financial loss and inconvenience to the neighbouring landowners, those responsible for the creation of the area should be accountable for Ëhe said financial losses. The second position Ëhat could
taken by the judiciary would relaËe to Ëhe concept of the general

be

good

to present and future generations caused by the establishment of the
wildlife

site.

The benefits to society of establishing wildlife

areas

are high and, therefore, the agent for t.he areas could conceivably

be

excused for the adverse effects of his actions.

In the case of waterfowl crop depredation, this becoues a question of
whether the depredation is an unreasonable intrusion upon the agricul-

Ëural producer (traditional

52

ruia,, p.

337.

1aw

of nuisance) versus whether the acÈivity
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is a reasonable intrusion (nodern law of nuisance).
In the sítuation where actions being carried out on Lhe said property
are for the public benefit, the individuals suffering can use an argument based upon the principle of equity.

It is the nornal procedure in

such a case to rule in the following fashion.

Since it has been erected for Ehe public benefit, then the
cost should be defrayed by Èhe total community served rather
than placed on the shoulders of a few unforËunates whp.are unlucky enough to dwe1l in the immediate neighbourhood."
Although this concept is the traditional

standard with which most liti-

gation processes are weighed and evaluated on a theoretical level, the
following statenent must be kept at the forefront of all discussion:
Although the action for private nuisance euphasizes by definition the injurious consequence rather than the conduct that
caused it, in practice the courÈs examj-ne and evaluate both
factors. .. a weighing of t.he gravity of the harn alleged by
the plaintfff and Èhe utility of Èhe conduct pursued by the
defendant .'-

Liability

occurs r^rhen land is utilized

for non-natural purposes

opposed to naÈural. Non-natural purposes are defined as:

activities

or artificially

created conditions on land

which by their nature or by circumstance inherently dangerous,
in the sense that control is difficult or that if the operation gets out of hand the effect on Ëhe land of others is
likely to be traumatic. A natural use of land, on Èhe other
hand, is any use of land, artificially
contrived or oËherwise,
which does not in the circumstances invoþe an enhanced risk
of harm to the landed interests of others.))

53

rbid.,

p. 342.

54

rbíd.,

p" 346 "

55

rbid.,

P"

364.

as
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The decision as to whether wildlife

mânageüent areas

are natural or non-

natural uses of the land lies wiÈh the court's decision regarding the
extent of the risk being created by the activities

for individuals with-

in the area" If the establishment of waterfowl preservation sites increase the risk of crop damage by increasing the number of waterfowl
present, this would constitute an non-natural use of t,he land.

If

on

the other hand, waterfov¡l popuJ-ation leveIs were already high and crop
damage

extensive, the creation of waterfowl preservation sites would

constitute a natural use of the land, because the risk of crop

damage

existed prior to the implement.ation of the preservation activities.
The argument agaínst the provincial government, and other groups in-

volved in preservation act,ivities, is extremely persuasive in taking the
stance that the provincial goverrunenÈ, through non-natural use of land

to preserve migratory waterfowl for the benefit of the general public,
is guilty of creating a nuisance for surrounding l-and holders.
pense for the liability

Recom-

imposed upon neighbouring individuals should be

considered an obligation of those agencÍes creating the nuisance.
There is one major drawback to this argument and that is "legislative

authority'r whereby:
a statute ordains a particular operation which cannot be
carried on without resulting danage or interference to others,
liability
cannoË be visíted on the actor, as long as he has
taken 5b
"all reasonable precautions to avoid the injurious efrects
"

The province cannot only clairn that the necessary precautions Ëo avoid

crop damage were undertaken through the PrevenEion Program, but also
ÈhaE because

56 r¡ia.

, p.

the wildlife

371.

managemenÈ

area was created by an act of the
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Legislature of Manitoba (Regualti.on I82/79 under the Wildlife Acr), rhe
province is exempt from taking responsibility

for the tangible

created by its policies under the power of "legislative
province may have a moral responsibility

damage

authorityrr.

The

to compensate individuals af-

fected, buË it has no lega1 obligation to do so. The availability

of

100 percent conpensation offered in areas surrounding Oak Hammock Marsh
and Marshy Point is offered strictly

through provincial goodwí11, rather

than lhrough any obligation on the provinces behalf.

4.5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The federal government under the BNA Act and

sibility

for migratory game birds.

The

BNA

MBCA

has assumed respon-

Act does not explicitly

sign rnigratory waterfowl as a federal responsibility,

as-

but because it

does not receive specific al-location into any category of subjects dele-

gated Lo the provinces, it falls under the preamble of Section 9I
becomes

the responsibility of the federal government. The IÍBCA and

and

Reg-

ulations ouËline the responsibility taken by the federal government with
regard Èo migratory \.Iaterf

owl

. This responsibility

entail-s the preser-

vation, for the benefit of present. and future generations, of those
wildlife

species which t.ranscend nat.ional and international boundaries.

Establishing preservation sites and regulaËing hunting actÍvities
Èwo methods

are

by which the federal governmenE implements its preservation

policies.
The provinces are not exempt from all responsibility

towards migrato-

ry waterfowl, even in the situation where the federal government offers
protection and makes efforts to preserve these species. The provincial
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government is involved through Section 92(5) of the BNA Act and through

the NRTA. These Acts allocate to the provinces the right to

manage

their croi¡Jn lands and natural resources without interference from outsi.de forces, to the best interesÈs of the province wiËhin which they are

siËuated. If the province sees fit

to utilize

these lands for wildlife

areas, to aid the federal government in its bid to regulate

IDanagement

and maintain migratory r,raterfowl populations, it does so entirely upon

its own recognizance" Because such action is taken by the province of
its own accord, the province should assume responsibility for the externa1 effects associated \4rith taking the action.

The province, in estab-

lishing bird refuges and wild1ífe nanagement areas, has found that the
birds utilizing

these areas are causing extensive damage to surrounding

producers' crops. This is

darnage

which the province has contributed to

and for whích it should assume responsibility.

The I'fanitoba l,iildlife

Act allows the province Ëo have a roajor input

into preservaÈion activiËies regarding migratory waterfowl through its
managenent

of wildlife

in general. The province can establish preserva-

tion areas; establish hunting regulations and enforce these regulaÈions
through the appointmenË of game officers; contribute one-half the funding for the crop
all wildlife

damage

prevention and conpensation programs; administer

prograüs; and act in consultation with the federal govern-

ment in establishing bag limitsr

regulations.

length of seasons, and other federal

The Canada l^iildlife Act emphasizes the provinces contrib-

utions by drawing atËention Èo the federal government's lack of authoriEy to inplernent wildlife

policies (particularly

with regard to estab-

lishÍng preservatíon areas for migratory F¡aterfowl) without provincial
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approval. In addilion, the concepÈ of usufructuary ownership enforees
Ëhe argument

that the province shares in the responsibiliry for migrato-

ry waterfowl.
There are no conclusive ansr{ers that can be derived from the legisla-

tion as to Ehe relative share of the costs that should be born by

each

1evel of government with regard to r,¡aterfowl crop damage compensation
and prevention. However, both governments share the responsiblity for
t.he actions of waterfowl resulting from preservat,ion acitvities.

In the

situatíon where there is eonstitutionally no exact delineation of responsibility,
bility

the courts may apply the rule of thumb that t.he responsi-

be shared equally between the participating parties.

If this 1e-

ga1 precedenË is followed for the costs involved Ín the crop depredation

prograns, the cost-sharing arrangement will not be ehanged fron the

one

presently in existence. This would rnean a continuation of the 50-50
cos

t-shared agreem"rrt.

57

The siÈuation described above is analogous Èo the situation prevalent

in private nuisance law"

I^Jhere

the degree of negligence cannoË be prac-

ticably determíned between the participaÈing parties, Èhen the participants will be assigned equal blame and the costs will

be shared on

an

principle can be used for the situation of mig"tr"
raËory waterfowl inflicted crop damage, where an exact delineation of
equal basis.58 Th"

responsibility is difficult

to determine.

57

Source: ConsulËation with Professor Dale Gibson, Faculty of
University of Manitoba. Expert on constitutional law"

58

l"lanitoba, Legislature, "The TorËfeasors and ContribuËory Negligence
Act of ManiËoba.rr R.s.ì4., c" 266, s" 4(3), L974"
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From an economic

perspective, there is no difference as to which lev-

el of government bears the greater portion of the cosÈs. This decision
is a part of the polÍtical
stitutions

process, which bases its decisions upon con-

and acts of parliament or legislaEures, which in turn are

based upon value judgements of elected officials
t,he wants of society.

as to what constitutes

Chapter
ANAIYTICAL

5.I

V

FRAMEI^¡ORK

INTRODUCTION

To this point the study has concentrated upon a description of:
problem existing wit.h regard to waterfowl inflicted

plication

the

crop danage; the ap-

of theoretical welfare economics to the problem; and a de-

scription of the political
ground to the problen.

and legal framework which serves as a back-

The following section entitled

'rAnalytical

Techniquer', reviews the alternat.ive solutions which have been proposed,
and analyzes Lhe effect of these proposals upon the various groups in-

volved; in part from an applied theoretical perspective on equity

and

efficiency, and in part from a cost perspective.
Previous studies undertaken for sinilar

problem situations have cen-

tered around other aspects of the problem. These incl-ude such elements
as the ecological fact.ors affecting the revel of crop damagu,59 the impact of the Prevention Progran in Manitoba on the 1evel of crop
and the trade-off

of land use between agricultural

d.ro"gu60

and waterfowl

59 R"rr.*.ble Resources consulting
services Ltd., "A preliminary study of
I,Iaterfowl Damage to commercial Grain crops in AlbertarttA Report prepared for the Fish and Wildlife Division of Èhe Government of Alberta, Edmonton, 1969.
60 *on
Kabaluk, "I^Iaterfowl Dauage Control program Reviewr', Report prepared for the Department of Natural Resources, I{innipeg, I976"

-94-
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product]-on. 6I
The Governnent of Saskatchewan undertook an evaluation of the total

cosËs of waterfowl depredation upon agricultural

producers using data

obtained from an insurance prograu which was in effect in Saskatchewan

prior to Ig72.62 The value of the analysis is guestionable because of
the uncerÈainty surrounding the accuracy and validity of the data. Stephens contended:

l{ild1ife insurance indemnities provide a measure of the cost
of damage, but are a minimum estimate because of a limitation
on insurpþility and reluctance of soue farmers to purchase inOJ
surance.

In addition, intangible costs are difficult
this type of analysis.

The resul-t of non-inclusion is an estímation of

costs biased in a downward direction.
spent in

darnage

Ëo quanÈify for inclusion in

prevention activities,

Intangible costs include the time
the costs of extra tillage

and

harvesting, and the opportunit.y costs associaËed with changed produetion

61 Lotrr. ColpiLts,
"The Cost and Feasibility of l^Iildlife Habitat }laintenance in the }linnedosa Pothole Countryrrr Practicum, Natural Resource

Institute,

UniversiËy of I'fanitoba, 1974"

and

Hedlin-Menzies and Associates, t'A Proposed Economic Eval-uation Procedure for l,laterfowl Habitat in canada," unpublished report for the
Canadian I,Iildlife

62

Service, Edmonton,

1967

"

Renewable Resources consulting services Ltd., ttA preliroinary study of
Waterfowl Damage to Grain Crops in Saskatchewanr" Unpublished report
for the Canadian Wildlife Service, Edmonton, L967.
and

Ross MacI.ennan, "A Study of Waterfowl Crop Depredation in Saskatchewanrtt Saskatchewan DeparÈment of NaEural Resources, I.Iildlife Report
ä20, Regina, L972"
63

. J" D, SÈephens, "Migratory l^IaËerfowl Dauage in the Prairie provinces, " Canadian l^Iildlife Service Report, Saskatoon, I965.
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pracÈices.
The analytical technique commonly used to evaluate the merits of pro-

grans such as preservation, prevenËion, and compensation is a forrn of
cost-benefit analysis"

This involves a comparison of the costs of un-

dertaking a particular action with the benefits that can be derived frorn
the acti-on employing one of the following procedures; net present value,
cost-benefit ratio, or the internal rate of return.

When

the benefÍts

derived outweigh the costs, then the program Eeets the criterion of max-

iroizing the value of social product. All of the above procedures invol-ve the application of many vague concepts, such as the definition

quantification of tangible and intangible costs and benefits,

and

shadow

pricing of unpriced factors or factors which have been priced incongruously in

Ehe

market, and the determination of the correct discount rate

to app1y.
Costs are much easier than benefits to quanÈify in the situation of

non-priced resource such as wildlife.

a

Measurable cash outlays are in-

volved in the establishnent and manintenance of preservation sites, in
Ëhe administration of the various programs, in the enforcement of regu-

lations, in compensation of producers for

damage

incurred, and in the

prevention of further damage. The intangible costs listed previously
can either be ignored as being insignificant

pricing.

or treated through

shadow

Ignoring such costs results in an underestimation of the true

costs to societ.y and, therefore, an upwardly biased benefit-cost valuaÈion"

Benefits are approached from a more abstract perspective

because

wi1dlife, except in the consumpti.ve activity of hunÈing, is a non-priced
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commodity. The individual's marginal valuation of the good is

unknown

and must be imputed from a hypothetical demand curve" Estimation of

this demand curve can be accomplished using one of the several techniques available to determine consumers' willingness to pay to maintain

the resource" I,Iillingness Ëo pay can be cal-culated using the direct approach of asking Lhe consumer outright, or by using one of the indÍrect
approaches of observing the consumers behaviour. Indirect roethods in-

clude travel cost, hunÈer expenditure, recreation day, or some derivaËive of the above.
The direct interview approach has the drawback that individuals wil-l

frequently underestimate their willingness to pay because they fear it
will result in a higher Èax rate or user fee; or they wi.l1 overestinate
their willingness to pay if they believe it will result in greater quantities

of the resource being supplied at no increase in eost. The indi-

recÈ approaches also have several problems associated with them.

are unable to separate the individual's valuation of the wildlife

They

spec-

ies frorn his valuation of the activiÈy involving the species, the natural- setting,

the entire recreation experience, or the reminiscences.

This inseparability will resulÈ in an inaccurate estimation of the demand schedule for the wildlife

species. As the area under the

demand

schedule is a measure of the benefits derived from the resource, compar-

ison of this measure of benefits relaÈive to the cost figure would resuLt in poor policy evaluaÈion.
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ANALYTTCAI

TECHNIQTTE

The traditional

techniques of analysis are considered inappropriate

for application to the problem being confronted regarding migratory

r,raE-

erfowl crop depredation. The Ëraditional Èechniques are primarily benefit.-cost studies associated with physical locations, consumptive activities,

or entire recreational experiences. Crop damage is difficult

to

segregate into Ëhis type of frauework because it is a subset or consequence of a completely separate activity,

namely waterfowl preservation.

A cost-benefit analysis of the value of preservation could be determined

by cornparing the benefits derived from waterfowl as a part or all of the

recreational exPerience with the costs of establishing and maintaining
the preservation area. The external- costs of crop

damage

should be in-

cluded as they are an opportunity cost to society resulting from the
preservation of waterfowl.
This study, however, is not concerned with the relative benefits versus costs of waËerfowl preservation. It is concerned with the external-

it.ies created for third parties by the preservation program, and the
ability

of the corrective program implemented to deal with the external-

ity problero. The uajor conclusion previously reached is that the presently existing Program does not adequately deal with the situation, pârticularly

in regard to the equity question. rt is proposed, therefore,

that alternate policy options be reviewed Èo determine one option, or
some combination

The analytical

policy analysis"

of optÍons, which wou]d improve the situation.
technique enployed to achieve the above is a simple
Some

of the factors which are considered are:
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1.

the iroplicaEions of alternate coverage levels, both percent

age and maximum dollar per acre, which will

dam-

be analyzed in terms of

equity, actual physieal costs to society, and efficiency in the

agronom-

ic practices of agricultural producers;
2"

the methods of raising the necessary funds and to what extent

each group involved bears the incidence of costs and receives a portíon

of the benefits;
3.

the merits of increasing the extent of preventive rneasures in

conjunction with and in opposition to

E.he

Compensation Program; and,

4" an analysis of the concept of a spot-loss insurance program for
waterfowl inflicted

5.2"I

crop

damage.

Increased Compensation

M""ir"rt

Levels (1002, 752, Increase Acre

The analysis which follows ís concerned ¡+ith evaluating the necessary

incremenË's to the governrûents financial contributions, if compensation

is offered t.o cover the full value of crop damage. rn order to do this,
it is necessary t.o make the overall assumption that the level of crop
darnage

is correct.ly known and that all other costs to producers associ-

ated with waterfowl preservation are negligable.

The subsequent calcu-

lations for total costs can t.hen be taken as correct and used as the basis for the compensation requirements. In order to evaluate the effects
of increased compensation levels, the following assumpÈions are made.
Assumptions:

1. Producers are fully aware that compensati.on is available and
damage occurs

when

r+ill make clairos accordingly. This assumpËion is justi-

r00

fied by uaking reference to the widespread publicity that negotiations
surrounding the program have received Ín recent years in nany of the

farm orienÈed ner¡rspapers (the ülestern Producer, Manitoba Co-operator).
The work of governmenÈ employees, agricultural

representatives from the

Manitoba Department of Agriculture, and game officers from the Department of Natural Resources, has increased producer ar¡rareness, particular-

1y in areas where damage is recurring.

Data pertaining to the first

few

years was dropped because, at Ehat point in time, general knowledge re-

garding the program

r"ras

limited.

2. Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation adjustnent figures, as they
are the only recorded values available over the life of the program, are
assumed

fowl.

to be correct regarding the amounÈ of damage caused by water-

It is also assumed thaÈ Ehese estimates include traupled as well

as consumed grain.

Producer valuations in damage estimation will exhib-

it greater inaccuracies because they rely heavily upon memory and roay be
influenced in an upward direction by producer bias.

Estimates by adju-

sÈors are claimed to be biased in the reverse direction but, as it is

impossible to deÈernine if

Èhis is true (and if true, the exact size of

the bias), thís data is presently the best available.
3. Price levels established within the Agreenent are representative
of market prices over time" The price leve1 used by Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation adjustors Lo estÍmaEe the value of crop damage is

the level by which all crop insurance claims are evaluated" This price
level is established belov¡ the market price to give producers an incentive to harvest the residual crop. Technically these price levels represent the standing value of the grain within the producer's field (mar-

10I

ket value less harvesEing, storage, and transportaËion costs).

This

price level has increased slightly each year in conjunction with crop
insurance prices.

4" Costs incurred by producers in addition to crop damage but as
result of the presence of waterfowl (increased tillage

a

and harvesting

cosEs, additional labour costs, additional weed control costs, and pre-

vention costs), are negligable"

The largest percentage of producers

within Manitoba will receive damage one out of every Lhree years.

The

costs staËed above for any given year are srnall relative to total costs
of producËion for thaE year. hlhen considered over time, these costs become even more

miniscule. I{here Ëhey do play an important role, howev-

êr, is in areas where producers may incur
damage

damage

every year, or severe

in lhe odd year. Producers were unable to esÈimaËe quantitative-

Iy the magnitude of these costs and, therefore, no accurate estimates
could be derived.

5. Prevention cosls by producers are negligable as mosÈ scare equipment is provided free of charge by the Department of Natural Resourcesr.
and is maintained at government expense by officers appointed by the De-

Partnent.. The majority of producers ciËed the time spent in scaring acti.vities as the most significant cost of prevention, however, they could
not provide good estimates of the actual time involved. Given this uncertainty, it was considered the best policy to ignore prevention as
relevant cost.

a

Any estimate made by the researcher would be subject to

error due to a general lack of information"
Until this point, the present dissertation has attempted to determine
whether the agriculÈural producer, suffering from waterfowl inflicÈed

r02

crop danage, is justified

in the receipt of compensation for the ful1

value of the damage" The general preuise upon which Èhe subsequent
analysÍs is based is thaË the producer is so entitled"
justified

This prenise is

in terms of the risk factor and the time that the risk

menced" In severe depredation areas (Oat I{ammock, Oak Lake,
Point, and The Pas) the risk of crop

damage

com-

Marshy

has increased substantially

within the past ten years because of the actions of private and government sponsored conservation group".64 ,h. majority of tand within these
areas was utilized

for agricultural production prior to the

of these preservation activities.

commencemen!

The producer has not volunLarily ex-

posed himself t,o the risk, but has had the risk forced upon him. Conse-

quently, the producer should receive full conpensation on equity considerations.
A producer who purchases property within an area subsequent Èo the
establishroent of a preservation siËe does so fully cognízant of the fact

that the risk of waterfowl depredation exists.

This producer should not

be treated in the saue manner as a producer who purchased property prior

to the

commencement

of Ëhe harmful effects.

However, in the situation

under anlaysis, the latter case is t.he most prevalenÈ and, the simplifi-

cation is made that the uajority of producers within damage areas acquired the property prior to the

commencement

of risk.

Increased

com-

pensation levels are, therefore, promoted once again on equity grounds.

64

Source: Personal communication with individuals frou the Manitoba
Department of NaËural Resources and producers within the aforementioned areas.
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The argument has been put forth that the agricultural

producer, with

Èhe purchase of property, does not not have the right to impose exter-

nalities

upon society by draining wetlands and thereby reducing water-

fowl population 1evels" Consequently, the drainage of wetlands has

come

under regulaËion under Section 51(1) of The Water Rights Act which
states with respect to drainage:
NotwiËhstanding anything in this Act or any other Act, no person shall construct a¿:çy works without the written approval of

the minister thereto""-

The assignuent of property rights, according to Coase, is an insig-

nificant factor in the attainment of an optimal solutiorr.66 lf the producer upon purchase of property is given the absolute authority to regu-

late the terms and conditions for use of that properËy, an

optimum

trade-off could occur for wetland management between the producÈion of
waterfowl and agricultural crops. Society would be willing

to pay pro-

ducers to mainÈain wetland and to suffer crop depredaÈions. Conversely,

if society l¡ras assigned the property rights to the land and the producer
rented the right t.o producer agricultural crops upon the property, then
the producer would be willing to pay society for the right to drain wetlands in order to produce larger quantities of agricultural crops.
Hovrever, the rights attributable

t.o t.he ownership of property can

overridden by government legislatíon or government action.

be

The govern-

ment, for example, has appropriated specífic property rights from the
producer through the The l.Jater Rights Act and The l,iildlife

65 Manitoba, LegislaËure,
"The water Rights

Act (to drain

Act," R.S.M., c. 28g, s.I,

1959.

66 norr"ld Coase,
"The Problem of Social Costrtt The Journal of Law and
Economics October(1960), pp. 100-i29.
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wetlands and to harm waterfowl which are creating financial losses

Eo

t.he producer). The government iroplements the above action in order to

provide soeiety with a resource fron which it derives subsLantial benefits"

In so doing, the ability of the groups involved to arrive at

optimum soluËion through arbitration

an

and negotiation is eliminated, be-

cause there is no absolute assignmenÈ of property rights.

The govern-

ment acts as a third party who attempÈs to reconcíle the two roajor par-

ticipants j.nvolved" The methods it

assurnes on behalf of society are

illusËrated above, whereas on behalf of the producer, these take

t.he

form of prevenËion and compensaÈion"

In the situation under study, there is no lega1 or economic justification for Ëhe paynent of compensation. The payment of compensation
rests solely upon the judgernent of society and iLs determination of what
is fair and equitable wiÈh regard to the distribution
efits.

It is the assumpËion being

cree Ëhat it

made

hereafter that society would de-

is unequitable for a minority of individuals Ëo bear the

costs of irnproving the welfare of the majority.
of liability

of costs and ben-

The question is not one

or efficiency in allocation of resources, but raÈher,

one

of equítability.

5.2.2

One Hundred Percent Compensation

Initially,

this section outlines the level of funding presently re-

quired for Èhe CompensaÈion Program under a 50 dollar per acre
coverage level.

The effects upon the financial requiremenEs of

maximum
Canada

resulting from an increase in the leve1 of compensation to 100 percent
of the value of crop danage, w-i1l be examined. The direct and indirect
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effects of this acÈion upon the different groups involved with waterfowl
preservation and damage rvil1 also be examined.

Actual and compensated damage figures for the pasL six years for the
Provinee of Manitoba are outlined in Table 2.5 of Chapter II.
rnum

The maxi-

amount of danage claimed for any given year is 1.0 nillion

dollars,

v¡ith a six year average of approximately 6001000 dollars, and a

compen-

saËed average of 280r000 do11ars" One hundred percent compensation

would iroply, on average, an increase i.n compensation funding of

3201000

dollars per year. Under the present syst.em, one-half of Ëhe required
increments in funding would be contributed by the province and one-half

by the federal governnent. The additional amount that each group would

be required to contribuÈe appears snal1 at 160r000 dollars per year,
however, it musÈ be remembered that presently the fund consists of con-

tributions per governnent of 225,000 dollars per year. hrhat is in effect being asked for is an 70 percent increase in the magnitude of contribuÈions made to the Compensation Progran by each level of goverrunent.
The financial implications of 100 percent compensaËion are not liurit-

ed Ëo the Province of Manitoba. Canada conÈributes a maximum of 2"0
rnillion dollars per year t.o the three prairie provinces. Assuming the
raÈ.ios of actual to compensated danage for Alberta and Saskatche\Äian are

roughly the same as for Manitoba (approximately 2 to I),

the required

federal contri-butions would be doubled to 4.0 million doÌLars per year.
Accurate daËa could be obtained from the provinces to verify or disprove

the above assunption regarding these ratios but, as long as Èhe implÍcations are realized, it is not necessary for Èhe purposes of this study,
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Compensation levels of less than 100 percent would vary the level of

funding required.

For comparative purposes, Table 5.f hras constructed

outlining the increase in compensation necessary to meet the added requirements for the Province of Manitoba, assuming average crop damage of
600,000 dollars p.r y"r..67 If only the increment to cost is examined,
whether the level is establÍshed at 40 percent or 50 percent of the va1-

ue of crop damaged is insignificant"

(A 10 percent increase in the lev-

e1 of coverage results in an increase in Ëhe financial contribution of
60r000 dollars")

Factors other than the actual financial outlay (polit-

ically or efficiency oriented) appear Èo be more significanÈ in Ehe deÈermination of the compensation leve1. These facEors will be discussed
when analyzíng the effects of 100 percent compensation levels upon the

agricultural producer.
The next question is with regard to Èhe effect of increased compensa-

t.ion levels upon the various groups involved.

The effects on federal

and provincial governuent departroents have already been discussed.

The

only issue that could be added would be the effect of a change in the
disLribution of costs from Ëhe present 50-50 cost-shared arrangement.
This change would be a political
risdictional

decision based upon the question of ju-

and moraL responsibílity.

FurÈherrrore, as stated in the

previous chapter, in a situation where the distribution

of responsibili-

ty cannot be accurately deternined, the courts may apply the rule of

67 e"id": If the actual Canadian Wheat Board final market price, or the
Average Daily market price were used to calculate "act.ual damage",
the values in Table 2.5 would be higher. The contributions required
by the federal and provincial governuents, as a result, would be significantly increased. However, compensation price levels are established below market value Ëo represent the value of standing grain.
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Table 5.1

AlLernative Levels of Compensation and TheÍr
Effect on Required Funding

Level of Conpensation

Compensation Required
for Manitoba ($)

Compensation Required
for Canada ($)

L00"/"

600 ,000

4,oo0,ooo

90:l

540 , ooo

3

,600,000

80"/"

480,000

3

,200,000

7 0"Á

420,000

2,800,000

60%

3

,000

2

,400,000

s0%

300,000

2

,000 ,000

401l

260,000

I ,600,000

60

============= ====================== === ================ =========== =======

'The figures for compensation required for Manitoba and for Canada were obEained by calculating the average acÈua1 damage over the past
six years" The third column refers to the average actual damage for all
three prairie provinees (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta).
The assumption is made that an increase above the level of com-

pensation already in existence will not induce producers not presently
making claims to do so in fuÈure. At higher compensation levels this
could occur and the 600r000 dollar average would underestimate the actu-

aI

damage 1evel.
In addition, changes in the price level will affect
Ëhe dollar value of actual damage occurring buË this effect has been ignored for this tab1e.
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Èhumb

that the côsts be allocated between Èhe participating parties

on

an equal basis (50-50 cost-shared) " This could result in a decision be-

ing nade which supports the present cosË-shared arrangenent.
The second group, agricultural

producers, would receive the financial

benefits of increased compensation. Any compensation level over 40 percent of actual damage would provide greater benefit.s for the producer
than is received under the presenË system. Increased compensation levels' up to 100 percent, would satisfy the equity objective of reducing
the financial impacts of preservation externalities upon Ehis group.
It has been proposed t,hat 100 percent compensation uay induce inefficient agricultural

practices by producers because they know that the

full value of grain grovin will be received regardless of the extent of
damage. Producers in severe depredation areas may be more inclined to
delay spríng planting on fields that are subject to waterfowl crop

dam-

agêr as opposed to planting early in the hopes that harvesting will
completed prior to the influx of waterfowl in the fa11.
producers would have no incentive to harvest first

be

In Èhe fall,

those fields

where

Ëhe threat of damage is greatest, or to harvest daup and dry later those

fields hThere potent,ial dauage exists.

A 100 percent compensation pro-

gram could prove to be a disincenÈive program to producers, as it would

reduce the producers incentive to become risk averse and grow less sus-

cePtible crops, to continue prevention measures ÈhaË may have been undertaken under a lower level of compensation, and even to harvest the

grain.

The producer wil-l have no financial incentive to implement any

of the above measures, as the returns on the grain will

be the

same

whether it is sold through the market system or through the Compensation
Program.
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The efficiency effects of I00 percent compensation listed above are
based upon certain assumptions regarding the struct.ure and application

of compensation" IÈ assumes that Lhe price by which danage is
is faÍrly

assessed.

representative of the rnarket price (adjusted for harvest,

storage, and transport costs).

It also assuues that the adjustment pro-

cedure accounts for both consumed and Ërampled grain.
The disincenËÍve effecEs could be removed from the Compensation Pro-

gran by reducing the leve1 of compensation, reducing the price used in
damage assessment,

or making receipt of compensation dependent upon the

iuplementation of preventive actions.
Hunter and naturalist groups would be relatively

cost standpoint, if increased funding

r^ras

unaffected, from

a

appropriated from general tax

revenues t.o Pay for i.ncreased compensation" Each individual's

contrib-

ution would be insignificant as Èhe cost would be spread over large

num-

bers. In addition, Ëhe number of waterfowl remaining available for

use

would not be affected, thereby not affecting the level of benefits re-

ceived from the resource" The general public as a whole would bear the

cost of increased compensation coverage with agricultural producers receiving the benefits.

5"2.3

Increase Acreage

Maximum

An íncrease in the per acre coverage level from 25 to 50 dollars

was

imprenenËed in 1978. The effect of this increase, and of further hy-

pothesized increases, upon Èhe total costs of compensation is examined

in this section.

Some

of the issues requiring settlemenË in order that

this system can function efficiently

(ihe advantages and disadvanËages

rl0
of this form of change relative to a percent
raised.

damage coverage scheme) are

The hypothesized effects upon the various int.eresË groups in-

volved are also examined"
An alternative to raising the percent coverage to 100 percent would

be to increase the

maximum coverage

per acre allowed above the 50 do1-

lars presently allorved" Raising the limit

would naturally inply in-

creased cosLs Èo governnents" For the sake of quanÈification, Table 5.2
was constructed to display the general trend and magnitude of the costs

of increased compensation over time.
TabLe

5.2 ill-ustrates that in order for a per acre

the full value of

damaged

90 and 100 dollars.

maximum

to

grain, the level should be established

cover

between

Although the methodology used to derive the figures

in Table 5.2 may be questionable with regard to the assumption that every claim receives

maximum coverage,

the results are not affected.

Table

2.5 of Chapter II supports these results because it indicates that
present 50 dollar maximum compensation per acre, over the life

t.he

of the

prograu, has accounËed for approximately one-half the value of grain de-

stroyed. The compensation leve1 would need to be doubled to I00 dollars
to account for the remaining one-half of

damage

which is presently un-

coupensated.

A compensat.ion program based upon a per acre

maximum coverage

level

will be inequitable for the producer growing higher yielding or higher
valued crops. Under the present per acre maximum systen, if two produc-

ers grorir wheat valued at 100 and 70 dollars per acre respectively,

and

both producers receive 100 percenÈ waterfowl damage, Èhen both producers

will receive 50 dollars payment through Èhe Compensation Program.

The

iI1
Table 5"2

Alternative Levels of
=

Maximum

coverage Relative to Actual Damage'

========= =============== ====== === ============= === ========= === ==::======

CoupensaËion

Year

Damage"

I975 735,576

ç25

$s0

Levels (uaximum $/acre)

$70

$80

I ,009 ,920

$e0

$r00

,136,160

r,262,400

,600

63r,2OO

BB3

2r9,952

439 ,905

615,847

7

,847

79r,828

879 ,809

r97B 696,t9L

364,963

510,949

5B3,94I

656,934

7

1979 535,327

27 4

384,167

439,048

4g3,g2g

54B,BI0

642,663

7

r97

3 15

,680

1

6

r977 84r,46r

Av' 56r

'209

17

,405

8,5r7 357,035

499

,849

================---

03

57

r

,256

29 ,927

14

,070

----=========================

'This analysis assumed for sinplicity, that every claim received
coverage. For example, in 1975, to deEermine the total acres
damaged: Compensation paid rvas divíded by maximum coverage to obtain
acreage. Once acreage r47as determined, it Íras rnultiplíed by the increased coverage l-eveI to determine the effect on total compensation
payments. (315,600/25 = 12,624 acresz 12,624 * 50 = $631,200i The assumption is nade that, the increased coverage 1evel will not induce producers previously not raaking claims to do so nour.
maximum

Note: The above figures are not the acÈua1 amount that would be
paid in compensation. The actual amounÈ would be less because the value
of production destroyed will frequently fall below the higher maximum
coverage levels.
"Values exclude the t00Z compensation areas of Oak Hammock Marsh
and Marshy Point. It r.¡as believed that these areas would distort the
effect of increasing the per acre maximum for the remainder of the province if they were included.
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firsË producer incurs an opportunity cost of 50 dollars while the
producer incurs an opportuniÈy cost. of only 20 dollars.

second

The first

pro-

ducer may have required a higher 1evel of input into the production of

the higher yielding wheaÈ crop, in which case a smaller proportion of
production costs are being coupensated. In areas where severe depredation frequently occurs, the neÈ effect of per acre

maximum coverage may

be to reduce the producer's incentive to allocat.e input resources effi-

ciently into the production process. rf it

is decided to adopt. a per

acre maximum coverage system, it should not be geared towards fu1l value
compensation, as percent.age conpensation would be more effÍcient

meeting that objective.

in

A percentage based program does not discrirni-

nate against producers growing higher yielding or higher valued crops in

the manner that a

maximum coverage

leve1 per acre would. The per acre-

age maximum program would be best applied where the objective is to cov-

er the costs of production.
In covering the costs of production (cost coupensat,ion), the decision
would have to be made as to whether compensation would apply only to

variable costs or to variable plus fixed costs.68 rn" present program Ís
based upon the premise of covering variable costs only, as fixed costs

are and not considered a part of Èhe yearly costs associated with grow-

68 o.firrítion:

Variable costs are defined as costs which fluctuate directly wiËh the 1eve1 of output. They are generally related to the
prÍce of input factors such as: fuel, repairs, fertilizer,
chemicars,
seed treatment and cleaning, twiner labor, custom eharges, inÈerest.
on operaÈing capital, and equipnent rental.

Definition: Fixed costs are defined as costs which do not fluctuate
with variations in the level of output. These include: rent, taxes,
machinery insurance, investment in land, investment in buildings, investment in rnachinery, machinery depreciation, and miscellaneous
overhead.

1r3

ing a crop" This ignores t.he fact that producers operate on the premise
that the production of agricultural goods will supply sufficient revenue
Èo cover the initial

capital investment costs.

These costs are spread

over the life of the operation but, if they are not covered for a given
year' they must be carried forward to another year, making the financial
requirements heavier at that time.
Basing the compensation maximum coverage levels on toÈa1 costs (fixed

plus variable) has one major difficulty.
efficient

In the situations where a

more

producer, a producer with above average 1and, or a producer in

an area with a favourable growing season gro\,rs an above average crop,
the producer is penalized in the sense that compensation can only be received to cover Lhe costs of production. The producer would have no in-

centive to maximize output (efficiency in production) if this process
continually recurs.
The total cost per acre and gross revenue per acre figures averaged

over the crops of wheat, barley, and oats, on a per acre basis, are outlined in Table 5"3" These figures are taken from the Cost of Production
study and indicate that, on average, Lhe costs to a producer of growing
an acre of grain will be greater than the returns received on t.hat acre

of grain.69 For this reason, these figures could not be used as a basis
for the compensation level.

It is very imporËant that the figures cho-

sen as a basis for compensat.ion levels are accurate and equitable.

IÈ

could prove to be a substantial problem to determine a value vrhich would
saÈisfy all groups involved. Referring again to Table 5.3, it can

be

seen t,hat maximum compensation coverage levels, if based upon ËoËal

69^Frarningham and Associates, op. cit.
--
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Table 5 "3
Cost of ProducËion Study Estimates of Yie1ds, Costs and Revenues
Associated with Growing trrrheat, Barley, and OaEs in the
NorthwesÈ, Interlake, and Manitoba as a Inlhole,
==============:================================================

Area

Interlake "

Northwest' ' '

I'fani toba

26.r0
5r.50

2r.38
4r.75

45

Yield (bu./acre)
1 " llheat
2. Barley
3. Oats

20.00

26.32
.00
60.49

Total Cost (g/acre)

1.
2"
3.

Wheat

I59.82
54.35

Barley

r

Oats

136.66

Total Gross

1"
"
3.
2

t16.92

Barley

126.68

Oats

95.58
I 10.58

46.77

to

1 . Irrheat
2" Barley
3 " Oats

I29 . 18
138.26
118.76

Revenue ($/acre)

I^Iheat

ReËurns

r20.79
127 .96

i20.r3
114.29
90.27

InvesÈnent ($/acre)

2I.02
s3.04

============================= ========== ============

25.39
51.87
15"85
==

46.44
46.62
33.37

===================

--No data was available from the Cost of Production Study for
the crop of oats in the Interlake Region of Manitoba.
'Figures available are averages for the entire region und.er
consideration, and therefore, are more extensive then the areas
receiving waterfowl damage to crops.
"The Interlake includes both Area I (Bifrost-Fisher Branch) and
Area II (Rockwood-St. Andrews) of the previous analysis.
'"The Northwest includes Area III (Minto, Strathclair,
Harrison, Rossburn, shoal Lake, and silver creek) of Ëhe previous
analysis.
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production cost, v¡ould average 130 dollars per acre whereas, if

based

uPon total revenue that could be raised, would average 110 dollars per

acre" Thís last value supports the figure determined in the previous
calculation of approximately I00 dollars per acre.
AnoÈher difficulty

with the above two figures, as a basis for

compen-

sation rates, is that, they are averages for the three crops" The producer receiving coDpensation for oats will

receive a higher return

on

costs and foregone revenues than the producer receiving conpensaÈion for
wheat and barley.

The program would promote inequit.ies against produc-

ers of higher valued graín types.
within an area of high fertility

rn addition, a producer situated

soils require lower inpuË costs. Under

a cost compensaLion scheme, this producer would receive a higher return
than a producer situated in an area of low fertility

soi1s. To maintain

equity a cost of production figure v¡ould be required for every crop suffering

damage

for every region of lfanitoba.

There are basically two forns of compensation; cost compensation

value compensation. The incentive and equity implications of value

and

com-

pensation have been discussed in the previous section, and those for

cost compensation have been inferred above. Value conpensation will induce producers to maximize the total output of grain grown at the minimum

cost possible, as long as they will receive I00 percent

damage com-

pensation. The neÈ outcome, in the event that danage does not occur, is
an increase in total output.

In Ëhe event that

darnage does

occur, in-

creased total output also iuplies increased toÈal darnage. The leve1 of
damage

nay also be worsened because producers have no incenÈive to im-

plement preventive rneasures.

1r6
CosË compensation,

if established aË a set rate, wíll induce produc-

ers in severe depredation areas to minimize costs with no incentive to
maximize output.

Producers will

not feel inclined to put more inËo the

product,ion of a crop than they wíll receive in return.

As stated previ-

ously under the discussion of gross and net value compensation, any

com-

pensation scheme which affects the revenue and cost conditions at the

margin' will affect the producer's decisions regarding profit rnaxirnizing
behaviour. This will

in turn effect the efficient

allocation of re-

sources inÈo the production process.
The effecËs on interest groups other than agriculËural producers will

be similar to the 100 percent compensation option.

Goverruoent may

noE

be required Èo cont.ribute as much funding under this system (dependent
upon the maximum established), but the difference would be insignifi-

cant. The naturalists and hunters would once again feel no effects because there would be no noticeable increment to thej-r costs, and no re-

duction in the quantity of waterfowl supplied.

5.2"4

Standardize Adjustnent Procedure

The following section concerns one of the major areas of producer

dissatisfaction regarding the

CompensaÈion Program,

the adjustment pro-

cedure. This section is concerned with the justification

of this dis-

satisfacËion and its relevance with regard to the adminisÈration of the
program.

rn the survey conducted (appendix A), 38 percent of producers questÍoned felt that the adjustmenÈ procedure underestirnated the value of
grains desËroyed. The major complaint concerned the Manitoba Crop In-
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surance Corporation adjustors' failure to include tranpled grain in the
estimaËes of damages" In the liËerature previously cited, quantiËy of

trarnpled grain is claimed to be as high as eight times Èhe quantiÈy of

grain consumed. Failure to include trarnpled grain would result in
gross underestimation of act.ual

a

damage.

The estination of danage is calculated by taking 10 stalks of grain,

counting the damaged heads, and converting this to a percentage figure.

This is repeated at several locations and the average is taken as the
official

percent damage for the field.

ing the initial

The producer claims that in tak-

sauple, grain irnbedded into the ground is not included

as it cannot be easily picked up.

rf the claim made by producers is

correct and trampled grain ís not included in the adjustment procedure,
then a problem exists"

If the contention is not true, it

should

be

stressed by the adjust,or at the time of damage assessment thaË the tram-

pled grain is in fact being included.

If some producers are adjusted

for trampled grain while others are not (based upon the adjustor's discretion), then the procedure should be sEandardized so that all producers are treated equally.

This is important from an adninisErative per-

spective because inequities that are thought to occur in the application

of a program are reflected in the acceptance of the program at the farm
leve1

"

The second reason cited for dissatisfaction with the adjustment pro-

cedure r¡as with regard Ëo unfair estimates of yield (bushels/acre).

This r¡ras especially true when a crop was desEroyed beyond the point
where a yield estimaËe could be deËermined. The yield of a similar crop
grown by Ëhe same producer is used by adjustors as a proxy for the yield
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of t.he crop destroyed. Producers feel Ëhat these yield estimates are
frequently below those of the field destroyed, however, no comt¡ent was
made upon the possibility

of the estiroated yields beÍng greater than

those of the field destroyed"
The posit.ion taken by Ëhe I'fanitoba Crop Insurance Corporation con-

cerning the adjustment procedure must also be represented. It is the
conÈention of the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation that the adjustment procedure carried out by its adjustors meets the guidelines est.ab-

lished within the Compensation Agreement, and that Ëhe procedure is consistent for all producers appraised for waterfowl dauage. It, must

be

sEated on behalf of the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation adjustors

that these individual-s are trained in the necessary procedures to ensure
that a professionar job of crop

damage

appraisal is carried out.

They

have nothing to gain by not adjusting the level of damage in the proper

fashion, as they see it.
There is a definíte divergence of opinion between producers and rep-

resentatives of the Manit,oba Crop Insurance Corporation regarding the
equity and efficiency of rhe adjustroent procedure. This rnay be due to

a

lack of informaÈion upon Èhe part of the producer. rf so, the best procedure to follor,r r.¡ould be to clearly outline, at the time of adjustment,

the guidelines the adjustor rnust follow in order to fulfill

the terms of

the Compensation Agreement" If producer dissatisfaction

over the ad-

justment procedure is general, and would apply whet,her the adjustment
r^ras

being made for waterfowl damage, hail damage, or drought

damage,

then the problem cannot be confined to the Conpensation Program and can-

not be dealt with here.
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5"2,5 Increased Prevention Activities
It is the intention of Èhis section to examine the theoretical effects of increasing the level of prevention activiEies for waterfowl
crop damage in conjunction with a conpensation program.
Prevention expenditures relative to toËal depredation conËrol costs

fluctuate from year to year depending upon the severity of
Ëhe amount

daurage and

of compensation paid. The relationship between costs of pre-

vention and cost,s of conpensation are shown in Table 5"4 and Tab1e 5.5.
These figures indicate that, except for the initial

few years of the

depredation control prograrn, the progran r¡ras financially geared towards
Ëhe paynent

of compensaËion. This is indicated by the ratio of

compen-

sation to prevention expendiEures which is approximately tvro to one.
There is a strong, positive correlation between compensation and preven-

tion costs as both are a function of the waterfowl population leve1
fal1 harvesting conditions.

and

If fall weather prohibits harvesting before

the influx of migrating waterfowl or if fal1 waterfowl populations are
high, prevention activities
activities

will be increased. The increased preventíon

will reduce the extent of Èhe additional crop darnage,

howev-

êrr will not conpletely halt Ëhe increase. Therefore, additional
pensation will

still

com-

be required. This accounts for the positive rela-

Èionship beÈween prevention and compensation cosÈs which was referred to

previously.

The relative merits of increasing prevention activities

in

light of this information is uncertaín.
Prevention activities

are beneficía1 in reducing damage levels

Èo

grain crops, given Èhat the number of waterfowl bothering the grain is
sroa1l, and their stay is of a shorL duration.

fowl

make many

prevention activities

Large numbers of water-

(scarecro\,rs, bangers, and shootÍng)
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Table 5.4
Cost Relationship Between the Conpensation and Prevention Programs
================ ======= ======== ====== ====== ==

Year

Prevention
(dotlars )

(dollars

)

PrevenEion/
Compensation
(do11ars )

,329 .63

7

,659.62

10,356:1

3,7 58.87

39

,r43.24

I .88: I

.50

1.87: I

357 ,084 "7 8

0.50:I

5,287 .20

I .43:1

4I1,160.63

0.40:1

469

0.59:1

r97 2

79

r973

7

r97 4

332,4r5.36

r97 5

77

r97 6

107,680.90

r97

166,369.

7

Compensation

8,825 .66

10

,584 .98

r97 8

27 6

r979

225,277 "68

177 ,947

7

,946.43

28r,404.30

0

.80: I
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Table 5.5

Total Expenditures for Èhe Prevention and compensation programs
for the Duration of the program

Year

Prevent ion
(do11ars )

r972

79

1973

7

Compensation

(dollars

)

Other'
(doIlars

Total Depredation
Control Costs
)

(do11ars )

,328 "63

7

,659.62

18,932.38

I 05 ,9 19 .63

3,7 58 "87

39

,r43.24

I ,987 .65

L2L ,889 .7 6

r97 4

332,4 t5 .36

t77 ,947 .50

16,931.18

527

I97 5

17

8,825 .66

357 ,084.7 8

22 ,966.7 9

558,877 .23

797 6

107,680.90

5,287 "20

5 ,37 9 .33

t88,347 .63

1977

i66,369. I0

r97

I

r979
=

7

411,160.63

20

6,584.69

469

,946.43

33 ,7 27

225,277 .69

28L

,404.30

I8,279.85

27

=== === ========== == == ===

= ==

===

=

,000.00

.2r

,294.04

597 ,529 .7 3
7

B0

,256.62

524,96r.83

== == ==== == == == === === = == = == === ===== = === = ==

Source: Inf ornation was obtained f ro¡o the l"lanitoba
of Natural Resources, (I^Iildlife Program Files).

Department.

'Other refers to costs associated with lure crop evaluaÈion and
Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation administrative costs.
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useless if the crop is not saved because the costs of undertaking the

action have outweighed Èhe benefits derived. If it is firmly believed
thaË the crop will

be destroyed and corapensation paid regardless of

whether prevention measures are undertaken, il

is a better policy to

forgo the prevention ueasures. If these measures are not atteropted, the
costs to society are decreased by the anount that would have been expended for such a purpose" Each individual situation must be assessed,

however, in accordance with the ecological and economic factors prevail-

ing at the time to determine whether implementation will be beneficial.
The above would indicat,e that the best policy Èowards the Preventíon
Program is a financially

the

Coropensat.ion

open-ended prograrn operated in conjunction with

Program. In Èhis manner, each individual situation can

be evaluated on the relaÈive rneriËs of carrying out prevention activities.

This assumes that the individuals required to make these deci-

sions have the necessary understanding of the interrelaËionships between

prevention, waterfowl population Levels, and the level of damage.

The

individual would be required to decide what leve1 of prevention would
minimize the level of crop damage and, thereby, minÍmize the depredation

control costs.

The opÈimum combination of prevention and compensation

would be the position where the cost of prevention plus Èhe cost of

com-

pensatíon is minimized while t.he benefits are not decreased" If

this

could be accomplished, funds would be utilized more efficienËly by reduced governmenÈ expenditures.

IE is impossible r¡ithout quantitative analysis to determine the optimal trade-off between prevention and compensation. To do this, a sepa-

rate study would be required to evaluate Èhe benefiÈs (reduced crop

r23

depredation) thaË result

from prevention activities"

Subsequent to

t.hís, it would be necessary to deternine the exact relationship

between

compensation paid and the 1eve1 of prevention undert,aken" From there it

would be possible to determine the optinum trade-off point, and thus the

effects of increasing prevention activities"
Outright extension of prevention activiÈies would have an adverse effect upon the hunting population. The duration of time that waterfowl
populations would remain in the fall would be shortened and the size of

the populations remaining would be reduced. This would mean a lower
number of birds available for 1oca1 hunting purposes. Naturalists would

not be restricted in the saue sense as their use of the resource is not
regulated. The alternate suggestion of co-ordinating the Prevention

and

Compensation Programs, in situations where prevention activiËies are in-

creased and waterfowl are scared away, would have a negative impact on

hunters.

In situations where prevention activities

are not

deemed

r.rorthvrhile and the waterfowl are not scared away, the hunter would not
be affected.
Increased prevenËion act.iviÈies by government agents creates a disin-

centive effect upon Ëhe producer with regard to inplementation of his
own prevention

activities

(actual or agrononic). High cornpensation 1ev-

e1s in conjunction with increased prevention will create conflicting

centives for producers. Increased prevention will

in-

disperse waterfowl,

v¡hereas high conpensation levels may induce producers to atËract rirater-

fowl indirecÈ.ly by not undertaking danage prevention Eeasures. There is
room for, and a need of, an expanded analysis with regard to increased

prevention"
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5"3

},fETHODS

OF RAISING FUNDS

The following sections deal specifically

with two alternate proposals

for financing Èhe paynent of compensation to agricultural
The first

producers.

proposal concerns an increment to the present hunting l-icense

fee Ëo obtain the required revenue. The second proposal involves the
irnplementaÈion of a spot-loss insurance prograu whereby revenues to cov-

er crop losses are obtained from producer paid premiums. Certain questions are raised for both financial options with regard to the equitability

of the procedures on the interest groups involved.

5.3"f

Increase Hunting License

Fees

It has previously been stated that a resídent Manitoban will

pay

a

total of $9.75 for the righË to hunt migratory game birds within the
province. A Canadian, non-resident of },lanitoba will pay ç25.75 whereas
a non-resident of Canada will pay $45.75. These totals include a l^lildlife

Certificate

Migratory

Game

fee, a Manitoba

Game

Bird License fee, and a

Canada

Bird PermiÈ fee.

The total number of licenses sold and the total revenues raised from

these sales for the years 1972 through 1979 are displayed in Table 5.6.
Because

the ManiÈoba

Game

Bird License Èotals include licenses sold for

the purpose of hunting grouse and ptarmigan, Ëhis t.able was constructed
calculating the revenue raised specifically

from migratory waterfowL.

The nethodology used to do this is explained in a footnoÈe to the table.

Table 5.7 coropiles the revenues raised by }lanitoba and Canada into

one

table and compares these wiÈh the total costs of hraterfowl depredation.
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Table 5.6

Total Revenue Raised by the province of
fron MigraËory Game Birds
================== ============ ==========

Manitoba

Year

Game

Licens es'
(

nurnbe r )

Bird Licenses
Revenue'
(

dollars

== =======

ManÍÈoba

=================== ====

Wildlife

Certificate

'

Revenue' '

)

(

dollars

)

Toral

'
(do1lars

)

t972

4r,333

168,954 "25

92,999.25

261,503.50

1973

4L ,7

rr

171 , I 60.25

93 ,849 .7 5

265,009.95

197 4

37 ,167

I44,0L9 .25

83 ,625 .7 5

227

,645.00

r97 5

42,846

263

,r20.05

96,403.50

359

,523.55

r97 6

46,69r

330,763.50

I05,032.25

435 ,7 95 .7 5

r97 7

46,439

340,912.00

1

04 ,485 , 50

445,397 .50

I

50, I 69

364

,968.25

1L2,880.25

477,848.50

1979

49,344

377 ,7 96 "86

I 1 I ,024.00

488 ,820 .85

r97

=============================== ============================== ====== =====

'The number of licenses sold for migrat.ory waterforvl hunting purequal the number of Migratory Game Bird Permits sold within
Þlanitoba. Both licenses are required in order to hunt migratory !/aterfowl.
poses will

1975

"The Manitoba Gaure Bird License fee for 1972-1974 was g2.00. From
onward, this fee was raísed Ëo $3.75. Calculations are based ac-

cordingly.

This figure is calculaËed by Èakíng the difference in the number
of Manitoba Game Bird Licenses and Migratory Game Bird Permits, mulËiplying by the license fee for a resident Manitoba hunter, then subtracËing this product fro¡n t.he total- revenue raísed from Èhe ¡lanitoba Game
Bird Licenses, The assumption was made that licenses to hunt upland game
birds would be purchased by Manitoba residents.

"'This figure is calculaEed by taking the number of licenses sold
for Èhe hunting of nigraÈory waterfowl and multiplying by the correct
fee

"
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Table

5"7

A Conparison of Revenues Raised Through Hunting with ¿he CosÈs of the
waterfo$/l Depredation Program and the Actual Damage Estimates
=

==================== === ===

cosrs ($)
Year Compensation Prevention

L972

7

,659

1973 39,143
r974 177,948
L975 357,085
I976 7 5,287
t977 4tt,t6I
r978 469,946
I979 28L,404

REVENUES

Total

Damage

($)

Manitoba Canada Total

332,415

,960 94 ,288 26I ,504 82 ,266 343 ,7 69
87,164 160,923 265,010 83,422 348,432
176,55r 508,966 227,645 130,085 357,730

B,826

9r9,776 I,098.602 359,524 r49,96t 509,485

7

9

,329

73,759

17

107 ,691

14

7

8

,rr4

rg5 ,7

95

435 ,7

96

163 , 384 5gg

166,369 r,032,669 r,1gg,03g 445,399 L62,533

607

,r7

g

,g3r

276,585 799,L65 826,850 477,849 L75,592 653,440
225 ,27 B
542,327 67 ,605 488 ,B2r t7 2,7 04 66r ,525
7

========

'Damage refers to the revenue foregone (opportunity cost) be-

cause of waterfowl destruction of grain.

"costs refer to the actual costs of waÈerfowl depredation; the
costs of preventive actions plus the actual damage estimates (as opposed
to the compensated danage). This reflecÈs the true external cosËs to
soci-ety because both prevention and compensation costs are a direct consequence of the ideal of society Èo preserve migratory waterfowl popula-

Èions.
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Over the six year period from 1974 to 1979, total revenues raised
have doubled from 3501000 to 700,000 dollars.

This is due partly to

an

increase in the number of licenses sold, and partly to an increase in
Ëhe nagnitude

of the license fees.

The costs of waterfowl depredation,

whích are assumed to equal the costs of prevention plus the value of ac-

tual crop damage, range from a 1ow of 1001000 dollars ín 1972 to a high
of 1.2 million dollars in 1977. The trend is for an increase in costs
over time, however, t.hese costs may fluctuate yearly depending upon the

severity of crop daroage. The increase in costs will reflect the inflation rate, however, this elemenÈ has been ignored thoughout the study
because the roain comparisons carried out are within years as opposed to
between years.

Total revenues raised from Ëhe sale of hunting licenses are consistently lower than the costs of waterfowl depredation, excepË on a rare
occasion such as 1976 when both damage levels and prevention activities
were 1o¡^r. The difference beÈween revenues raised and costs incurred is

in the range of I50,000 to 500,000 dol1ars.
Table 5.8 breaks down the sale of Manitoba

Game

Bird Licenses

between

Ifanitoba residents, non-resident Canadians, and non-resident. aliens.
\¡ras

It

found that, on average, 91 percent of nigratory waterfowl hunting

licenses sold within Manitoba are sold to 1oca1 residents, 2 percent are
sold to out of province Canadians, and 7 percent are sold to non-Canadians (predominatedly Americans). This would indicate that, while r.raterfowl are within the boundaries of the province, the major users of the
resource are Manitobans. Once the waterfowl leave the province, Manitoba no longer has the right Èo appropriate revenue from a resource which
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Table 5.8

Distribution of

Manitoba Gane Bird Licenses Sold
Between ResidenË and Non-Resident Ì.{anitobans

=

== === ===== = ===

=-

-

Manitoba
(number)

Non-Resident
Canadian
(number)

I972

44,453

I,140

2,54r

48,r34

1973

44,504

1,175

2,570

48,249

r97 4

40,209

968

2,035

43,272

r97 5

44,37 5

B50

2,570

47 ,7 95

197 6

49,256

1

,185

4,004

54,445

r977

50,9 70

I ,041

4,r52

56, 163

197 B

54,093

1

,199

4,363

59,655

1979

46,

lgl

r,463

4,699

52,343

Average

46 ,7 55

r,l2B

3

5l ,250

Year

Res

ident

Non-Resident
(

Alien
nunber)

,367

Total
( nu¡abe

r)
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ít has produced. Revenues accrue to the state or province which sells
the license wíthin which the waterfowl are hunted.
BeÈween 1972
Game

and 1979, canada sold an average of 4241129 Mígrarory

Bird Permits per year; or stated alternately,

I "5 million dollars

r^¡orth of revenue üIas raised per year from the nigratory waterfowl re-

source.7o tt"

contribuÈions nade by the federal government Eo the

Com-

pensation Programs of the prairie provinces averaged 4751000 dollars per
annum

for the same tíme period, while their conËributÍons Ëo the Preven-

Èion Program averaged I87,000 dollars per annum" Their total conËrib-

utions were 672r500 dollars per annun. The remaining 900,000 dollars
average revenue raised per year can be assumed to go toward the preser-

vation of waterfowl.
In the event that a political

decision was made that the user should

pay for the external costs associated with waterfo¡¡l preservation,

inany

questions would be raised with regard to how Ëhis could be accompl-ished.

At Ëhe presenÈ time, the only facet of use for which a quasi-market system exists through which revenues could be raised is the sale of licens-

es for hunt.ing purposes. If revenues were Èo be raised to meet the to-

ta1 ext.ernal costs of waterfowl preservaÈion, this would be the primary
source utilized.

However, there are three alternate license fees which

could be increased, each of which is structured on a different premise
and whose revenues accrue to different

sources. Some questions

Ëhat

should be seÈt1ed before the fee structure is changed are presented be1ow"

70

I^Iendt and C. Hyslop, t'l'ligratory Birds Killed in Canada During the
L979 Seasonr" ottawa: Canadian Wildlife Service Report i/ i15, September 1980" p" 3"

s.
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Questions:

1. Which of the three fees should be increased?
2"

Should both leve1s of government receive equal benefits from
raising fees, or should they be collected by one source on the premise

that the revenues will be used for one purpose?
3" If the Manitoba Game Bird License fees are increased from their
Present levels, should they be Íncreased proportionally for residentManitobans, non-resident Canadians, and non-resident aliens; or shou1d
they be j-ncreased for all by a standard amount?

4.

Shou1d the increase occur on the hiildlife

original intent
wildlife
5.

hTas

inflicted

Certificate fee

whose

for contribution towards compensation schemes for

crop

danage?

Should the Migratory Game Bird Per¡niË be increased to include

a

higher user fee for non-Canadian residents than for Canadians residents?
The answers to many of these questions are political

Ëherefore, the

ansr{7ers

in nature and,

cannot be supplied here. To analyze the extent

by which the fees ¡+ould need to be i.nereased to cover the total costs of
waterfowl depredation, a few simplifying assumptions rÀ/ere made.
Assumptions:

I " The lJildlife

Certificate fee will be increased at a standard rate

so that no user i.s required to contribute more than another. AlËhough
resident Manitobans nay pay more through general tax revenues Ëhan nonManitobans Èor+ards preserving and maintaining waterfowl populations
which are used ouÈside the province, the sane may also be true of indi-
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viduals from other provinces and states.

These effects should then can-

cel out relative to one another" The l^Iildlife Certificate was chosen to
be increased because it was originally
wildlife

designed to cover the costs of

damage. The increment could be applied to any one of the three

fees, or to some combination of the fees.

The Liildlife

Certificate fee

is merely used as a vehicle t,o test the size of increase necessary, gÍven Èhe presenE market system, to cover depredation cosËs.

2. The

demand

for hunting licenses is perfectly price inelastic.

It

is the conËention put forth here that the roarket system for hunting 1icenses does not operate in accordance with Ëhe standard laws of supply
and denand. Neither the price level or the quantity of licenses sold is

established v¡ithin a markeË systero, but is controlled by government reg-

ulation.

The quantity of licenses available for sale each year is

quota based upon the expected vzaterfowl population leve1, while
price is established arbitrarily

a

Ëhe

and independently of the marginal valu-

ation of the resource by hunters.

The assumption can be made that

a

Manitoba hunter in charged a fee well belov¡ his narginal valuation of
t.he resource for the following reason. If a non-resident l"lanitoban is

willing to pay up to ç45.75 to obtain the right to hunt migratory hrarerfowl, then a charge of $9.75

seems minor

in comparison. Given this dif-

ference in price, it can be assumed that an increase of a few dollars
r'¡ill not affect an individual's decision regarding the purchase of a license. This is reaffirmed by the fact thaÈ the license fee constiËutes
a very srnaIl proportion of the total costs associated with hunting.
increase of a few dollars for the fee would have little
hunter's

demanci

An

effect on the

íor a license, given t.he broader scope of costs.
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hlhat is being argued is t.hat because of the failure oÍ. the market
systen to establish a prÍce representative of the marginal valuation of
consuilers (as opposed to arbitrarily
establ-ished by regulation) and to
determine a guantity that will be dernanded at that price (as opposed to

license quotas), the assumption can be made that the
ing license will

be price inelastic

demand

for a hunt-

for sna11 increments i.n the fee

charged.

3. The only relevan! costs are the costs external to waterfowl preservation. Preservation costs are assumed to be covered by general Ëax
revenues from the state, province, or country within which preservation

acËi.vities are implemented.
Table 5.9 displays Ëhe total revenue raised from license fees with

the l^lildlife certifate fee set at $2.25. rt then goes on to display the
total revenue that could be raised íf the fee was increased to $4.25,
$5'25, and $6.25 for the years 1972 through 1979. If the total revenues
and total costs are averaged over the past eight years, it can be seen
LhaÈ

a $4.50 Lriildlife Certificate fee would cover rhe costs of the pre-

vention and Compensation Programs, even with a conpensation leve1 designed to cover the fu1l value of crop damage. This amounts to a fee
increment of ç2.25 per hunter of waterfowl.

It is importanÈ that the

qualification be uade that excess revenues in a lor+ depredation year

be

carried forward to cover losses in heavy depredation years.
Placing the financiaL burden of crop

damage upon Ëhe

tion once again raises the question of equity.

hunter popula-

shourd the hunter popu-

lation be required to bear the cost associated with waterfo¡vl depredation when they constitute

only a small fractÍon

of t.he total

group
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Table 5"9
The Effect on Total Revenue of Increasing l^iildlife

Total Revenue if Fee'
Year

$2.2s

ç4.2s

$5

Fees

Total Costs

.2s

$6.2s

(dollars

)

r972

344

,2r9.50

426 ,885 .50

468 ,2 18 .50

509

,55I .50

94,288.22

r97 3

348 ,432 "00

431,854"00

473

5r5 ,27 6.00

160,923.13

197 4

357

,730.00

432,064.00

469,23r.00

506

,398.00

508,966.39

I97

5

509

,484.55

595,

638

680,868.55

I,098,601.70

r97

6

600

,r7 9 .7 5

693

5

7

40 ,222.7 5

86 ,903 .7 5

r85 ,7 95 .34

r977

607

,930.50

700,806 .50

7

47 ,244

.50

793,682.50

I,199,038.90

197 B

653 ,440 " 50

753,778.50

803 ,926 .86

854, I I6 .50

826 ,g4g .7 6

r97

66r,524,96

7

92.86

808,926.86

858 ,060. 86

7

510,367.68

599,237

688,107"18

605,258.50

9

Average

17

6.55

,54r.7

59 ,7

,565.00

,022.7

5

"43 643,672"34

7

67 ,604 .7 6

================== === ============================== ===============

==

=::=

The average is for the years 1974-1979. The years 1972 and 1973
were excluded because iË was felt thaÈ the actual crop dauage estimates
hlere not accurate because of a general lack of knowledge regarding fhe
program and, therefore, noÈ a large number of damage victius would make
claims.

perfectly price inelastic:
'Total revenue can be calculated by taking:
Number of Migratory Game Bird Perrnits Sold * Fee = Revenue*
Revenue* * Revenue from Manitoba Game Bird Licences +
Revenue froro l^/ildlife Fees (at the new rate) = Total Revenue

Assuming Demand is
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making use of the resource? I,JaEerfowl for hunting purposes is one of
rnany demands or values placed upon vraterfowl, however, it

is lhe onry

demand for which a market or quasi-market system operates.

therefore,

Èhe

only

demand from which revenues can be

rË is,

raised.

Other demands for the waterfowl resource would include non-consump-

tive uses such as viewing or photographing (aesthetic value), the knowledge that the resource exisËs (exisËence value), the knowledge thaÈ the
resource will be available for use at some fuEure tirne if the desire ex-

ists to utilize

it

(option demand), the possibility

that through

facet of its composition it roay conLribute to scientific

some

research (scÍ-

enËific value), and the knowledge that the resource will be naintained
for use in future time periods (inter-generational .,r"1,r").71
Use of the waterfowl resource for the previous purposes cannot

be

regulated because of the non-exclusi-on characteristic of the resource.
If use is unregulated, a price cannot be appropriated frorn the users.
These individuals are not required to contribute to the costs associated.
wiÈh depredaËion. Charging hunters for the full

amounÈ

required to cov-

er these costs is as inequitable as having the producer bear the full
costs of crop damage. Society must make its

ovrn

contribution on behalf

of migraÈory rdaterfowl instead of placing Ehe full

burden upon any par-

Èicular subset of Èhe population.
The effect of an increase in hunting license fees has been discussed

frou the standpoinE of the hunter and from the standpoint of the agricultural producer. The hunter would be adversely affected because hunt-

7l Joh' e.

Sinden and Albert C. l^lorrel1, Unpriced Values: Decisi.ons
I{íÈhout Market Prices (New York: John I,iiley and Sons, L979) r pp.
444-46s.
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ing costs would be increased, whereas the producer would be beneficially
affected because full coropensation could theoretically be received.
AII other users of t,he resource would be benefited because funding
would not be required Ëo cone out of tax revenues. Producer animosity

to waterforvl would be reduced under fu11 compensation which would, in
turn, alleviate the pressure upon governments to reduce \,üaterfor,rl population Levels" The governments involved would also be benefited

because

it would offer relief frora the financial burdens of the Compensation

and

Prevention Programs whíle, at the saue time, relieve themselves of pub-

lic pressure to improve the presenÈ conpensation

scheme.

Raising hunting license fees is one method by which the revenue required to conpensate producers for

damaged

grain could be raised, howev-

êr, it i.s also one of the more inequitable nethods. It perpetuates the
problem that already exists, namely, that one group pays the costs while

others who value Ëhe resource equally, if not more, receive the benefits

free of charge. The question of equity once more becomes a paramount
issue in the discussion of waterfowl crop depredation. A supplernentary
study could be undertaken to examine the concept of a market system
functioning free of quantity and price restrictions for the hunting of
migratory waÈerfowl. If such a system were allowed to develop, the assumption regarding a perfectly price inelastic

hold true.

demand would

no longer
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5"3"2

Spot Loss Insurance

The concePt of a spot-loss insurance prograu for migratory ríaterfowl

inflicted
versy.

crop

damage T¡ras proposed

Spot-loss or uni-risk

as a solution to the current contro-

insurance is implemented in situations

"where the management decisions or actions of a producer will not effec!

the suscepÈibility of a field

of grain to a particular fonn of

dam-

..72
age. "

The spoË-loss option for waterfowl damage could theoretically operate

in a fashion siroilar to the spot-loss option for hail damage, which operates in the following Danner. For an additional premium, producers
can receive coverage for hail damage on all crops insured under all-risk

coverage. The 1evel of coverage is limited to the amount of all-risk
coverage assumed under the contract signed" The structure and operation

of hail insurance coverage is outlined in Section 24 of the Manitoba
Crop Insurance e"t.73 Sy insuring against hail daroage under their regu-

lar conËract, t.he producer pays only one-half the premium, the federal
government pays the oLher one-half, and the province pays the costs of
adminis

tration.

In addition to spot-loss hail insurance, there is what is termed Part
2 haíL coverage. To receive this coverage, the producer pays I00 percent of the

premiuxn

costs plus the fu1l cosls of administration.

turn, coverage up to a

maximum

In re-

of 60 dollars per acre can be received.

Part 2 coverage can be purchased regardless of whether the producer is

72

n. Inl. trlare, "crop

Livestock Insurance in
Annalist 0cÈober( 1960) ¡ pp" 101-109.

73 S"" Appendix B
surance Act.

for

and

an

Canada,

tt The Economic

outline of Section 24 of the l"laniÈoba Crop In-
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covered under all-risk,

however, the producer bears Ehe ful1 cost

because premiums are not subsidized"

To anaLyze the probability distribution

of waterfowl

damage occurring

throughout the Province of Manitoba (uap r of chapter rr),

the

daroage

areas were plotted on a rnap of Manitoba. The areas where severe

damage

occurred (Oak

Hammock

Marsh, Marshy Point, and to some extent Oak Lake)

Èended to be snal1 in size and number" A producer within these areas

has a probability of approximately one of incurring damage. Producers

within a few miles of the saue area may never receive damage or incur
damage

only one year out of several.

In areas such as the Northwest, waterfowl damage will

occur every

year' but the level of danage ís so s¡nal1 that compensation could not

be

received unless the minimum claim value were lowered. A proposed insurance scheme would not be wel-l received in such an area, because of the

low darnage level and the infrequency per producer of darnage occurring.
The majority of producers !üithin the province seldom receive crop
damage

of this nature (probability approaching zero) and, t,herefore, the

najority of producers would not be interested in a proposed insurance
prograu.

The lack of a probability

distribution

for waterfowl crop

makes the concept of a spot-loss insurance program difficult

late for equity and efficiency.

damage

to formu-

Since the risk of waËerfowl damage can-

not be spread over a wide population of producers and only producers
v/ith a high risk of receiving danage will opt for coverage, the
will be equal to the payments received in return.
sum

premiums

The result is a

lurop

transfer by producers Ëo the governruent in the forn of premiuu pay-
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ments' and a lump

suID

transfer back to the producers in the form of dan-

age payments" There exists no potential to pool or spread the risk and,

Ëherefore, the costs to producers will
producer will

equal the gains" In effect, the

bear the same financial burden associated with waterfowl

crop losses as under the present Compensation Program. (fhe producer
receives slightly

less than one-half the value of grain destroyed

through the Compensation Prograu. Under a spot-loss insurance option,

one-half the

premir.rms

paid which are returned as coverage are supplied

by Ëhe producer.) trrlaterfowl crop damage, like flood damage, in confined
Èo too specific an area to make the insurance concept a feasible policy

option.
The alternative to allowing producers to have the opt.ion of purchas-

ing coverage would

be

to incorporate the cost into the prernium rates of

general crop insurance coverage. This would spread the cosLs of the
risk over a large population resulting in Lower contributions per producer. It would also continue a policy whereby producers bear the burden of the financial losses created by waterfowl damaging their crops.

Inequities would be greater than those presently in existence
the costs of waterfowl crop

damage would be spread

because

to producers ¡+ho sel-

dom, or never, incur crop damage. In addition, these costs would only

be spread to producers purchasing crop insurance coverage.
Manitoba Crop Insurance general coverage presently includes waterfowl
danage as a natural hazard but does not offer coverage on a separaÈe ba-

sis"

Coverage is offered on Èhe same basis of damage as the general

coverage provided on an insured crop, which is to the level necessary to

cover producÈion cosis.
for waterfowl

Ii is for this reason ihat a spot-loss option

daurage rlras proposed"
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There exist several reasons why a spot-loss insurance prograü for
waÈerfowl dauage, similar to the one for hail damage, is not considered

a feasible policy option" These include:
1. Inclusion of spot-loss protection would result in increased premium costs to t.he point that insurance protection
would be uneconomical.
2" WaËerfowl damage occurs in
part and, therefore, the benefits
withín such areas, but the costs
to be íncluded in the premiums of

specific areas for the

most

would accrue to only farmers
of such benefits would have
all fanners who insured.

3. Producers should not be required to carry any portion
of the cost, of compensation for Loss resulting from rnigratory
waterfowl--a protected hazard.
4. Farmers would be required to purchase all-risk crop insurance coverage in order to benefit and not all farmers
choose to do so. AIso not all farmers insure all the crops
Ëhey grow under all-risk coverage.
5. Inclusion of such benefits would lead Ëo the breakdown
of a sound program because it is not possible or practical to
determÍne such losses accurately on a spot-loss basis.

6. All-risk insurance covers losses tq the leve1 of approximately the cost of production inputs.'
Several of Èhe points cited above have no economic basis but are the
value judgements of individuals involved in the controversy over a crop
insurance spot-1oss option.

The validity

of the statements could

be

contesEed, however, the major concern of this analysis is not with these

value judgements, but with Ëhe economic basis for a spot-1oss insurance
program. It was deternined previously that the spoÈ-loss insurance op-

7lr

' ' Source: The above criticisms of a spot-loss insurance option for
v¡aterfowl damage under general all-risk coverage $rere porposed by Èhe
SaskaÈchewan Crop Insurance Board, the l"f,anitoba Crop Insurance Corporation, and the Alberta Hail and Crop Insurance Corporation. These
criticisrns vrere fornulated at an inter-provincial meeting held to
evaluate t.he implications of insurance for waterfowl inflicted crop
damage.
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tion is infeasible because there is no random probability distribution
for danage occurring.

Damage

which are not large in size,

is concentrated in a small- number of areas
The najor incidence of damage fa1ls upon

the producers situated within these areas. As a result, Ëhere exists
potential to spread or pool the risk of waterfowl crop

damage

no

occurring.

Therefore, a spot-loss í.nsurance progran for migratory waterfowl i.s considered to be an infeasible policy option.

5

"4

CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL COMI'IENTS

The Conpensation Program could be operated more benefícÍal1y for the

agricultural producer if the leve1 of compensation was raised to cover
the fuII value of the grain destroyed. Ful1 value compensaÈion

wou1d,

in many instances, provide producers with a disincentive to undertake
practices which would aid in the minimization of waterfowl inflicted
crop losses. Because of the disincentive (efficiency) effects, a lower
level of compensation (somewhere in the neighborhood of 90 percent of
the value of the crop destroyed) is

recommended.

I p¿¡i6um compensation per acre prograrn

r¡ras

reviewed and the conclu-

sion was reached Ëhat this form of compensation would be best applied
where costs of production, rather Ëhan value of crop damage, r¡ras the

criEeria upon which compensation

r,ras

to be based. Cost compensation in-

corPorates inequíties to the recipient inËo its basic structure, howev-

€r, ít. does not. promote nany of the disincentive effects that are associated wiÈh full value compensation. However, the disincentive effects
associated with full

value conpensaÈion can be removed by lowering the

percent coverage to l-ess Ëhan 100 percent. It remains the preferred opti.on.
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The disincentive effects exísting under full

value cornpensation will

exist only in the circumsËance Ëhat producers do, in fact, receive
percenE of the value of danaged grain.

and to related literature,

100

According Ëo producers surveyed

this is seldom the situation because of the

inaccuracies involved in the adjustment procedure" If producers are not

adjusted correctly (or feel that they are not adjusted correctly) for
the yield and percent

darnage

on the field in question, they will react

as though they are not receiving payment for the full value of
grain.

Because the producer is a profit

damaged

maximizer, the inefficiency ef-

fecEs previously hypothesized will not occur and practices will be implemented which insure receipt of the maximum returrr possible.

Increased prevention activities

wÍ11- have beneficial effects given

that the program is operated in conjuncËion with the CompensaÈion program to obtain the optil0al !rade-off between the two. This Ërade-off

point must be determined by the individual in charge of iuplernenting
prevention activities

for the area, and must be determined for the par-

ticular situat.ion being evaluated. rf proper data was available, a supplementary study could be undertaken Lo deternine the effecÈiveness of

prevention measures in reducing crop damage and the correlation betv¡een
prevention activities

and compensatíon levels.

I^Iithout this information

it is inpossible t,o determine Èo what extent preventíon should be increased.

The methods analyzed for raising funds; increased hunting l-icense

fees and spot-loss insurance premiums for waterfowL dauage, have serious
equity implications.

The increnent to the hunËing license fee required

Ëo cover total depredation costs is small ($2.25), however, Ít

places
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the financial burden upon one user group (hunters). other non-consuuptive users would still

be allowed to use the resource free of charge.

The spot-loss insurance prograru, if operaËed in the same fashion as

Ëhe

spot-loss hail insurance prograu, would continue to place approximately
one-half the financial burden of waterfowl inflicted

crop damage

upon

agricultural producers. The sysÈem would also spread the cosË of preservation externalities over a larger number of producers.
As a result of the equiËy inplÍcaËions, neither systen is

recommended

as a serious alternative to the Compensation Program. The

Corapensation

Program is still

deemed

to be the best policy option to deal with the

problem, because it spreads the costs over al-l individuals who, in

some

nanrler, benefit. form the resource. The necessary revenues are obtained
from general tax revenues and, each individual's
It is

recommended

contribution is small.

that the leve1 of compensation be increased above its

present level, to account for equity consid.erations, buÈ below the full

value of crop dauage to avoid inefficiency in the agronomic practices of
agricultural producers.

Chapter VI
SUMMARY AND

6.1

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

ST]MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The sËructure of the Waterfowl Crop Damage CoropensaÈion Program pres-

ently in existence for the prairie provinces of Canada has not met with
resounding success fron the perspeetive of both the agricultural produc-

ers receiving compensaÈion, or the goverrunents í.nvolved in the

payment

of eompensation. For this reason, it was considered desirable Ëo examine more closely the struct.ure and adrninistration of the program to determine its weaknesses and strengths in order that recommendations can
be made with regard to its improvement or replacement.

To achj-eve the above objective, Ëhe first

step taken was Èo

revj-ew

the basic background t.o Ëhe crop depredation problern for the prairie
provinces. The ecological components existing in \,restern Canada,

and

the iroplications of these components upon crop damage, were outlined in
detail

"

The second chapter was designed to concentrate the setting of

Ehe

probleu within a Manitoba contexË. This consisted of a historical

re-

view of the compensation Program, its expanded coverage over time,

and

an historical

The

review of íts counËerpart, Èhe Prevention Program.

structure and administraÈion of both programs $rere outlined in terms of
financingr payment procedure, activities
to exist.

j.nvolved, and inequities felt

The severity of crop damage and the relative coverage offered
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under t,he CompensaÈion Program were the prime areas of interest which
vrere examined" The producer and government concerns vrere reviewed wÍth

respect to increased coverage levels, r¿hích could theoretically relieve
the inequities upon the cost sÈructure of agricult,ural producers

caused

by the waËerfowl preservation policies carried ouÈ by government agents.
The third chapter was concerned with the economic theory associated

with the existence of a waterfowl species; its

common

property nature

which leads to extinction and the necessiÈy for preservation; the exter-

nalities

created by the actions of preservatíon groups; and, the effi-

ciency inplications of a compensation program structured to relieve the
inequities created by preservation prograns. The conclusion

\¡ras reached

Ëhat a trade-off rnust exist between equity and efficiency.

The major

conpensaÈion schemes reviewed, net and gross value compensation, would

affect

Èhe

marginal value and marginal cost conditions upon which a pro-

ducer basis his profit maximizing behaviour. Gross value compensation
would induce producers to discontinue preventi.on activities

because com-

pensation woul-d not be received for the cost involved, but rather, conpensation would be received for the grain damaged. Net value conpensa-

tion does not offer the same incenti-ve to reduce prevention activities
because the producer receives compensation for the prevention cost.

The rate of compensation necessary to achieve equity is

dependenË

upon the criteria

established by the government with regard to whaË con-

stitutes equity.

Frorn the perspective of producer efficiency,

the rate

of compensation should be established below the value of actual grain
damaged (coupensation

rate of less than one). This 1evel will not in-

duce producers to discontinue prevention acËion, eiËher agronomic or
scare devÍce orient.ed.
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The fourth chapter takes the analysis one step further.

By reviewing

the existing legislation Èhat has been passed by the federal and provincial governuents with regard to Bigratory waËerfowl, it
that some concept of the jurisdictional

r4ras believed

and 1egal responsibilities

Èhe two groups could be deÈernined. The criteria

of

that each group estab-

lishes, and the actions Èhey carry out, give an índicat.ion of what the
interests of society are assurued to be. By attaching
sponsibility

some degree

of re-

to the groups involved in preservaÈion, it was believed

that a conclusion could be reached as to a justifiable

cost-sharing ar-

rangement and the degree of compensation that should be dispensed.
From the legislation

that has been passed, it is not possible to de-

termine an exact delineation of responsibility between the federal

and

provincial governments. In a situation of this type, where both levels
of governuent are involved, it may prove to be the best policy to apply
a simirar ruling to that whÍch exists for privaËe nuisance 1aw, i.e.,
responsibility be shared on an equal basis. The costs could be divided
in accordance with this ruling.
The level of compensation that the governments should distríbute to

producers incurring crop damage should be increased. However, Èhe government under the t.ort law concept of rrlegislat.ive authorityrr has no le-

gal obligation to offer compensation.
The lasÈ chapter atteropted to analyze alternative policy options
which are presently being considered to deal with the problem of migra-

tory waterfowl inflicted

crop damage. These opti.ons included: increas-

ing the Percent level of coupensation; increasing Èhe per acre

maximum;

increasing hunting license fees; and, implementing a spoE-loss insurance
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progran" The analysis

was

not quantitative in nature, but rather dealt

on a theoretical level

as

to what. would be the effect of each of the

policy alternatives on the different interest groups involved,

6"2

RESITLTS OF ANALYSIS

Based upon

the findings of chapÈers'rr or rv, a l0o percent

compen-

saËion level- was considered the most equitable" A 100 percent compensa-

tion level for the Province of Manitoba would mean a 100 percent increase in federal or provincial contributions from 300r000 Ëo 600,000
dollars.

The additional financial requirement does not appear to be the

major deterrent to the implementation of such a prograu. The effects
upon the efficiency of agricultural

producers was considered the major

problem. One hundred percent compensation was hypothesized to offer
disincentive for producers to undert.ake preventive acÈion and, in

a

some

situations, could prove to be a disincentive for undertaking efficient
harvesting practices.
An increase in the maximum coverage per acre allowed through t.he
pensaÈion Program was analyzed, however, it

r^ras

Com-

concluded that a sub-

stanÈial number of addítional inequities $rere introduced through this
form of coverage. This option discrininated against producers who were
growing higher valued grain types; who were situated upon 1ow productiv-

ity soils; and who had above average production costs. Once again, the
increased financial- contributions necessary to increase the per acre
maximum was

coverage.

not Èhe major disincentive for this form of compensation
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A third policy option analyzed dealt with an alternate nethod of
raising the funds necessary to supply 100 percent compensation. This
consist,ed of increasing hunting license fees" It was found that a ç2.25

increase in one of Ëhe fees presently charged would supply the required

revenue. This ¡nethod

\,ras

not recommended, however, because of the equi-

ty inplications involved" It is noE equitable Ëo have the hunter population pay the full

cost of l.Iaterfowl preservati.on as the hunter is

a

very snal1 subset of the total group deriving benefits fron the waterfowl resource. There may be some justification

for Ëhis group to con-

tribute a greater amount than others who do not physically appropriate
Èhe resource, however, Ehe exËent of the additional contribution is de-

batable. It would be dependent upon the relationship between consumptive and non-consumptive valuaËions of the resource which are difficult
fo measure.
The last option reviewed was the incorporation of waterfowl crop dam-

age as a spot-1oss option under general crop insurance coverage. This
r¡/as not considered a feasible policy option because of t.he lack of
random

probability of

damage

a

occurring for the province. In this situa-

tion there is no potential to spread or pool the risk.

rn addition, if

waterfowl are not considered to be a natural hazard, then the producer
should not be expected to pay any portion of the premiums for protection

against this hazard" Under Èhe hail insurance option producers contribute one-half the premium paynoent. If the systen

\^/ere

alËered to incor-

porate the premium costs across all producers who insure under general
coverage' this would again be inequitable as the costs would be born by

individuals who night never receive any benefits from ihe waterfowl

darn-
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age spot-loss option.

0n equity grounds, a spot-loss option for water-

fowl danage \,ras dismissed"
The overall conclusion was that a percent based compensation program
should be implemented with the required funding coming from general tax

revenues. In this manner, no individual group is required to contribut.e
a greater amount than another" The preferable rate of compensat.ion
should be set at greater than "8 buË less than one, in order that disin-

centive effects are not promoted and at the sarre time a high 1evel of
equity is maintained.

6.3

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

certain elements of this study were hypothetical in nature.
prinarily

They

focussed upon the disincentive and incentive motivatíons of

agricultural

producers created by alternate 1eve1s of, and schemes for,

coupensation. The actual effects of these ]evels and schemes are not
deterrnined but are hypothesized to be whaL would occur. There is no ac-

t.ual occurrence which can be taken and compared to the hypothetical occurrence. However, there is a good theoretical basis for the hypothesis
Ëhat are put forth,

and it

is strongly believed that the hypothesis

would stand.
The data regarding actual damage levels was obtained from one primary

source, the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation" The agricultural

pro-

ducers surveyed made the clairn that this data underestimates Èhe damage

level by as much as one-third the actual level"

This would impty that

many of the calculations regarding the necessary funds required to pay

100 percent compensation would be underestimaËed. However, the validity
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of the above claim has not been tested.
1ow

It is knovm that adjustors fol-

the guidelines established within the Compensation Agreement and the

damage

estimates are indicative of these guidelines.

The analysis undertaken throughouË the study did not make allowances

for inflationary trends in

damage

or changes in production costs.

calculations, changes in price levels,
This r¡ras justified

by claiming that

comparisions vrere being made wit.hin, as opposed to between, years. This
was noÈ always the situation and, therefore, some discrepancy may exist

in the comparisons.
Additional costs incurred by agricultural
be negligable because of an inability

producers were assumed to

to quantify there. The anlaysis

carried out' without consideration of these costs, cannot accurately
predict the behaviour of producers because these costs may constitute

a

major factor in their decision processes.

In order to determine the

maximum coverage

per acre necessary to al-

low for full value of losses, the assumption was made in the analysis of
Per acre roaximum coverage levels, that the total conpensation payments

divided by the present

maximurn

of 50 dollars per acre yields the total

nuuber of acres damaged per year. This assumpÈion is not realistic
many claius do noÈ receive the fulI

maximum

per acre.

as

The effect of

this assumption upon the accuracy of the results is difficult

to pre-

dict, although given other comparisons there did not appear to be an adverse effect.
The limitat.ions of this study center around the fact that the accura-

cy of the data available is uncertain, and part.icular elements of the
analysis are hypoËhetical and cannoÈ be tested.

This nainly refers to
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the effects of increased conpensation levels upon the agronornic pracEices of agrícultural producers.

6.4

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURT}IER RESEARCH

There are several specific areas included in this study where research efforts should be extended.
A closer evaluation of the disincentive effects t,hat could occur un-

der alternate rates of compensation and alternate conpensation

schemes

is required. The disincentive effects are only hypothetical and, in order to test the validity

of the assumptions, should be referred to

a

specific situation.
The possiblity

of establishing a market system for the sale of hunt-

ing licenses should be examined. A system of Ehe user paying for the
resource is one ¡nethod by which revenues could be raised, even though it

is concluded to be inequitable.
The effect of discounting the damage and compensation figures should

be examíned for the duration of the program. The effecËs of actual
price changes in Ehe markeË value of grain should be separated fonn
Èhese components and examined separately.
darnage

In addition, a comparison of

calculations, using the price established in the

AgreemenË and

Cornpensation

the market price (adjusted Èo reflect the sÈanding value

of grain), should be carried out.
tent (if any) that the value of

This would help to determine the ex-

damaged

grain is underestimaÈed.

A comparison should be carried out of the Cornpensation Program prior
and subsequent to the 50 dollars per acre maximuru coverage level.

This

would establish wheËher the increase in the maximum is an increase in

15r

the 1eve1 of coverage or sinply an increase in keeping with rising prices. An increase in the level of coverage refers to an increase in the
anount of damaged grain (bushels/acre) for which the producer receives

compensation" An increase in keeping wit.h rising prices refers to

an

increase in the value of grain (price/bushel) for which the producer re-

ceives compensaEion. The producer, with this form of increaser
stil1 be receíving compensaËion for the

same

üây

leve1 of damage. The anal-

ysis cannot be implemented at Ëhe present time because t.here exists only
one year's daËa for the 50 dollar maximum coverage level.

A more extensive study of the trade-off between compensation and pre-

vention activities

should be underlaken. The correct combination of

these Ëwo components could result in the minimization of damage, with

a

resulting minimization in total costs.
An evaluation of the toÈal costs to the producer should be undertak-

en. This would include a study of actual

damage

figures obtained sepa-

rate from Ëhe guidelines established wíthin the Compensation

Agreement

which the adjustor's musÈ fol1ow. It would also include the additional

costs of labour, prevention, harvesting and tillage,
premium

for inconveníence which the producer suffers.

weed

conËrol, and a
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APPENDIX A

RESULTS OF SURVEY CONDUCTED THE SUMì.,ÍER OF I9BO

REGARDING DA}ÍAGE TO AGRICULTURAL CROPS BY

MIGRATORY

I^JATERFOWL
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Question I

Part

A:

Compensat.íon

Area I

Area II

Area III

Total

a) Have waÈerfowl caused danage to

your crops within the past 10
years and, if so, which crops
were affecËed?

i) Wheat
ii) Barley
iii) Oats
iv) other (specify)

I4

6

1I

3i

18

13

40

6

9
3

I

10

0

1

0

I

b) I^ias damage caused by:

i) Migrating waÈerfowl
ii) Local nesting waterfowl
iii) Both of the above

I

I

2

0

T2

25
13

4

2

1

7

15
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Surnmary

The

first two areas surveyed (BifrosÈ-Fisher Branch, hereafter refer-

red Lo as Area I; and Rockwood-St. Andrew, hereafter referred to as

II) received the greaÈest amount of crop
geese during the fa11
some

damage from

Area

nigratory ducks

and

of the year. Sandhill cranes caused problems in

instances but darnage appeared to be relatively

l-ocal-ízed and infre-

quent. Damage by sandhill cranes wâs severest in the spring of the
year.
Crops affected, ín order of greatest darnage, vrere barley, wheat, and

oats. Flax and rapeseed, in the sample surveyed, srere never bothered"
The Pothole country, hereafter referred to as Area III,

severest

darnage

received the

from local nesting hraËerfov¡l (which consisted prirnarily

of uallard and pintail

ducks). Damage occurred throughout the

summer

but was severest in the fall when the young were fu11y grorlin. At this
time, the ducks consumed and traropled larger quantities of grain as it
1ay in sr¿aths, and as they congregated for the fa11 nigration.

The ef-

fects of nigrating and nesting waterfowl are inpossible to separate.
Both groups create the greatest problems during the fal1 staging period.

For the purposes of this paper the tvro types of waterfowl will not
distinguished between in future references.

be
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Ratings ë¿ Individual Producers of Crops Most Frequently
Darnaged

Area
1"

Area

II

Area

III

Total

7

I

7

5

6
5

I4
I7

0

0

0

0

T2

9

B

29

J

5

Èt

J

0
0

0

3

Barley

a) first
b) second
c) third
3"

l,iaÈerf ow1'

I,Iheat

a) first
b) second
c) rtrir¿

.)

I

þ

OaÈs

a) first
b) second
c) third

1

0

I

2

3

2

I

5

2

0
0

3

'This table was designed to exhibit the order of irnportance of
cereal graÍns darnaged by migratory vraterfowl. Out of 45 individuals
quesÈionedr 29 (65'/") felt barley v/as the most frequently damaged grain,
14 (3I"Á) feIÈ wheat to be, and 2 (4'/") selecred oars.
All told, out of. 45 individuals, 31 rnentioned damage to wheat
as compared to 40 for barley and 10 for oats.
It. can be concluded thaÈ the order of preference for grains
nigratory vraÈerfowl is barley, wheat, and oats.

consumed by

t6t
Question

2

rndicate year

Producer
Surveyed

Year of
Damage

197 s

r977
r978

receíved, amounË of compensation received.,
personal estimation of damage

damage

Compensation
Actua1
(dollars)
(producer esrimare)
r ,7 gr .42
s93 .63
694.68

Actual
(MCIC esrimate)

,000.00
1,000.00
I ,800.00

4

2

,000.00

I,100.00

3

,603.98
,888.84
1,722.25
1

2

r977

3

r97 5

1,000.00

1,000.00

3,500.00

4

r978

9rs.97

1,800.00

I,629.52

5

r97 4

92.25

500.00

500.07

6

r97 8
1979

340.62
50.00

I,500.00

1

50.00

836.28
243.60

7

L97 8

424

.7I

1,000.00

1,189.39

8

No clairn

9

197 4

327 .60

r977

60.50
434.s4

2

10

9

r97 5

.00

r

I ,000.00

197 B

r97

50

6, 190.6 I
L

,32r "2r

1,200.00
450.00
3,250.00
25,000.00
I ,450.00
+1 ,800.00

436 .80

252.00

1
11

,381 .0I
,313 .37

6,257 "59

(Continued)

I62
Area I (Continued)

Producer
Surveyed

1I
L2

t3
I4

l5

Year of
Damage

197 5

I

Compensation
Actual
(dollars)
(producer estirnate)

2

,038 .38

r979

I ,089 .58
I ,319 .56

r978

I ,906.81

r97

r97 5

452 "50

r97

7

000.00

r97

5

529.00

,000.00

2,523 "92

r,269 "56
1,600.00

5,118.04
I,297 .86

4

4

,500.00

8,000.00 over

Eirne

700.00
I 00 .00

I97

5

I7

No claim

r8

I97 5
r97 7

335.00

I 30.93
267 .r3

4,77r "94
L

I ,200.00

I,400.00 over time
r6

Actual-

(uCfC esrinare)

,449 .7 5

I,379.25
I ,507.50

500.00

3,000.00 over

Eime

900.00 over

E.ime

400.00

476.73
787.67

400 .00

1,200.00 over time
19

20

r97 5

1977

635. I 9

100.00

t,500.00
1,800.00 over
s00 " 00

Ëime

2,233 "64
3

60

.00

r63

Predoninately

100

Percent Compensation Area

Area

Actual
Compensation
(dollars)
(producer estimate)

Producer
Surveyed

Year of

2I

L977

397

22

r97 8
1979

offer

Dauage

II

.50

I,200.00

750.00
234.59

i6,550.00
3

Actual

(uCrC estimare)

I ,501 .00
2

,000.00

,652.7 5
387 .s2

197 B

6I5.01
3,266.35

24

197 4

582.40

582.40

582.40

25

r978

r,067 .60

I,067.50

7,067 .60

26

L97 5

23

27

r97 4

2

r97 8

I,553.78

r97

6

4 ,27

o.Oo

i0,034.00
4,689.06
82t.56

3

615.01
,266.35

527 .19

527 .19

2,099.00
I,553.78

2,099.00
I,553.78

5

I

,532.7 0

,000 .00

,000.00
6,000.00
3

0.00
,034. 00

4 ,27
1

0

I,200.00

4,689.06
82r.56

r979

882 .00
,003. 88
,830.00
380.00

I,600.00
I ,000 .00
I ,000 .00

4,003.88
3 ,830.00

197 B

r979
28

527 .L9
,099.00

L97 7

L97 5

1,230.00
6

r97 4

r977
197 8

4
3

7

50

.00

29

197

I

1,460.09

1,700.00

30

197 4
r97 5

3, 185.08

5,000.00
2 ,600.00
I,660.00
17,000"00

r977

1,841.00
I,260.00

19 78

9 ,7 20

"00

832 .00

380.00

1,460.09
lB5.0B
1,841.00
1,260"00

3,

9

,7 20.00

164

Area

III

--:-::=========================================================

Producer Year of
Surveyed Damage

31

Compensation

(dollars)

I97B

Actual
Actual
(producer esrimare) (MCIC esrimare)

132.93

17 5

.00

461 "08

600.00 over time
748.80
6s4 .00

6

7979
33

197 7

511.15

3

34

No claim

35

r97 5

r 45

.51

550.00

r89.86

36

r977

303.44

I,000.00

r ,334.67

37

197

7

38s.87

800.00

94s.36

38

1977

225.r0

800.00

184.99

39

r97

7

5T "T2

250 .00

184.99

r97 4

r97 5

324.14
202.66

6 50 .00
4s0.00

B9t.5l

4I

197 4

r ,059 .7 5

2,500"00

r ,384.52

42

1977

159.00

400.00

890.40

43

r97 s

r

44

r977

1,344"62

2,000"00

2 ,7

45

1977

433.s2

1,200.00

r ,7 34.48

32

40

19 78

,3oo " o0

4

2,450.00

r,009.25

,000.00

2,453.5r

,492.90

2r500.00 over time

96.58

3

50

.00

432.18

47 4

.rI

56.52
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Question

2

summarization By Area of compensation Received By rndividual
Producers compared to Estiuated Actual Loss Figures

================::

___========================

Area I

Area II

Area III

Total

Dauage
1

. compensated

2. Actual (producer)
3' Actual (ucrc)

23,381

.89

58

lg ,869

.56

Llg

,232.48

6,878.

t9

,152.57 25 ,g75.OO
58,760.89 59,49r.66 2r"715.24

g8,4g2.56
ZZ4 ,gg7

.I3

r3g ,967

.rg

Ratio

1. Act./Comp. (farm)
a)

Coup . / e.ct. ( f

arm)

2. Act./Conp. (l'fCIC)
a)

cornp.

/e*. (MCrc)

3.42

2.05

3.78

2.54

.29

.49

.26

.39

2.SI

I.OZ

3.16

t.58

.40

.98

.32

.63

========================================

r66
Surnmary

For the years 1974 through 1979, the Ëotal amount paid through the
compensaËion program

to the 45 indÍviduals surveyed was $98,492.56.

The

producers estimated their actual losses to be approximatelry $224,gg7.I3.

This is approximately 2.5 times greater Ëhan the compensation Ehey received. The ManiÈoba Crop Insurance Corporation's estimates of actual
damage

for these same 45 producers was $139r957.79 r¿hich is 1"5 times

greater than the compensation paid" The producer's estimates of actual
grain danage are 1.6 times greater than the estimates supplied by the
MCIC.

Area I producers estimated their actual losses to be 1.36 times
greater, or of 36 percent greater nagnitude, Ëhan the
Area III

MCIC

adjusted for.

producers estiroated their actual losses to be 1.2 times great-

êrr or of 20 percent greaÈer magnitude, than the MCrc adjusËed for.
Area II proved interesting

because of the 100 percent compensation

offered to agricultural producers for crops
fowl.

It would be expecEed that actual-

tion paid and, according to
ists.

However, if

MCIC

darnaged by

damage would.

migratory waËer-

equal the compensa-

figures, this is the situation that ex-

producer estimates of actual damage are compared to

the I'ÍCIC figures, producer estimates are double (f002 greater) MCIC estimates. It is beyond the scope of this study to deterroine whether producer estimates or MCIC estimates show the greatest degree of accuracy.

It seems strange, however, that the t¡vo estimates exhibit this degree of
dispersion in the one area and not in the others.
It should be noted that there are a number of difficulties

involved

in esÈiuating actual danage Èhat occurs. Producers Èended Ëo respond

-uo

767

this question by giving a range within which they believed Ëhe actual
value fe1l.
r¡ras taken

For the purposes of this study, the average of the range

as the value of actual damage to the crops. The figures ob-

tained were

somewhaË

dj-sappointing in their uncertainty but this was un-

derstandable and, to some extenE, expected. In certain circumstances

the producer may not be aware that waterfowl have been feeding in

Ëhe

swaths until conbining commences. As the producer will have difficulty

deternining the actual values, so too will

the MCIC adjustors.

will also be prone to estimating only what is clearly visible.

They

The pro-

ducer has a slight edge insofar that he works with the grain and can es-

timate his losses as he combines, however, his valuation is subjective
and prone Ëo error.

Despite Ehe inaccuracies prevalent the data musÈ be

used because it is all that is available.

utilizing

The results of the anlaysis

this data can be used ¡.¡ith confidence if the lí¡nitations of

the data are recognized.
Until 1979 Ëhe maxímum coverage per acre was set at $25. This maxirnum r¡ras

raised for 1979 claims Èo $50 per acre" It would be a worth-

while exercise to separate the collected data into

Ëwo

categories (prior

and subsequent to $50 per acre compensation). This r¿ould aid in

Èhe

evaluation as to whether the increase in the level of compensation is
merely in keeping with an increased value of agricultural

it

is in

f act

, an increase in the level of paynent.

crops or, if
I,¡i

th only

one

year's dat.a the results of such an analysis, at the present time, would
be unusable"

168

Question 2 (continued)

Area

I Area II

Area III

Total

c) Was settlement satisfactory

a) yes
b) no
c) unsure

D)

If
a)
b)
c)
d)

No, l{hy
nia not cover production costs
nia not cover market value

Appraised 7. damage inaccurate
Appraised yield estimates
inaccuraÈe

4

3

I2

7

4

0

t1
3

3

il

I

9

3

3

2
2

9

I7
I9

5

IO

3

2

7

0

0

2

0

0

t

0

0

I

20

I

e)Other (specify)
i) Does not consÍder Èralopling
ii) Cannot claim v¡iËhín I00
yards of road allowance
iii) Have to continually argue
to receive anyt,hing
iv) Select seed of value
$4.50/bu., received
only 92.00/bu. for a
Èoral of 9375
v) Government birds, therefore, ¡vhen more than a few
hundred doLlars, should
receive more back

0

E) Why did not file claim, if did not
a) Amount of darnage too small

10

2

I

8

0
0

1

b) Procedure too drawn out
c) Lack of information
d) other (specify)
i) For anount received, not
worÈh it

10

30

3

1

I

I
4
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Summary

Part

C.

Twenty-two percent (10 out

of 45) were satisfied wi-th cover-

age received.

Sixty-seven percent (30 out of 45) r^rere not saËisfied with coverage
received

"

Eleven percent (5 out of 45) were unsure, mainly because they

to feel that they were lucky Èo receive anything. However,
made by four out of five

of these individuals

seemed

comments

indicated that they

Ëhought it not unreasonable that Ëhey should receive more for their

d.am-

aged grain.

In a number of responses a hesitancy existed Èo speak ouË against the
prograu. This hesitancy may have been avoided if names and addresses
had not been taken. Generally, the respondents seemed worried that any

negaÈive response made might come back to haunt them at some future

date.

This became evident in such comments as: "r'd bet.ter noË
thatrtt ttNor^r don't writ,e t.hat dor^rntr, ttl r.Ion't repeat thaÈrrr etc"
The distribution
hlas

not significantly

say

of negative and positive responses to this guestion
differenE between regions.

Part D. In total, 24 individuals (53"Á) indicated that the reason for
dissatisfaction

with the CompensaÈion Program was because the

amounts

received did not cover the fult market value of the damaged grain, or
did not cover the cost of production. There were 36 responses given to
these two reasons which indicated that some individuals responded positively to both.
The single uajor reason for dissaËisfact.ion was because compensation

did not cover the full market value of the grain (19 out of 45 responded

r70

thusly)"

In a 1aÈer section of the questionnaire, the same individuals

were asked Èhe level of compensation they considered equitable.

This

timer 30 out of 45 indicated that compensation should approach lO0 percent the market value of danaged grain.

The two questions asked the

same Ëhing and should have been a counter check against one another,

hovrever, more individuals responded positively to the "ful1 markeË value
conceptrr when asked abouL compensation levels directly"

This may have

been due to extrapolation from one method of presentation to another, or

it may have been because some individuals feel 100 percent compensation
is their due for other reasons than Èhat they expect fu1l market value.
For example, they xnay desire 100 percent compensation t.o pay for incon-

venience, prevention costs, or additional harvesting costs caused

by

waterfowl being present upon their properËy.
A further 10 individuals (227() were dissatisfied with the appraisal
procedure; either because the percentage damage or the appraised yield

per acre was inaccurately determined. They did not blane the adjustors
for t.hese inaccuracies, but rather the procedures or policies that the
adjustors were required t,o follow.
The renainder of those sampled complained that, because of Lhe naÈure

of the damage, a spot here and there, they could not. claim. In order to
receive compensation it is necessary to have a minimum amount of
(s percent of the field)

danage

in one area. They also complaíned that if

a

field was cornpletely destroyed the method used to deternine the yield
Per acre l¡/as to assess the yield on the closest field
same

crop by the

same

planted to the

producer. The couplaÍnt hras that this frequently

meant Ehat yields were underestimated" They did not mention the possi-

bility

that, in a sinilar fashion yields could be overesLimated.
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Part E. The rnajor reason claims were not

made was because

the

damage

in any one field or region of the field was too small" This refers to
Ëhe reason

stated above that a claim cannot be made in the circuurstance

Èhat an area damaged is less than a certain value (5 percent dauage or

a

toËa1 claim val-ue of less than 100 dollars)"

Area Analysis. The analysis, if carried ouÈ for each individual area

surveyed, would exhibit the same results as Èhose st.aÈed above" All

areas were consistent in che belief that the compensation settlements
were unsaËisfacEory. Area II was more dissatisfied with the assessement

procedure than either Area I or Area III.

This area was theoretically

receiving 100 percent compensation, however, opinion within the area

was

to the effect that because of the assessuent procedure this was untrue.
Their prinary conplaint was that only

consumed

grain

r¡ras assessed where-

as most damage was a result of trarnpling by waterfowl during the feeding
proces s .

The rnajor reasons claims were not made in Areas' r and rrr was because damage was too srnall, however, in Area II this problem did not ap-

pear to arise as often.

This is hypothesized to be a resurt of the

large number of l,raterfowl that congregate in the area. MigraÈory v¡aterfowl do not land in suall enough areas for danage to be so smal1 thaÈ
claim would not be worthrì7hile"

a
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Question

3

Area I

inflicË costs above those
directly involved in crop loss?
a) yes
b) no

Area II

Area III

Total

I0
10
1023

13

42

t0

Do waEerfowl

If yes, what fonn do they take?
i) Prevention costs (equiprnent)
ii) Time costs (labour)
iii) Extra tillage due to trarapled
grain sprouting in spring
iv) Additional weed control
v) Time involved controlling
huntingonproperËy
vi) Greater harvesting costs
vii) Reduced quality of harvest due
Èo manure, soil, etc.
viíi) 0ther (specÍfy)
a) Pack soil so that in spring
is difficult to work
b) When 1002 loss, do not coubine
and therefore difficult to
incorporate into the soil
c) Oo not assess for trampled
grain which is an
additionalcost

I
9

I
0

O
I

7
1

0
0

4
I

5
2

I
I0

0
7

29

15

8

11

34

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

1

0

0

2

2

I

z

II
z
6
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Summary

Out of 45 producers interviewed, three were of Èhe opinion that there
were no additional costs associated with migraËory waterfowl crop

a8ê¡ while 42 claimed the reverse.

darn-

Twenty-nine of the 45 producers

claimed that these costs took the form of extra harvesting costs, espe-

cially when grain
er.

I^ras

trampled and nachinery

r¡ras worked

harder and long-

More time and labour became involved in harvesting and r,rear

and

tear on the rnachinery vras greater.
Thirty-four of the 45 producers claimed Ehat costs vrere incurred. because of inferior

quality of grain harvested due t.o the presence of

mud

and manure. Recoverable grain received less than Èhe grade it would
have received if the birds had not been present.

Fourteen of the 45 clairned Èhat extra tillage

was necessary because

of trarnpled grain sprouting in the spring and, because of the necessity
to cultivate straw into the soil when the crop is destroyed beyond the
point where it ís worth eombining. If the grain is not combined it rernains in windro!ùs as opposed to being spread throughout the field.

This

creates extra costs because of equipnenL r,rear and t.ear, time and labour,
and opportunity cosËs of carrying out these activities.
Ten of the 45 producers clained that extra labour costs were invol-ved
because of prevention measures undertaken and exËra time spenË cultivat-

ing and/or harvesting"
Six of Èhe 45 producers claímed that regulation of hunting vlas an extra cost.
Two

of the

45

producers claimed extra weed control was a problem.

Two

of the

45

producers claimed extra cost of prevention existed.
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Area Analysis" All three areas agreed that additional costs besides
Ëhose associated with actual crop losses were incurred by the producer,

Area I drew greater aËEention to the costs of additional labour and til-

lage than did Areas' II and III"

Al-1 three areas agreed higher harvest-

ing costs were Íncurred and, that quality of production r{las greatly decreased because of birds traropling the grain into the soil and otherwj-se

fouling it.
None of the individuals surveyed were able to attach actual do1lar

values to Èhese costs. Any such attempts would have been subjective
little

confidence could have been placed in Ehe resuLËs.

and
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Question

4

Area f

in your opinion would be an
equitable 1evel of compensation?
a) 80-i00 percenr

Area

ïI

Area III

Total

What

b) 50-80 percenË
c) Less than 50 percent
d) Cover production costs
e) Other (specify)
í) 975/acre
ii) No ansr¡rer
iii) Greater than now

I7

8

1

I

0
0

t

I2
t

37

0
0

0

0

1

1

1

0
0

I

0

I

0
0
1

2

J

1
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Question

4

Producer

Level

2

5/ acre
1002 Crop Value

3
4
5

1002 Crop Value
I00Z Crop Value
l00Z Crop Value

6

No response
1002 Crop Value

1

7

$7

l00Z Crop Value
9

10
11

I2

I{hat Can Get
802 Crop Value
80"/. Crop Value

Fact ors

Correlated to actual crop loss.

Cover fu11 crop damage because of high
cosÈ of inputs"
Out to make money, noÈ merely to exist.

Hunters receÍve benefits of proteeted
birds while producers pay the costs.
Computed by determining

yield in remainder of field or by yield of adjoining
field of the sane crop.
Producers out to roake profit, not just Èo
cover production costs.
Lucky to get anything. I^Ihy should
government be responsible since they
can't help it?
Do not want to feed government birds.
Should get greater than production cost
because relying on that income.

1002 Crop Value
802 Crop Value

No Comment.
Can always pick up something so should

I5

1002 Crop Value
1002 CRop Value

I6

80-1002 Crop Value

I7

>

Takes time to chase birds, etc.
Cannot appraise one crop from another.
Should be appraised where birds are.
Appraise each individual producer on
each individual- field.
Out to rnake a living and need to make
nore than just coveríng costs.
Cover at least cost of production.
Not 100% because can always salvage

1B

2/3

13
L4

757" Crop Value

19

Crop Value
1002 Crop Value

20

80-I002 Crop Value

2L

757" Crop Value

not be

soroe

100"/".

Èhing .

Not necessarily fu11 value.
Producer should receive what crops worth
in order to pay bills"
Producers can't exist just covering costs.
Need more to expand.
Just covering production costs not enough.
Never receive IO0% for anything, so
can't expect it.
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Producer

Level

22

1002 Crop Value

23

l00Z Crop Value

24

IO0"A Crop Value

25

26
27

28

29

30
31

32

33

34
35

36

37

Factors
$5O/acre covers only input costs and
gives no renunerat.ion"
If field ruined then have lost everythÍng could have made off it"
No say in wat,erfowl control . Not

allowed to kill except in season.
Is person's livelihood.
1002 Crop Value
Although say are receiving I00Z now,
are not actually receivíng that
because cannot account for spot-losses
that do not show up excepË when combining "
1002 Crop Value
No complaints.
1002 Crop Value
Adjustors not given freedom to adjusE
crops as want to. Always makes sure
Èo pick vrorst areas and adjusË as 1ow
as possible. Maybe two adjustors, one
for each side.
L00Z or )
100% not really 1002 because ful1 dauage
is not found, so have ) loss than get
credit for. In areas out of OH should
also receive 1002, especially if not
their fault daroage was done.
1002 Crop Val-ue
$5O/acre 1ow considering costs of inputs.
) than now receiving Geese hit same field every year. people
and game warden driving over fields.
100% Crop VaLue
Irrrite off trampled grain as well as
consumed grain.
1002 Crop Value
Government birds, benefiÈs of selling
hunting licenses and individual
producer cannoL scare.
100% Crop Value
Should receive this amount.
l00Z Crop Value
Now is just peanuts.
80-1002 Crop Value
Anything less doesn't give much incentive to farm. Maybe not 1002 because
sÈill get sonething off fields.
100% Crop Value
Government birds. Are protected from
hunting and, therefore, shouldn't leave
individual producer the responsibility
for taking care of them.
Cover prod'n Cost
Producer can't gror,J crops for nothing.
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Producer

Level

Factors

40

1002 Crop Value
GreaÈer than now
901l Crop Value

4I

100% Crop Value

42

1002 Crop Value

43
44

7

45

IO0"Á Crop Value

birds and should feed Ehem.
Not exactly sure how much.
Can salvage something fron field but
should receive total value for damage.
Gov't should pay because is their birds.
Or an accurately appraised value of
crop damage, because don't feel should
have to bear costs of feeding and housing
these birds.
Don't wanL birds but not allowed to get
rid of them.
Can always pick up something off fields.
Don't mind conËributing something but
roajority should be paid by government.
Gov't birds and don't feel should have
to feed thern.

38
39

5-801! Crop Value
80-90"1 Crop Value

Goverruoent

Surumary

Out of 45 individuals interviewed, all believed (regardless of the
region) Èhat coverage for wat.erfowl damage to crops should be uuch higher.

The general concensus Índicated that the preferred 1evel of cover-

age would center around 100 percent compensation.
The reasons given for this ranged frour; t.hese are governmenË proËect-

ed birds, and since individual producers cannot protect their crops from

them, the government should pay for Ëhe damage they cause. The other
major comnent was that a producer should receive nore than just produc-

tion costs because he is in the business to make a profit in order to
reinvest and expand his operation, as well as to meet his everyday operating costs.
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Analysis by Area"

the resulÈs of

Ëhe question

are presented in this format, it

can

be seen that 37 out oÍ. 45 individuals int.erviewed favoured higher

com-

When

pensatÍon levels (approaching 100

stated 100 percent
range

of

percent). Thirty of the 37 explicitly

compensation whereas

the other seven indicated

a

beËween 80 and 100 pereent.

The resulËs r{ere the same when analyzed by area.

Area I

a) 80-1002
b) s0-802
c) Less than 502
d) Other (specify)
i) 975/acre
ii) l¡o answer
iii) Greater than now

Area II

Area

III

Total

85"/.

B07"

80"/"

82"/.

5"/"

ro"/"

t/"

I/"

0"/"

0"/"

0"Á

07!

5%

o"Á

o7

2"A

)/"

0"Á

o"/"

2"Á

0%

ro%

o/"

5"/.

Between 80 and 85 percent of those surveyed, both within and between

areas, ca11ed for greater than 80 percent compensation. There was
significant difference between regions.

no
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Part B: Prevention
Question I

I Area II Area III

Area

Total

Have you undertaken prevention

neasures?

i) yes
ii)no

A) If yes, which method was used?
a) scarecrows
b)scarepenoiÈs
c) zon bangers
d) change crops grown
e) other (specify)
i) Drive truck in field
ii) Contacted hunters to
huntonproperty
B) State costs of initial
of equipment.

purchase

C) EstÍmated time spent in preven(hrs./year)
Ëion activities:

average.

D) How effecÈive \¡rere Eeasures taken?
a) worthwhile ()502 crop loss
reduction)
b) not worthwhile ((5OZ crop
lossreduction)
c) should be governmenË
responsibiliryOZO2
d) did noE expect damage

lZ
8

7
3

Ii
4

30

g
7
I
3

4
Z
6
0

10
5
11
0

23

I

2

O

3

0

0

I

I

15

14

25
3

(Received no values here as in many
cases \,rere no initial costs. Much of
material supplied by gaure warden at
no charge, or else had no significant
value attached as in the case of
scarecror¡rs, driving, and shooting. )

14
20
15
(Not a good response Èo this question
as could not give esti_mates of t.ime
spent. Too many factors involved so
that tine varied from year to year.
No confidence placed in these values.)

t2

4

12

ZB

I

4

O

12

0

O

3

3
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Summary

ThÍrty out of 45 individuals had undertaken preventive measures (approximateLy 67"/. of. the population sanpled) " the najor methods enployed
were bangers (zs¡, scarecrolrs (23), and scare permits (ta¡" The other
methods mentioned r.rere not significant"

There lrere, however, significant

differences between areas ín the

preventive methods used. In Area I, only 60 percent of those

sampled

undertook preventive action; in Area rr, this increased to 70 percent;
and in Area III

to 73 percent. Bangers were the preferred scaring de-

vice in all areas with scarecroürs running a close second. The only exception was Area I where scarecrows rrrere more commonly used t.han bangers.
The costs incurred by the producer

rÁrere

rainiscule for Ëhese activi-

Èies t.hroughout the area studied. The producers najor input was labour
and the Ëime spent in prevention activities.

Little

confidence can

be

placed in Èhe values obtained here, as the producer could only offer es-

timates as to the actual time Ínvolved.

There are enough factors in-

volved Èhat the time can vary drasËically between years. There was al-so
a failure by many to recognize what exacEly should be included in this
category. Other problens involved:

time spent is broken down into i5

minutes at one time, one hour at a later time, and another 15 rninutes

later on; the inconvenience involved in ínterrupting other activities
carry out the prevention activities;

Èo

and many members of a family would

be involved in scaring so that no one would know exactly how much time
another member had been involved"
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When

attenpting Eo analyze the effectiveness of the Prevention pro-

gram' it was noted Ëhat those who undert.ook prevention felt that it reduced crop losses to a worthwhile extent while those who did noË
such action did not do so because they felt

Èake

that it would make no appre-

ciable difference to the level of crop damage" This was Èhe trend for
all areas, with the exception of Area rr, where only one-half of those
who undertook preventive actions felt

that they vrere effective.

The

reason for this can be attributed once more to the large number of wat-

erfowl that fly out from Oak Haumock Marsh to feed in the surrounding
area. The large numbers are prohibitive in attemptíng to scare, as

a

person would be required to exert constant vigilance and immediate ac-

tion aË all tines.

Even Íf possible, t.his would not guarantee t.hat the

action would be effective"
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Question

2

Area I

Area II

Area III

Total

15
0

36

0
0
0

11

T4

34

10

15

3

5

Have prevention programs been
implemented by other sources?

i)
ii)

A)

If
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

yes
no

yes, whaË form
lure crops
baiting stations
hazing
zon bangers

cracker shells
other (specify)
i) scarecrows

B) I^Iere

T2

I

3

8

0
0
L2

1

I

B

9
4

0

9

1

8

these programs effective?

a) effective
b) undecided
c) not effective

4

3

11

I8

1

0

1

7

6

3

2
T6
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Summary

0n1y nine out of 45 producers interviewed $rere una\,rare of any preven-

tion programs being undertaken by government agencies l¡ithin their particular area. The major nethods that the remaining 36 individuals

were

aware of consisted of zorl bangers and cracker shel-ls" This was espe-

cially true in Areas' r and rrr.

rn Area rr, both lure crops and hazing

were known to be carried out around the Oak Hammock hiildlife

Manageuent

Area"

Fifteen of the 45 producers interviewed believed that the prevention
activities
II.

r\rere ineffective.

This belief was greater in Areas, I

and

Six of the fifteen were from Area II where the ÈoÈa1 sarople con-

sisted of 10 individuals"

The high negative response from Ëhis area can

be explained by the severíty of crop damage incurred there.

rt is hy-

pothesized that the bird populaËion is too large to control with the
meÈhods

presenlly in existence.
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Question

3

Area I

Area II

Area III

Total_

In your opinion do you feel
A) Government involvement in prevention should be great.er?
i) yes
ii) no

179
31

13
26

S) lndividual producers involvement in prevention should be
greater?

i)
ii)

yes
no

C) Both governmenË and individual
should be involved?

90
11

10

6L5
930
672

39
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Summary

Twenty-seven out of 45 individuals

believed that the government

should increase the extent of iÈs prevention activities

while producers

should not be required to do the same. The general belief r,ras that the
government should take responsibiltiy

for their birds, whereas producers

do not have the time, capacity, or know hor¡ to carry out effective acÈion.

Twelve out of 45 individuals believed that both the government
producers should do more to prevent

In total,39

and

damage.

individuals believed the government should be more in-

volved in damage prevention activities.
The renaining síx individuals interviewed believed that Ëhe govern-

ment could not do more, three believed producers could do more,

three believed producers could

and

noË.

The response did not vary beËween areas. All areas agreed in princip1e that prevention should be Ín the hands of

to in the hands of the individual producer.

È.he

government as

opposed.
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Question

4

Area I

Area II

Area III

Total

To prevent waterfowl damage, have

alternate farroing practices

been

attempted?
i) yes

ii)

no

If yes, what form did these take

a) substitute less susceptible crops

b)
c)
d)
e)

altering harvesting patterns
growing nore forage crops
draining wetlands
other (specify)
i) purchased bigger machinery
to harvest grain more
quickly

146
64
12

60
42
31

01

828
717
6

7

25

3

9

I

7

5

9

01
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Sunmary

Seventeen of Ëhe 45 individuals did not aËtempt alternate farming

pracËices. The reasons for this frequently concerned the particular
climatic'

geographical, or geological characteristics of the area which

m¡de many alternate practices infeasible.

Of the 28 who did atteropt Èo alter farming practices:

twenty-four

grew the less susceptible crops of flax and rape; nine altered harvest-

ing procedures; nine drained wetlands to eliminate waterfowl habitat;
and seven greÍ/ more forage crops. The producers frequenËly attempted
more than one of the aforementÍoned alternatives.

There

tried the

l47as

no dif ference in the response between areas. All areas

same

preventive t.actics, including wetland drainage. Thís

may

have been expected to be carried out to a greater extent in the pothole

Country but it must be remembered Ëhat the Interlake contains a large
anount of weËland also.
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Question

5

Area

I Area II

Area III

Total

I,lould you be willing Eo undertake
preventive measures at some

future daËe?
i) yes
ii) no

If no, what incentives would be
required Ëo induce participaËion?
a) compensate prevention cosËs
b) greater avaÍlability of equipment for rent or purchase
c) greater availability of government provided equipment
d) less compensation for danaged
crops

e) other (specify)
i) not government responsibilty

20

tl

0

4

37
B

10
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Summary

Thirty-one of the 45 individuals were willing to ernploy greater preventive measures while 13 believed that they should not be required to
do so because it was the governuent's responsibility"
above 13 were frou the oak

Hammock

six out of the

Marsh Area (Area rr).

Area r

and

Area III producers exhibited a greater incentive to increase prevention
uteasures than did Area II producers" This emphasizes Area II's

isfaction wiÈh the government's development and
aÈ whaË they feel to be their expense.

management

dissat-

of the marsh,
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Part

B:

Insurance

Area I

t.

a

Are you presently covered by
crop insurance?
i) yes
ii) no
I.Iere you ar4rare that waterfowl
damage vras covered as a natural
hazard under crop insurance?
i) yes

ii)

3.

no

II

Area

III

ToÈal

13

10

29

7

5

T6

6
T4

I

9

I4

36

0
15

44

t3

35

2

0

5
5

IO

13

2B

t0

2

I7

0
0
15

0

Is coverage under erop insurance
adequate for losses on your farm,
which are caused by waterfowl?
i) yes
ii) no

4.

Area

Incorporation of waterfowl crop
as a spot-loss option is
a good idea.
i) agree
iÍ) undecided
iii) disagree

I

0

19

10

I6

6
0
4

I

damage

5"

I^louLd

this coverage?

ïnsurance coverage for ¡,¡at.erfowl
should cover only costs of
production.

i)
ii)
iii)
7"

1

you be willing to pay pre-

miums for
i) yes
ii) no
6"

3

agree
undecided
disagree

Premiums should be subsídized by
government "
i) agree
ii) undecided

iii)

disagree

2

0

0

18

0
10

r6

9

9

0
4

1

4
2

0

2

33

34
5
0

r92

Area I
9

"

Area II

Area III

Total

Crop insurance as spot-loss
coverage is the best alternaËive
to the presenË compensation
Program.

i) agree
ii)undecided
iii)disagree

g
8
3

3
3
4

1l
4
O

23
15
7
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Summary: Questions I through

5

Twenty-nine out of Èhe 45 individuals were covered by Manitoba
Insurance

Crop

"

Nine out of the 45 individuals were aerare waterfowl pest losses were

a naÈural hazard covered by Ëhe all-risk

contract of crop insurance,

similar to other hazards.
Forty-four out of Ëhe 45 individuals vrere not satisfied with the
amount of coverage offered through crop ínsuranceo

Thirty-five

out of the 45 individuals thought spoÈ-loss insurance

could be a good idear 5 r,rere undecided, and 5 were against the idea.
Twenty-eight out of the 45 individuals were willing

for coverage while 17 were not.

to pay

premiums

Thi.s was because they felt it vras not

up to them to have to do so. The government developed the sanctuaries,

protected the hraterfowl; therefore, should pay the costs.
There was a wait and see attitude among many of those who agreed that

a spot-loss insurance program r.ras a good idea.

This is why the I'could

be a good idea't response is emphasized. There vras a willingness to par-

ticipate but only if cerÈain standards were met. Those interviewed indicated that they felt this would not be the case.
on a regional basis, there was a higher negative response (40%) from
Area II than Area I (5%) and f rom Area III

nificanË difference"
Area III

showed

(0"/"). This is a highly sig-

0n the question of willingness to pay

premiums,

a tnore positive reaction than the oÈhers but, all areas

agreed Èhat coverage should be greater than t.he basic costs of produc-

tion (75%).
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Summary: Questions 6 through I

The inclination

was tov¡ards higher coverage (approaching L00"/" crop

value).

Thirty-six of the 45 individuals agreed that spot-loss insurance coverage premiums should be paid enÈirely, or at least subsidized, by the
governEent.

Twenty-three of the 45 individuals agreed that spot-1oss insurance
coverage was a good idea.

Fifteen

rn¡ere undecided and wanted

to see

the program was to be adrninistered before any decÍsion would be

how

made

about how effective the idea was.
The only variability

that occurred between the three areas in their

response to Ëhis section was for question 8.

There was a greaËer nega-

tive response in Area II t.o the proposal that spot-loss crop insurance
coverage was the besË alt.erntive to the CompensatÍon Prograu.
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General Notes

--Many reports were given of producers who did not make claims even
though they suffer frequent and sometimes extensive damage. The reasons

indicated for not roaking claims consisted nainly of the following:
1. areas
sistently

damaged were

too small to claim even though they were per-

damaged;

2" many producers cannot be bothered with the claim procedure; and,
3" many felt that the birds must be fed and, if

damage

lras neither

too extensive or too frequent, Èhey were willing to accomodate.
There is still,

to

some degree,

a lack of awareness that a

Compensa-

t.ion Program for this type of damage exists.
--Damage by hunters was a frequenË complaint in the InËerlake Regions

of Bifrost and Fisher Branch.

Damage

can be quite extensÍve, Eaking the

forra of trarnpled swaths, holes in fields which cause harm to uachinery

if it happens to fal1 into them, scaring producers' fauilies with guns,
and shooting farm animals and machinery. The hunters, in general, show

little

respect for privaËe property.

In the controlled hunËing area

around Oak Hammock Marsh there \./ere very few complaints concerning hunt-

ers" This was due Èo the requirement. that hunters must register in advance and sign both in and ouÈ on the day Èhey are hunting in the area.

This gives the hunting population'1ess anonyrnity and less t.houghtless
activity

occurs as a result.

The NorËhwest Region exhibited less ani-

mosity Èovrards hunÈers than the Interlake Area buÈ, ruore aniuosity than
the Oak

Hammock

Area. The number of hunt.ers in this area is not

large because of Èhe greaÈer disÈance from a major urban centre.

as
The

hunters hunting in Èhe area tend to be loca1 in naÈure and rural orient-
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ed and appear to have a greater respect. for private property. There

was

a general trend Ëo entice more hunters to come into the area.
--l'fany individuals made note of the fact Ëhat birds appeared to hit
the same fields year after year, as though there were particular areas
Ëhey preferred or became accustoned to.

--Producers in the Oak Hammock area complained of increased weed control probl-ems because of poor weed control practices at the ¡narsh.
--Cotuplaints

r.7ere made

wiËh regard to the lack of speed and efficien-

cy of governmenË game wardens in placing bangers in producer,s fields
when requests were made. This led to the further conplaint Ëhat the
Prevention Program l{as uncoordinated and lacked sufficient equipment
be conpletely uti1e"

Èo

--There lras general dissatisfaction with regard to Èhe amount of time
required to receive actual paymenËs through the CompensatÍon prograu.
Payments are seldou received prior to spring following Ëhe fall

that

damage occurs.

--Many individuals feel that the flight

patterns of nigrat.ory \,rater-

for¡l have been altered because of the creation of Oak

Hammock Marsh.

Oak Haromock receives a greaÈer nuuber of waterfowl which remain for

longer period of time in the fal1.

The Interlake uay receive the

a

same

number as previously, but they remain for a shorter period of time and

do less danage while there.

--There was some belief among residents thaL a longer hunting season
¡vou1d reduce

waterfowl crop depredation because of the increased hunting

pressure" There was also an indication thaÈ higher hunEing license fees
should be i-upleraenEed in order that hunLers bear a. greater porËion of
the cosÈs associaÈed with raigrat.ory waËerfowl preservation.
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Prevention

--IË was noted Ëhat scaring activities,
actually r,rorsen crop

daroage

if handled improperly,

can

by spreading the birds throughout the field"

It is frequenÈly the best policy for an amateur to leave the birds alone
and allow those with experience in the use of scare devices to deal with

the sítuation"
--Geese are uuch easier to scare than ducks. Ducks scare for a short,

time, but wiII eventually
crorrrs and

become accustomed t.o

the noise and the scare-

return to Èhe field of grain.

--There was a strong belief thaË a producer should have the right to
shoot vraterfowl on his own property in order to scare them away.

--Producers r¡Iere of the opinion that in abnormal years (a large

ber of waterfowl present) their
drivÍng

among

or¡¡n

scaring activities

birds) leaving equipment in fields,

num-

(scarecrohTs,

were ineffectual.

In

such years (a large numbers of birds remaining for a longer period of

time because of favourable weaËher condiËions) prevention methods, overall, were of little

use.
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Crop Insurance

As eras indicated in the survey, 35 our of 45 (78%) of those questioned felt that a spot-loss insurance option for waterfowl danage was a
good idea"

Out of these 35 indivíduals, 28 indicated a willingness to

pay insurance premiurns (80% of those in agreemenË that a spot-loss op-

tion was a good idea, or 627" of the total population sanpled).
figures are somewhat misleading as they deal with a hypoËhetical
proposal. One produeer

These

program

up the general feelings of a large portion of the population with the comment, ttlt rnay be Ehe best alternative
summed

to a compensation progran but it is not a

recommended

alternative.'t

The

question was ansvtered in the cont.ext that no Compensation Program would
be in existence.
Comments were made

throughout the surveyed sample which cast doubt

upon the agreeability of producers towards this type of program.

The

thirty-five

agreeing that the program r{as a good idea acconpanied Ëhis
with a conment beginning with an t'if" or a ttbut". All 45 were concerned

with some of the following issues with regard to coverage and

premium

payrnents.

l.

Coverage

--Coverage should be sufficiently

high Ehat it covers the value of

the crop desËroyed, otherwise, it would not be worthwhile to take

out.

such coverage. Presently, under crop insurance, coverage is so low t.hat

it is not I^rorth\.Ihi1e to purchase" (Crop insurance replaces the out of
pocket producÈion expenses but does not cover the average yield or the

profiÈ level of production.)
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--It

should be a requirement that adjustments be made for the partic-

ular field that is destroyed" Average yield figures fron other fields
should not be used as an estimate for the field thaÈ is destroyed.

--To just cover production costs is not an equitable solution

because

the small producer would be Ëhe greatest sufferer, as he requires his
profit margi-n to Eeet paynents falling due. The large producer has other Eeans to raise capiÈal to tide him over. The

sma11

producer is less

likely able to make premium payments.
--Producers would have a greater incentive to claim for s¡nall losses

of five or six acres than they presently do under the existing program.
Therefore, a uore realistic

assessuent of actual damage would be availa-

ble.
--Coverage should have a percent. value rat.her than a dollar per acre

value as a maximum, otherwise, uore efficÍent

producers and/or those

wiËh better land who have higher yíelds, would not be equitably treated.

Manitoba Crop Insurance coverage and administ.rat,ion procedures have
Ëurned a large number of producers off of thís type of prograu, there-

fore, many who agree in principle are unwilling to become involved.
z"

Premiums

--Premiums should be government subsidized because the government is

responsible for r,¡aËerfowl population maintenance. Everyone benefits
from waterforvl and should pay for their preservation through the taxa-

tion process. Producers should not bear the full expense of maintaining
these animals. Hunters should not benefit at the expense of producers

but should be made Èo pay their share"
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--Producers pay enough through the crop damage Ehey incur for which
no renumeration is received.
--Producers feel that Ehey would probably end up paying through taxa-

tíon

anyway"

--The willingness of producers Ëo pay premiums depended upon the exËent of coverage being offered"

rf coverage is not worth much or, if

there is a chance Èhat they are going to be thwarËed in

some

other fa-

shíon, there is no sense in paying premiums.
--Whether the producer pays premiuns or not should depend upon wheth-

er the land was purchased with the knowledge that such dangers existed
at the time. Oak Hammock residents l.¡ere inclined toward the belief that
Èhey should not be responsible for any costs associated with waterfor,rl,

including premium payments, because the Marsh was established subsequent
to land purchases.
3.

Other

Comments

--Spot-loss insurance coverage should be separate from crop insurance
because many people bothered by waterfowl are not willing

to

become

in-

volved with the regular crop insurance program (handled through separate
program and hopefully through a separate agency).

--The adroinistration and functioning of the program will rnake a difference to the indivi.udal's decision wiÈh regard to whether he will
premiums or if,

flexibility

pay

in fact, he would nake use of the progran at alr (tne

to handle individual situations was deened by produeers to

be a prerequisiËe of good adminisEration)

"

--The acceptability of the program is dependent upon whether t.he program funct,ions in a fashion that Ís worthwhile to the producer. If the

hassle is considered too great, then iÈ is not worth Ít.
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APPENDIX

B

MANITOBA CROP INSURANCE ACT

SECTION 24

SPOT-LOSS

HAIL

INSURANCE COVERAGE
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SECTION 24

24" The following Ëerms and conditions sha11 apply to haÍ1 spot-1oss
optÍ-on coverage hereunder in addition to all applicable terms and condi-

tions hereof:
(a)

Hail spoË-loss damage is defined as that portion of an insured

crop hereunder darnaged by hail and/or fire in any crop year.

(b) Coverage per acre under Ëhe hail spoÈ-loss option shal1 be 1imited to the amount of all-risk coverage per acre as determined froro the
seeded acreage report for each crop insured hereunder and the continuÍ.ng

dollar coverage thereof during the crop year shall be reduced by

any

amount payable for hail and/or fire spot-loss damage.

(c) Total indennity payments for

damage under

the hail_ spot-ross op-

tion coverage and under the other provisions hereof cannot exceed the
all-risk

coverage for each insured crop.

(d) Discounts other than for cash sha11 noÈ apply to the premium for
the hail spot-loss option coverage and indernnities paid under such opÈion will not affecË experience discounËs which apply to the basic all-

risk contract; nor will

they affect the all-risk

coverage ad.jusËment

factor"

(e) coverage under Èhe hail spot-loss option shall remain in force
and effect only until noon of the lst day of october in t.he crop year
for which coverage applies.
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(f)

If all or part of a crop has been destroyed by a naËural hazard

covered by all-risk

coverage other than hail

and/or fire,

Èhe hail

spot-loss coverage may be terninaËed on request of the Insured effective
immediaÈely following receipt of written notice by the Agency that such

crop has been destroyed by cultivation,

pasËuring or other means. un-

earned hail spot-Ioss damage premium on such acreage sha11 be credited

by the Agency to the Insured in accordance with the prescribed hail
spot-Ioss opËion shorE-date cancellation table"
(g) In the event of hail spot-loss danage to an insured crop by hail
and/or fire while coverage under such option is in effect, the Insured
sha1l give notice of loss in writing to the local Agency office, by reg-

istered mail, within three days of the occurrence causing Èhe loss or
damager

stating his contract number, the day and hour of the occurrence

causing the loss or damage, Èhe estimated acreage affected and the estimated extent of damage thereto.

(h)

In the case of a landlord/tenant agreement, if the tenant

has

selected the hail spot-loss option, the landlord and tenant have coverage based on the crop sharing agreement if they both have coverage.

(i)

If a claim is filed

and Èhe loss is adjusted and found to

be

less than five percent (SZ¡, an adjustment fee of $15.00 shall be payable by Èhe Insured.
(j)

No payment shall be made on the hail spot-loss option on that

portion of the damaged acreage deÈermined to be less than five percent
(57() ot damage.

(k)

No paymenË shall be made on the hail spot-loss option for

loss or danage caused by reason of a crop being over-ripe.

any
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(1)

rf under the hail spoË-loss optíon, damage by hail and/or fire

occurs when a crop is standing, or is cut and ready for threshing, sub-

ject to proper notice of loss being given, the Insured may proeeed to
harvest, provided that representative strips of each damaged crop the
full length of the field and no less than twelve feet in width are left
for inspection and adjustnent,
(n)

Hail spot-loss option coverage with respect to that part of

an

insured erop which has been harvesLed shall cease following cornpletion
of harvest and the premium thereon shall be deemed to have been ful1y
earned

"

(n) Under the hail spoÈ-loss option, if

damage

to an insured crop

by

reason of hail exceeds seventy percent (70%) on any acre or acres of

crops insured, and additional award sha1l be made in the anount of the
difference beÈween the actual adjusÈed loss and sevenËy percent
r4?ith

a

maximum award

(70%)

being allowed of ten percent (102) of the loss ad-

justed with respect to Ëhe acres of crops so damaged, provided always
that in no case shall the total award for spot-loss

damage

paid on

any

acre or acres of crops insured exceed the amount of insurance coverage
applicable Ëhereto.
(o) No amount shall be paid on the hail spot-loss option for

damage

caused to an insured crop by reason of frost or by reason of fire

if

such fire is kindled by the Insured, unless lawfully kindled and in com-

pliance Ìvith all precautions required by law,

